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UNITED STATES WENT

MemoranuIm
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/27/68

JtACTNPHOENIX (105-2544) (P*) AGENCY 4tle
(E' C

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM .. _.BY .. k /
BLACK NATIONALISTS-HATE.GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

vised that at the NO MXI
No. 32 mee ing held on
opened that week's edi onpe an ex bited
to the congregation the picture of Rev. RALPH ABERNATHY,
Southern Christian leadership Conference (SCLC); ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD and other Negro leaders joining hands, supposedly
at the residence of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

further stated that then stated
"This is proof that even the great leader o the SCLC is
accepting the Honorable ELIJAH MUHAMMAD's leadership." The - \
Rev. RALPH ABERNATHY knows he has been teaching the white
man's bogus religion too long to the black people,
stated that these statements made a great impression on e
MTI 32 congregation.

The above is set out for the information of the
Bureau and Chicago as 00 regarding the NOI in order to evalu-
ate whether or not such impact as mentioned above is prevalent.
on the national level at other NOI mosques and, if so, to
weigh the possibility of either (1) advising Rev. ABERNATHY
that a militant black Negro organization is of the opinion
that the SCLC is in sympathy with the NOI separation philo-
sophy and requesting a publicized rebuttal by ABERNATHY; or
(2) assuming that ABERNATHY is not cooperative, Bureau and -

00 are requested to weigh the potential of a friendly news
media interviewing ABERNATHY, confronting him with the above
picture and asking ABERNATHY if in fact the SCLC is in sym-
pathy with the NOI philosophy.

counter
The Phoenix Division has developed no/intelligence

interests to report and this matter is placed in pending
inactive status, /
2)- Bureau (RM) 0-.-
2 - Chicago (RM) to ((.1 ' [:5G
1 - Phoenix A7
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UNITED STATES GO *-NMENT

Memoral9vum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (fl0-448006) DATE:

F ROM SAC, MIAMI (157-2514) (C)

SUBJECT: :

RACIAL MATTER - UNITED
BLACK STUDENTS

it

Re Miami letter and LIHM dated 5/14/68, c
"DEMONSTRATION BY UNITED BLACK STUDENTS AT THE OF
OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL
FLORIDA, RM."

Enclosed for the Bureau are 9 copies of
and captioned as above.

An extra copy of this LHIM is be-ing furn!
the Bureau for dissemination to the Air Force in v
the subject's current status with the Air Force.

AGEiCY:A I, E, 1,".S'R.

'. 2 - Bureau (Enc. 2) (RM).
2 - Miami (1 - 157-2514)

Oggilin(1, - 157-2559)

(4)
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9/25/68
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Memory
TO DIR E CTOR, FBII

aou : SAC, LOS ANGEL
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I.

'MENT

ndum
(100-1148006)

ESo ( 157-1751)

DATE: 9/25/68

SunJEcr: COUNT ER ITTELLIG PNCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATtE GROUP
RACIAL INTt-LLIG3NC t

L*;ROY ELDRIDGwE CLEAVZR
RM - BLACK PANTI!ER PARTY

*:ncloced for'the Bureau are fi.v'e copies each of
two television news editorial. carried by KTLA-TV Los
AnGeles. Two copies each being furnished for San Francisco.

The closed transcripts entitled "Subsidizing
Irresponsibility, ' and "Cleaver Tells It Like He Is, " we-rc
presented by GEORGi- UTNAM, television news commntato
for KTLA-TV, Channel 5, Los Angeles, California. The
latter television editorial was presented on 9/11/68 a d
the form'?r, twice on 9/12/63 and once on 9/13/63.

Y
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(5/- Bureau (inc. 10) (RM)
- San Franci-sco (Pnc. It)

2 - Los Angeles
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-. -- ,,,,,~By- .George. Putnam.,,;-~

4.Septemtber 12, 1968

',I t S.. th is reporter r..pinion that-.at this moment in ou r.,;-
-,history f-when it--Lippears -to'be- open-eao-on'-our. police,' ,-;.-
--,te stabbing, shcoting,!-cor~slaying of.,at -least-one i.

policeman every day somewhere in the United -States--that aL'
this moment when so -,nany~of our-public figures are'elirni-

* nated b ' assassination--at this-moment' when the United -

.--- States , s being-torn~apart by-rio ts in the streets--at
.. this* moment tAhen revolutionaries,. anarchists' Cormunists,

7>and other troublemak~rs'.appear dete'rm1-ned to 'destroy 'our -

.j1:y f-ife--at'tis-floment when permissivenessis breeding>.7
-~- :a gnert

repnii" o- mls community,- *aw, 'order, this natio',
and -to thernsejlves--that at this'momrent cf hypccrisy and

J awlessness and ccmrplete disregard fcr those values that
- made our nation great-- it Is simply unbelievable that at

:this moment,..we appear.determined to.:support and tc sub-_,. . -

sidize with our -hard earned tax dcllarse--rotten elements'
., determined -to -bring, thjis-.nat%.ion to%-1ts'.nees..-'-.- - --

We've always sai3d -hns..ae - .ge.. .altworse bfr
'..irthey get better;-nd peraps the-latestpronouncemenltL2~

t~~.that Black -Party off icial.Eldridge Cleaver- -admittedA:%-.e-., ...-----.

-'evouticnary--an-e-cnvict, -o o .pobtc*- ci
-cha~e f egagig~i''ashoo-tout -with -polide--has been'.*'

-apintedto lecture on the historofraismn mericat
the Un'iversitycfC frnia4'!s Berkeley -campus.'§

-The same - Bereeycanip0us.'that ha ienu'suhgms-s.h
fithy. speech'.movement-'-2ario Savic6"S'elf admitted -Commnunis-..- -

-t7-,Bettina Apthekeirlviolence and.riots adnauseum. -

Yc-e -could, challenge 'Blac'kc .Panther Eldridge -Cleaver's *teachi. _

c.hallen e's.should -be':cbv cus.- -Eldridge Cleaver -is-,a .Bllackr- . "
-Panther,,and 41don'menapsy&-.j iab

officials tmen_1a pussyce.ZPtiq:ne isa hgh ankri
-raci S S.".'-'' ri '

- -'S.~ S. TS
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WS GZt-ti ee qoe~him;,asAte .ing.47
ttorn eypI-_gathJefi h e__~o

-L:bshl)..hbak'mo e i idnt'imachi ~ ~ :
~~t at te:woe:Aeian'capitalistic- system anid its - -

~ istiutins and -pofice -nied -to be asigne_ et e~~
Mgah't1ra' ~e.- says ,there ae-,epe

.z.,r buying guns -to -kill, ju~gds and polid&e.and cor-
__-,-,oratio -la.r.W -hav

~ poration~2awyers, ,anid-that ,ye. need lawydrswhhaea
~ ~awbok~none -hand and -a'_un in thoohe* thatt -

~-as he .putsit;'' if :you go'to,6ourt zand. it-'oe sn-'t.c'ome _
- -p ~l-6u an-out'.,ight; yoU ull t y~ ~ n-start shooting

~He~t~e-'ts 7 awyer.- ifhe'&culd: get7.w icie~~n
:--out - of _-their. ,gathering, ,he -woul.dn't- care ,if ;* he ' :applauideid
r.: ,1i.ef .or-i-44 A .

~~~Th~s ~ame~E rdgeLi~'d-le aver-" &ghoffican oftthe -c~-d -4~.-

Ft -h ezsAi7asoheP

fcPar-tes i- a - 'h~ eace ,and Freedcm-Party candidate
fo- e ent'ofthe,United S t at e s.P e opl e,1ik e Eldr id ge_!
-Cl av r are th e enemnyof eve ry dece ntL.bl ack 'and white .i~~

,'.-:American;! because--,they-trean.to'2i:hygic-ally-(d qitroy -us aa~~~
ourwayof 1if..~And e, hUniversit of .California'~

~at-Berkele6y-announces -that "Eldridge 'Cleaver 1Wiletue -

-v~o the'Un ive r s ty of;-,-Ca1 i f orn 2 ic aris _4

:Y -!and:~-herest-cf--the oveiburaened -taxpayers r-~
-- dto, pay zor his~rfQ~ts~eso

C*our wayox6 11 fe: .'P~t-

fthi s e on Vh'-isnow. rob on--rthsh
- J f te tan tBack.anhe -i %,"llowid .o -teach is tdents
Won ,.our . 4ax :f ialpfor iaecapus

ht to. lpreventnotin ii der s lf ",,the,:-Amer ican - Na z I-
vA4Party, eadiri; of -ju~~xK .1eaeso h

a- pardinilitary organization s, -,xraco iother--Comm'un

M2 11SO - - 'Y'; t IA .2:'qr--t-be, eiIt c,,a,-cams sf;adntog



Ivyf -;.- -,!4~~i ~~.- #

*T.::How to torture andake zombies out' of human'beings- -t

wt those whwhom we disagree-- .

%How to conduct a mass genocide by starving millions to death---

Andhow to destroy Ithe will to survive of every Amnerican.

Yes, and while we re at it, :why not bring Mao *Tse Tung
Fitdel Castro, Kim II -Sung, =and -Ho Chi Minh right to the._
University of Californiacampus at Berkeley tactics with
which to .de'strciy us." . :*. :.:........,

~..~T-s;ay not ~Thetime has come to call -an absolute Thalt-to
~::all this damned nonsense.~ -My friend, there is one language.. .'.

-~the University of California at Berkeley .and .its .left .7
-- wingers, bleeding hearts, 'and pseudo-liberals and intellectuals

- . -understand. *We still hold the purse strings, and it's time .
* .. that you and I and every every Americaridemand that all

stoneys assigned to the University -of California be immediately
cut-off--.shut off until -thiB issue is resolved .to the :satis- -'

--faction of every decent American taxpayer. -

I~~t is -this reporter .s opinion -that every .one .of us .should.
~99-&now contact .by telephone, ~telegram, letter,- postcard,:or

<personally--the Presiden~t of the 'University. of ~California

4.Governor -oadReagan :at -the s:State;.Capitol, armno

-f J!" - I--, F

.'14- T. -Z,-***of the :ar o

tThe Board ofRegents-arid the Chairmarin'-t B d
'owRegent at the Universityof California:at Berkeley.- ;. -S

Irepeat--contactGovernec -Reagan at -Sacramento theo .
APresident of the Untiversity -oor aB eley, ond2ryA ia

th-Fie -CimnaheBardr, of11--unRegd-HCifitMiniverity iffe.

Califtynia at BerkfolynaBe

i "nesainead t-he Universofty-of CaUioritye-mmdf ey.-_

Five -and ten p.m. nesreports KT.AcChannel Five h

Repeatdh9/13/68
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CLEAVER TEiJL5 IT L KE IlE IS

By George Putrnmit
September 11, 1968 1

There is a serious and great question in this reporter's
mind wieLter a newsman should ignore such militant
organizations as the Black Panthers--give them no pub-
licity whatsoever--cr whether it is the newsman's
responsibility to bring to public attention what this
paramilitary organization cf military racists has in stcre
for the United States of America. It is this reporter's
opinion the letter course must--in all gcod conscience
and responsibility--be followed.

NF.'.'SEiK MAGAiINJ, in its September sixteenth issue, offers
a wcrd frcm the Peace arid Freedom candidate, ex-conviet
Eldridge Cleaver, who is the Presidential nominee cf the
Peace and Freedor Party--and the Black Panthers' Minister
of Information.

Last week, Eldridge Cleaver stcod before a grcup of 175
attorneys, all under the age of thirty-six, in a San Francisco
dining room--and lie told it like he i's. Standing there,
dressed in black and wearing a tiny pearl earring in his
left car, he told the barristers' club they cculd best help
the black movement by donating machine guns.

It is this reporter's opinion that it is important that .all
of us listen and understand what this ex-con hzas to say.
"America is up against the wall," says Cleaver. "This
whole apparatus--this capitalistic System and its instituticrs
and police--all need to be assigned to the garbage can of
history, and I don't give a--blank--who doesn't 1:.ke it.
If we can't have it, ncbdy's going to have it," says Cleaver.
"We'd rather provoke a situation thLt will disrupt cities
and the ccencray so the enemies of America could ccme in and
pick the gold from the teeth of these Babylonian pigs." This
an cbvicus referouce to police officers to whom he always,
as the Panthers dc, refer as pigs.

At that pcint, Cleaver shoutZt his adieoce--"Up against
the'wall, ycu mcther--blanks--! I could go into the White



( ) -2V I 0 '
House and come cut--blan:--ich. It 1 '1LCo young, so
1 have to say----blank--tic White House--blank--the
ciccLrcal systomw--blanX--all the pigs--and--bl-ank--the
power structure." Nw naturally, he didn't say "blank"--
hf used ancther verb.

And Cleaver continues his tirade. "You're all chasing
doll.arrs, but there are ctlhei pccp3 who are chasing
dollars toc buy guns to kill judges and police and ccr-
paraticn lawyers. We need lawyers who have a law bock
in one hand and a gun in the other, so if he goes to court
and that--blank--doesn't ccmo cut right, he can pull cut
his gun and start shooting."

And then Cleaver continued, "If I could got two machine
guns cut. of this crowd, I -wculdn't care if you applauded
me or threw glasses at me, and then I'd get'ny black--
blank--cut of here."

And then, lest anyone mistake his full meaning, Cleaver
concluded with these remarks, "I meant all my insults to
those who won't chccse my side--the right side. You people
can take your wallets, credit cards, and cut your mother--
bl&nk--neck. You pecple on the cther side, I love you.
I hcpe you'). take ycur guns and shoot judges and police."

Then Cleavcr--ex-convict, Black Panther Minister of
Information, and Presidential nominee of the Peace and
Frecdcm Party, gets a polite ovation, if you please, from
the 175 lawyers--all under age thirty-.six. One of the
lawyers asks--"What can we whites do to help the black
man's cause?"

Cleaveroresponds--"Kill scino white people."

Pt that point, the meeting ends, and as the crowd moves
toward the elevators, one young lawyer--pink checked--turns
to a companion arind remarks, "Say, his speech certainly
reflects the growing polarizaticri between the races,
doesn't it?"

This saina Eldridge CJoaver, the Peace and Freedon IParty
candidate, states in his most recent direcLive, "The Black
Pandsor Pairty is crg;tnzing and arming black popz c acrcss
this country."

77,721

II
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At another point he states, "We are very concerned with
tbc devolcpmeir~t of a strong, radical movemennt in the
winte community." And again he states, "We have fcrmed

working ccaliti.cn with -ithe ace and Frecdcm Party
in Calji fonia an ld a number of cther states."

Eldridge Cleaver and the D1.ack Panther Party are busy
on maiy frcnts. This revolutionary group has the
supporL of the Free Huay zmovcmcnt--thc Afrc-Armierican
Student Unicn--the Black Student Unicn--Icnkies fcr Ilucy--
The Young Socialist Alliance---the Socialist Wcrkers'
Party--the Icndepcndcnt. Scialist Club--the students fcr
a Democratic Sccicty--the Prcgressive Labcr Party--and

. numerous anti-draft and anti-war groups.

But perhaps the ncst productive affiliation for the
Black Panthers have boon their merger with SNCC--their
coalition with the Pc;ace and Freedni Party--and the
recent declaration of the Ccmmunist Party cf the United
States that it supports Thcy Newton.

As I said at the outset, the people have a right to know
what th1e D1Back Panther Party has in store for them. But
what a strarjnge spectacle it is to witness 175 American
attorniey&--cficrs of the ccurt--crcidca iIntc a San Francisco
dining rcom to bhcar an ex-cenvict as he rants and races
and insults thew--tlls them bcw he plans to destroy them
and every other white man--and then give this revolutionary
a very polite ovation!

And when one of them asks vwhat whites can do to help the
black man's cause, this man of "peace and freedom" responds,
"Kill smie white people." And those 175 attercneys---cfficers
of the court---give this revolutionary a very pcl.ite ovaticn--
after hearing this plan for their own execution!

Five and ten p.m. news reports, KTLA, Channel. Fie

7r .1*
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SACO San Diego (10C-14192) 10/11/68

director, 10600-448006)8

COUNTERINTELLIGEN %GRAM
BLACK NATIONAL S:krAATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(CITIZENS FOR SENSE NOT SHOTS)

Reurlet 9/27/08.

The Bureau appreciates your suggestion to send out
letters in both the black and white communities to counter
propaganda from militants. However, the Bureau does not
feel that this technique should be used at this time.

San Diego should continue to be alert for counter-
intelligence suggeutions aimed at neutralizing specific black
nationalist extremists. San Diego should be particularly
alert for counterintelligence techniques to neutralize the
Black Panther Party in Calif6rnia.

NOTE:

The proposed letter submitted by San Diego was a
general appeal to forsake violence and it is not believed
it would have any particular impact on black nationalist
extremists,

. MAILED 23

OCT101968
COMM-Fil
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OPIOmeL ORM NO 90 (
UNItED STATES GO1 MENT

Memoranaum
T :Dircctor, 1dI (100-4j18006) DAT

4fOM' AC, San Diego (100-1192)(P)

SUBJECT: ',. 'I: A l . U ; , 1. 2 Yj,
13LiCK HVA".'Io;;iJIST - HA'iT7 GOUPS
RAC IAL IN TLLIO.B:10.3

li San Dio;;o letter to 3uronu, 7/31/68.
Bureau letter, 8/9/68.

Enclosed for the 'lurr:au in one copy of
"C 1,TIZ!!11"). 'H-, 12) O S OT .

Thc erjcloSe(J lettoP is a at:ple 'f the
rmaild to various, 5.nd I liv.duals in tho '-lock.o

in nn effort to c ou itf r propo-anda put out lb
the coanirity.

The latter w1i1. be reorodced in Tan U9
economical mean.nw v'aillable, po s-inly by mi.ult
roproduc t.ion will not be imasd b ecm of.' the
acxrrteh.s on the sir w JI0 leOave ironZe ons
cott-,rd ul:ith other lttors produced on thi

,.rr'lovcs will he purchased froi various
will bc ta'ncti to I 2love no fin:;orarints on th
onv lonc. Every recati')n wll. be t:en t

o' this lettor.

Nwiurous auti-ority la r , e ut to roprod
.1 onclosod for the mutc*au and to mr-ail It to a

tn Inn )o. Once thia prorramn is started,
a nuim-ber of .lettcrsn willt be sent on varitus

in-31n 1',o Inr the erntal situation .

. r. star Gvr~';'u a:s0,-y w1. be obti nod(
prepared for d. rIn .I8:n in 8 n UtIe.
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1 *___
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a letter cantionod

fIrst 2cttv-r to be
nc. ;:it con:Unit

v illitants in

TOrco by the most
i.l.ith. Xcrox:

possibility that
wi lch co'uld be.

e same machine.

m. stores and ca.re
e letters or the

o conceal tho sourcu

ice th e lettcr
number of individuals

it is expected th'at
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for each letter
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9/27/68

airtel 1 -
1-lm

To: SACs,- San Antouio
Chicago

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

CORITE~RxILTLIGGI;CE FRtORA1
LACK ANATIONltALIST - ILATiE GROUPS

Ai.CI/j. ITLIEC

,- RcShairtol and letterhead rmcoradm 9/18/68,, entitled
"Ization of Islan."

It routlld a.:r the ifr-ainatiue

coulD be uti iz to discrodit in the eyes of iAAjah
kdarveiid either for reporting false information or violating

a confidential trust. An anonyrmous letter to.LElijah iuhamed
ard/or release of the information through a cooperative news
media source could possibly create frictio betwnc

ad raia.ad.
COt San antonio rjd ChicLo Are requested to sub:--it.C" 1 bservations and reco-r=endations for possilf couintarijotalliroce
caI action in this vntter. . "

- -330971 Sub 45 AC3 19 SEP 27 '1.87.196

According to'a confidentiailinforman. during
I ____ meeting of the San Antonio Mosque' on 9/1/68 stated Elijah liuha!mad

had received a nine-page telegram from Commrunist China in which it
'sshop -was stated 80,000 troops were available to Muhanunad any time he

.- wanted them. Oii 9/13/68 a Chicago informant advised there is
-_-_absolutely no indication that viuhaimnad has received such aftele-*i ___ell ______

;ale__ ram. This informant stated the allegation-isabsurd and that who-
U.lAn Vver alleged'sam must have been irresponsibly trying to impress
-utr someone

* ____m_ M ~~ 5FTELETYPE UNITEJD
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contract"
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being hel
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Los Angel

TATES G#RNMENT

zorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/25/68

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-1751)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ,-j
BLACK JATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Los Angeles letter dated 6/3/68.

This is to advise that the agent previously
to coordinate this program has resigned and / .
jjjmwill in the future be coordinated by

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Information has been received that there is
ble friction between the Black Pantker Party
I the "US" organization headed by RON RENGA.
ources have reported that the BPP has blet a

on KARENGA because they feel he has sold out
tablishment. Reportedly, this "contract" is
d in abeyance pending the results of the HUEY
ial, inasmuch as the BPP wishes to retain as
ort from the entire black community as possible.
es is presently analyzing this situation to

determine if further disruption can be caused between
these two organizations. Appropriate recommendations
will be submitted to the Bureau.

Sources have also reported that there is now
some friction between the BPP and all other black -nationalist
organizations including the Student Nonviolent Coordinating.
Committee (SNCC) and the Black Congress. Information has
also been received indicating that there is now friction
between the BPP and the Brown Berets and that the Brown
Berets have issued instructions to their members not to
associate with the black nationalists because such
association is antagonizing the Mexican community. Los
Angeles is presently analyzing this situation and appropriate
recommendations wii be made to the Bureau. \

- Burau (RM) _nl,jf iLos Angeles
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Investigation has reflected that although the BPP
besreceived considerable financial and other support from
the Peace and Freedom Party (PFP), that the BPP is merely
using the PFP as a source of income and other assistance.
Reportedly, BPP leaders have stated that when the day comes,
Caucasians in the PFP will be stood up against the wall with
other whites and eliminated.

Los Angeles will submit appropriate recommendations
to the Bureau concerning methods to further this schism.

Contact has been made with the owner of the build-
ing wherein the BPP has its headquarters and it has been
determined that the owner is cooperative to the Bureau.
Consideration is being given to formulating a program to

. disrupt the BPP through this contact. Appropriate recommendations
will be submitted to the Bureau.

Investigation is also being conducted to determine
. the ownersof the buildingswherein SNCC and the "US" organization

have their headquartersand a similar analysis of this situation
is being conducted.

In view of the past propensity for violence on the
part of the Black Student Union (BSU) at some college campuses
in the Los Angeles area, an intensified effort is being made
to develop public source information and other data which
could be disseminated with Bureau authority to proper
governmental and academic officials. The Bureau will be
advised of the results of this program.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

. Los Angeles is presently conducting a survey of toll
calls of various black nationalist leaders and will continue
to do so under present Bureau policy. It islblt that results
of these reviews may furnish valuable lead information in
connection with this program.

Los Angeles is also requesting the Federal income
tax records on all black nationalist leaders in the Los
Angeles Division and an intensified analysis will be made of
these returns to determine if a counterintelligence technique
can be utilized in this regard.

16
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Los Angeles is also reviewing the Selective
Service records of selected black nationalist leaders
in the Los Angeles Division to determine if these in-
dividuals are guilty of violation of the Selective
Seriice Act, 1948.

Los Angeles is continuing to follow closely
the arrest records of all black nationalist leaders in
this division to determine if these individuals can be
prosecuted under State or Federal laws.

Los.Angeles is also closely following the
acquisition of firearms by black nationalist leaders
in this division and dissemination is being made
immediately to interested agencies.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

In June, 1968, information was received that
certain members of the "US" organization had purchased a
quantity of firearms. This information was immediately
made availab to t he Pasadena Police Departments and on
6/27/68, , both
"US" members, were arrested by the Pasadena Police Depart-
ment for burglary and attempted arson. They had in their
possession the firearms which they had purchased previously.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

As stated in paragraph I, information has been
received that the BPP has issued instructions that RON
KAREGA, Chairman of "US", is to be killed. Further,
information from various sources indicates that the BPP
is attempting to obtain the over-all leadership of the
black nationalist movement and has indicated that in-
dividuals or organizations who are not sympathetic to the
BPP will be considered an enemy and dealt with as such.
Information indicates the BPP recently withdrew from the
Black Congress, which is a coalition of various black
nationalist groups in the Los Angeles area, because the

- -



U0 D STATE DLhdAI(TMIENT U@ ' s 7r
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Ry. PlmmRefr't Miami, Florida
FahNo. September 25, 1968

Re:
RACIAL MATTER - UNITED
BLACK STUDENTS

It has been previously reported that members of the
United Black Students staged a sit-in demonstration at the
Office of the/President of the University of Miami,
Coral Gables,.Fljra, on May 14, 1968, and 14 members of
the United Bla-cStudents were arrested during this
demonstration by the Coral Gables Police Department
for disorderly conduct. Some were also charged with
resisting arrest without violence.

.He was charged with *isorderly
conduct and resisting arrest without violence. He was
arrested along with 13 other United Black Student members
in the Office of the President of the University of Miami
during a sit-in demonstration their .
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BP feels that the Black Congress is a bunch of "Uncle Tomasj
I[ would appear that most black nationalist organizations at
now afraid of the BPP and in some cases are looking to the
BPP for approval of their own actions. It is believed that
in the future, there will be additional trouble between the
BPP and other Negro groups. Los Angeles will utilize every
technique in an attempt to capitalize upon this development.

I
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UNITED STATES ;WR.NMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/24/68

Ce CHARLOTTE (157-6109)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Charlotte letters to Director dated 7/9/68,
and 7/31/68.

1. Operations Under Consideration

In connection with (Agitator
Index Subject), records of ele hone toll calls
were received from the aad'
investigation is presen y being con ucte ?TIy all
subscribers both within North Carolina and out of state to
develop his contacts. on analyzing the results of this
investigation, the recommendations will be made based on
available in ormation as to what actions may be taken to
undermine effectiveness as an organizer.

Recent infor ion re eived from
to the effect that

for North Carolina, is losing favor wit the na xonal
eaTership of SCLC, According to this source, a state-wide
convention will be held ater this year at which time efforts
will be made to replac who is currently conducting
daily demonstrations in Hyde unity, N. C., in protest of
a school desegregation plan accepted by Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Separate letters will be submitted
concerning this matter on development of further information.

Bureau (RM)0-
- Charlotte

'e SEP 261968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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2. Operations Being Effected

None.

3. Tangible Results

It shooldted that according to information
received, foundation for community
development, Durham, N. C., wi1 expend its funds as of
10/1/68. His activities after that date should be curtailed
due to lack of money for his travel expenses. This matter
is being followed closely to determine the source of Oany
new funds.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

With the start of the 1968-1969 school year and
the re-opening of colleges, racial activity within the
Charlotte Division should increase. It should be pointed
out that there are numerous predominantly Negro institutions
throughout the state, most of which have some type Afro-
American organization on the college campus.

Charlotte has alerted its sources for any militant
activity in this regard, and the Bureau will be kept advised.

a _ _ _ is in a positions assist in any

counterintelgence program mounted against
and to furnish detailed information concerning It
is anticipated that if sufficient information is developed
through this informant and in view of the voluminous
background data in the Charlotte files regarding a
proposal for counterintelligence activity will be made.

2 .
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Charlotte was recently quite successful in a
counterintelligence program concerning Klan and militant
white groups wherein with Bureau permission data of a
public source nature was furnished to a trusted newspaper
reporter, who wrote a series of articles. It is anticipated
that all development of the proper information, the same
type operation can be proposed against

3
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I R XIlRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, PITTSBURGH (157-New) (P)

RNNSUBJECT: WHITNEY YOUNG
RM.

WHITNEY YOUNG, Executive Director of the National
Urban League, 55 East 52nd Street, New York City, visited
Pittsburgh on 9/17/68 to explain his new program entitled,
"A New Thrust for the National Urban League," to officials
of the Mellon Foundation. He requested a sum of $300,000
a year for two years from this foundation. He believes
the Urban League should take a leading role to create leaders
among the black middle class through 93 affiliates throughout
the United States. He is seeking a total of two million
dollars for the first year and three million dollars for
the second year from various foundations.

The Pittsburgh Division is in a position to
influence the donation of $600,000 to this organization.

New York is requested to review itrbadices and
advise of any derogator on relating to WHITNEY
YOUNG and associate,

Depending on the information furnished by the
Now York Office, Pittsburgh will consider requesting Bureau
authority to handle this matter under countorintelligence.

(I3uroau (RM) 0.1
(1- 100-448006) (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE) .

2-NewYork (RM) ,, .,
3- Pittsburgh '

(1 - 100-15780) J 7
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SAC, Detroit (100-34655)

rector, FBIt100-448006)

6

9/25/68

9~L~ 1-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA)

Reurairtel 9/18/68.

The Bureau appreciates your suggestion to
disrupt the Republic of New Africa (RNA) but feds this
suggestion should not be carried out at the present time
since Robert F. Williams may return to this country
at any time in the near future.

Detroit should follow this matter and consider
resubmitting this suggestion, or a variation thereof,
when Williams' status has been determined.

F~PC-PRATv, AGENCIES
AND FIOF-I -FICES

PATE 7
/*rr - /BL

Detroit suggested sending a spurious letter over
the signature of Robert F. Williams, President of the RNA
in exile, to certain officers and members of the RNA. This
letter would say Wil i ' imewas bein sused by the
leaders of the RNA, However,
since Williams' IxMw-has a passport to return to this
country and is attempting to get a passport for his wife
and children, this technique should not be used at the
present time.
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Transmit the following in

ate: 9/18/6*

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via 4044 'AJ0A

j (Priority)

TI: director, FBI (100-448006)

ROM: SAC, Detroit (100-34655)

C OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACICHATIONALIST-HATE_.GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA)

Re Bureau letter to Detroit, dated 7/31/68 and
Detroit airtel to Bureau, dated 6/14/68, captioned as above.

In view of the fact that it would seem the City-Wide.
Citizens Action Committee (CCAC) appears to be moving away
from an extremist-position and rapidly aggrachng
it would appear that a counterintelligence tactic other than
that originally set forth in Detroit airtel to Bureau 6/14/68
would have maximum impact against the Republic of New Africa(RNA
and the recent overtures of the RNA leadership to obtain
publicity and increase membership.

Detroit would, however, suggest the Bureau consider
the feasibility of mailing letters over the signature of
ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, figure-head president of the RNA in c
-in Tanzania, Africa, denouncing the RNA leadership, specifically
RICHARD and MILTON HENRY, Minister of Information and First Vice
President, respectively, who have recently had audience with
WILLIAMS in Tanzania for the purpose of soliciting support.

The letter which would be printed on commercially
purchased plain bond paper, would be merely to officers and
selected rank and file members of the RNA in plain envelopes
postmarked preferably in Tanania, Africa or secondly Hon
Kong, China 1 ....- '/' .: ') V

- Bureau (RM) ,....
0e roit o SEP 201968
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Special Agent in Charge
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DE 100-34655

The content of the letters, which would be prepa red
It Detroit in numbers of not more than 60, would be a verbal
chastisement of the HENRYs and would indicate that WILLIAMS
feels the extent of his support has been exaggerated and his
name misused by the HENRY brothers. Additionally, it would
set forth WILLIAMS proposition that any effective black movement
must be international rather than national in scope and that
Africa, the black homeland, rather than North America, should
be the vocal point of Negro self-determination. Finally, the
letter would state that WILLIAMS submits his resignation as
President of the RNA in that he feels his personal ideologies
conflict with RNA policy.

Because only a handful of elite RNA officers have
ever had personal contact with WILLIAMS and have been extremely
vacillating and vague in informing the general membership regarding
the extent of WILLIAMS' support, it is felt this tactic would
have a coorx ive'vc effect upon the morale of the organization
and that the leadership would never be fully able to convince
rank and file members contrary to the contents of the letter.

Also, it is believed that should the HENRYs contact
WILLIAMS in an attempt to solicit some demonstrative rebuttal,
that WILLIAMS would look askance at an organization with so
little control over its own membership and may possibly re-
evaluate the extent, if any, to which he should lend his support.

All precautions will be taken to preclude embarrassment
to the Bureau in the handling of this matter.

No further action will be taken prior to Bureau
authority and the Bureau will be immediately advised of any
derivative tangible results.

e. 2**
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UNITED) STAT[ , GOVERNMENT

Mem ora"i ndum
TO

FRO4j!

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/18/ 8

SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

Re Bureau letter to WFO dated 7/1/68.

Referenced letter requested recommendations as to
methods to discredit CARMICHAEL in the Negro community.

It is the opinion of this office that the news
media could be interested in information that would exploit
CARMICHAEL's reputation through emphasis on the "first class"
approach that he has utilized in his travels. It has been the
experience of this office that CARMICHAEL has travelled in
first class air accommodations when visiting Chicago. This
appears to be an indication of a "better than the common man"
approach in an era when most people, for either business or
pleasure, are extremely conscious of the considerable savings
achieved through the use of economy air travel.

- I

I.
I

While it is recognized that CARMICHIAEL has an income
froan fees for speaking engagements, it may be possible to
accu -ulate sufficient information concerning his overall co s

2 "Bureau (RM) ~ ~L~- -
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During his Chicago visits, CARMICHAEL has, on occasion,
rented automobiles. He has utilized the major auto rental
agencies making no apparent effort to be concerned about the
variation in the cost of automobile rentals available to this
area. Such actions are an indication of ample available funds
or a complete lack of concern as to the expenses incurred in
accommodating his personal tastes.

CARMICHAEL's hotel accommodations have always been
over above average quality further indicating an apparent lack

a
of concern as to the amount of funds expended in order to
satisfy his personal comfort.

U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savingr P
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of travel, living accommodations and business expenses to
indicate that such costs are in excess of what he could possibly
accumulate from the fees received for his speaking appearances.

It is public knowledge that the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) has never been overly concerned about the amount
of money expended to achieve an objective. It would be readily
accepted by the public that the achievement*of recruiting
CARMICHAEL as a CIA Agent would be considered of such importance
as to make almost unlimited funds available to him to permit
him to enjoy as many physical comforts as he may desire,

It could be expected that such information would not
be favorably received among the many Negroes in the United States,
particularly those whose standard of living is minimal. It
could be expected that the majority of the Negro population
that might be inclined to accept CARMICHAEL as a leader would
conclude that such a person could be expected to exploit his
followers for his own personal gain and comfort. Such a re-
action would certainly reduce CARMICHAEL's effectiveness.as a
leader among Negroes in the United States.

Chicago continues to be concerned with the development
of programs applicable to captioned matter.

-2-
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UNITED STATES (9LRNMENT

Memorandum
TO MR. W. C. SULLIV\

FROM .G. C.MRE
SUBJECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE-PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(UNITY INCORPURATED)

Mr. DeLoach

TMr. W. C. Sullivan

DATE. etmber 17, 1968

N.-,-,-

Color.

5uIlav:3n
fO'.r.

ore.

PURPOSE:

To advise of counterintelligence results that
kept black nationalist extremist group from receiving
$150,000 grant.

BACKGROUND:

Unity Incorporated operated a black power center
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which included a proposed
target range in the basement. The leader of the group
was in possession of several pistols. The group applied for
a $150,000 grant from the Mellon Foundation in Pittsburgh.

The Pittsburgh Office has an established source
at the Mellon Foundation and recommended advising him of
the true nature of Unity Incorporated. This was approved.

RESULTS:

Pittsburgh advised that as a result of this
counterintelligence operation Unity Incorporated did not
get the $150,000 grant from the Mellon Foundation. In
addition, Unity Incorporated is now defunct.

ACTION:

For information.
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DIRECTOR, FBI 9/12/68

SAC, KANSAS CITY (157--869)

- BN
00: KC

Re Bureau letter, 8/27/68, authorizing interview of
and re Bureau and Los Angeles letters, dated 8/28/68,

a ters respectively captioned "COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAP,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATEGROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE;
UNSUBS; BLACK - HATE-TYPE LITERATURE OBSERVED 7/75/68 - KANSAS
CITY, KANSAS, RM", and "US, INCORPORATED, RM, 00 Los Angeles".

Referenced Los Angeles letter identified the literature
mentioned hereafter as direct or paraphrased quotes from a
booklet titled "The Quotable Karenga" by RON KARENGA of "US",
publicly sold for $1.00.

Economidc Opportunity Foundati I .,,TJ17 Ee
poverty agency funded by OEO located in Kansas Ci , Kansas,

through arrangements with Acting U. S.
Attorney, Kansas City, Kansas, escorted to the ansas ity FBI
Office on the afternoon of 9/4/68 one a
complainant in a civil rights matter.i.

on the afternoon of 9/4/68 at the Kansas City
FBI Office, was separately and privately interviewed and pleasantly
volunteered the following information:

mw -ti 0,10.

enz nis enrtre ire in Kansas City, ansas, excepting several

cij)Bure ~*- ii.
(2 ur-vim AAAAMM RM .- yN) NOT RECORDED
I-e 100-448006 WCOUN.TERINTELLIGENCP PROGRAMJ1Q0 SEP 1 11968
(1 - 157-5877 [Us])-
(1 - 157- (UNSUBS; BLACK - HATE-TYPE LITERAWBRE,

OBSERVED 7/25/68, KANSAS CITY, KANSAS .RM])
2 Los Angeles
3 Kansas City etc .)

(1 - 157-85 UNSUBS BLACK-HATE-TYPE LITERATURE, LTC.])
(1 100-12448 ICOUNfERINTELLICEiCE PROGRAM])
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months (less than a year's attendance) at Los Angeles State,
College, Los Angeles, California, and excepting two years in
military service, dates not specified.

is opposed to vi*tin-s defense.
He has worked continually since in
Kansas City, Kansas, among otherthings to re uce racia ension.
and to dampen any incipient potential for violence; he has
established a respectful rapport with many of the Negro community
in Kansas City, Kansas, particularly Negro-youths in tate
teens and 20s. This rapport is such, according to
that he receives numerous telephone calls or persona contacts'
daily from various members of the Negro community on their
individual problems.

is a leader in a youth group of the NAACP
Chapter of Kansas City, Kansas, and also works with a small
number of committed white people to im * y conditions in the
Negro community, Kansas City, Kansas.ANINEIR claims he has
not preached and is opposed to preachments of violence; he is
pro-black and believes in total commitment of the black community,
along with supporting white commitments, to improve black
ghetto conditions now, and not in the future as so often
promised in the past.

He has been so busy with his EOF duties and so dir-
appointed with slow progress to improve black conditions under
white prejudice that he has had little time for being a husband
and father, a situation which he complains does not make for a
pleasant family life.

Though he has had little apprenticeship in writings
he has recently speculated on moving with his family to another
state and writing a book on his observations of ghetto conditions.
He said he has not felt well lately due to severe fatigue from
his dedication and continual work to improve the Negroes' lot;
that he has thought of going to a hospital for a checkup,
though he knows of no serious physical ailment.

He claimsfirst-hand knowledge of most Negroes,
their problems and low conditions in Kansas City, Kansas. lie
s lectured or spoken often to neighborhood Negro and civil-

a nded groups in Kansas City,.Kansas, since 1965, on ghetto .
problems as well as on the worklideas and significance of
nationally puI licized black leaders, including MALCOM X,

2
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DtI. MARTIN LU ER KING, FRANK MC KISSICK, ROY WILKINS, andy
others. laimed he has read widely and collected
literature of and about most o these leaders, including RON
KARENGA, leader of "US". indicated because of his total
life and work in the Kansas City, Kansas, Negro community and
ghetto, he understands their problems better than any other
Negro in~that community.

On being shown a copy of the literature, regarding
"US" bserved 7/25/68 in the EOF Office, Kansas City, Kansas,

said several copies of this literature, whose contents
were gathered from his eneral collection of Ne
referred to above,
and indicated these copies were or use in s buying and
commenting on the black movement in the United States. He
indicated no general or specific distribution of this literature
was made in Kansas City, Kansas. He said it is his opinion
that the copy of literature, referring to "US", is not a
preachment of black hatred of whites, or violence.'

When asked if he was familiar with public statements
of RON KARENGA, who heads "US", that "the only good honkie
is a dead honkie", "The white man's book says love thy eneiy;
US says eliminate him, andif a our black brothers get
in the way, kill them too", indicated he was not in"'
a ent with such-statemen s, i made by KARENGA'and "US".

indicated his feelings and observations are that black
extremists are small in number nationally, compared with white
extremists and those who have practiced prejudice and violence
against Negroes, for hundreds of years.

He said his grandfather was wrongly hanged in a southern
state, that much more prejudice and violence has been practiced
by whites against Negroes than by Ntegroes against whites,
a situation that should be of much more concern than alleged
black hate and violence. He said he believes salvation for
Negro ghettos must come from blacks of ghettos, such as himself,
who are not the higher educated but who are dedicated to
organizing economically, philosophically, and socially the black
ghetto community. He said he hopes to expand with the help
of white people "black-operated businesses" in the ghetto,
skxch as "The Brothers" restaurantinto chains or independen
4ntures.

3
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When shown a copy of an article dated 8/19/68 inthe
Kansas City Times, daily Kansas City, Missouri, newspaper,-
relating to "The Brother " staurant at 170 th 7th,

4 $@, which a resseo a back community UAT1s0

e built withou w Ie support and belies a doctrine of black
violence or hatred of whites.

said there is no militant black extremist
group agitating for disorder or violence, including groups such
as "US" or SNCC", according to his knowledge, in Kansas City,
Kansas.

At thick oint it was necessary to terminate the
interview of who felt it ne cesary to return
the civil rights complainant, to home in Kansas City,
Kansas.

Before departure from the Kans.ty FBI
Office, a breakfastinterview was arranged with at the
Hilton Inn, Kansas City, Missouri, fo " y I in, 9/7/68.
However, on the afternoon of 9/6/68, telephonically
cancelled the scheduled breakfast for 8, stating he was not
feeling well and was considering a hospital checkup over the
weekend.

future activities will be closely followed
through knowledgeable racial sources in Kansas Ci rn and

d ial basis,througsh
rid an excellent liaison SOURCeo

and
a lliaison sources in Kansas nsas, informed on 68
that they continue to conside basically as a respectable
non-violent man, though he has in Icated on occasion poor
judgment, They said there is no black extremist group in Kansas
City, Kansas, or they would know of it through their numerous
sources in the Ilegro community.

said is not an ill man in his opinion
ahd undoubtedly cancelle a breakfast appointment for 9/748
oh a pretext of illness a s concerned over FBI interest

4
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and as has een doin some thin bt his
EOF joWbelieves could
not get er payIng nea much money.
advised against hurrying or pressing future contacts with
as -o w, activities are closely followed by

It is believed two of .the prime objectives set forth
in Kansas City ette 9/68 to the Bureau'(Bufile 100-448006)
by interviewing were served, in identifying the escri
black - hate-type1 erature, and in serving notice upon
his activities are bein- closely followed, a situation apparent-y
giving some concern,

In view of the above, instant case and the case
captioned "UNSUBS; BLACK - HATE-TYPE LITERATURE, etc." are
being closed. Future contacts with will be considered
if andwhen deemed advisable.

L
I.
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SAC, Birmingham (100-5492) 9/25/68

REOC14 ,
Director, FBI (100-448006)-- /

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Reurlet 9/13/68.

Birmingham is authorized to send the anonymous -

letter described in relet-to the leaders and certain
members of the Nation of Islam (NOI) temple-in
Birmingham, Alabama. This letter should be written on
commercially purchased stationery and the usual precautions
to prevent its being traced to this Bureau should be taken.

The Bureau appreciates your suggestion and
you should be alert for logical follow-up counterintelligence
action. For the completion of Bureau files submit a
copy of the letter sent.

The letter suggested criticizes the abandonment
of a NOI member by the temple membership during his
confinement in jail awaiting trial. This will reflect
unfavorably on the minister of the temple since the
member awaiting trial ishis son. As this letter will
be anonymous, there is no possibility of embarrassing
the Bureau.

MI1 TYPE UNITO
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UNITED STATES G*.RNMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/13/68

FRO :SAC, BIRMINGHAM (100-5492) (P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

/ j IteBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68, Birmingham letter
"' to Bureau, 9/6/68.

The following suggestion for a counterintelligence
action against Muhammad's Mosque, Nation of Islain (NOI),
Birmingham, Alabama.

As st ' iBLirminghamn letter,
Minister of Muhammad's Mosque,

iPrminigaa utlnt/1o , has'been confined to the Jefferson
County, Alabama jail since 6/12/68. 0is charged with
burglary and grand larceny.

It is suggested a letter be written purporting to
be from an anonymous Brother describing the abandonment of

a -. :1 by family and members of the Mosque, and
c ras iug l.s conduct with that of his father, who while
minister was stanch in his support of
during the time was held in the same jail.

The 1e ' v d continue by contrasting the
treatment shown with the concept of .brotherhood
and unity stressed in "Muhammad Speaks" and the teachings
at the Mosque.

It would ask whether or not this concept was
being given lip service or whether it was adhered to in
actual life pointingout that even the white man holds the
prisoner innocent until proven guilty.

- Bureau s tREC-63
- ' inghiam
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BH 100-5492

The letter would conclude by demanding to know
if the brothers who have arrest records are now above
recognizing and supporting a loyal brother in his trouble
and whether a true follower of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD would be
condemned if he tried to befriend I

This letter would be sent to the leadership of
Muhammad's Mosque, to members known to have been supporters
of ,. while he was minister and to other members
known to have been slighted in the past.

K*
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Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM/ Co NEW HAVEN (157-785)

SUBJECT: CDLfNTERI NTELLI GENCE PROGRAM
BLACK.NATIONAIST-_HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE-

Re: New Haven letter, 7/15/68.

DATE: September 7, 1968

,'

In accordance with Bureau instructions, the following
information is set forth:

1. As previously reported, the New Haven Office has
under consideration as counterintelligence targets the Nation
of Islam (NOI); the Hill Parents Associati*AI-4he Mack

nd the Black Caucus.40_1
is in a position to furnish i formation concerning

a* 1 u on which might arise in the NOI and which could
be exploited in connection with counterintelligence activities.

the leader of the HPA, recently was
admitted to the Day Top Narcotics Rehabilitation Center, Staten
Islam, New York, a private institution for narcotics addicts,

scheduled to remain there for approximately six months.
is presently free on appeal bond, having been convicted

of ossession of heroic% and was sentenced to one year in prison.
onfinement at the above institution is not generally

known to the public and the New Haven ffice in cooperation
with the -

is attempting to have p confinement publicized
rusted reporters in the news media.

- has recently taken over the
presidency o nd is also chairman of the Board of the
Hill Neighborhood Corporation, which is being financed by a
$105,000 Model Cities Program grant from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. As set forth in referenced

?2-- Bureau E ..
Haven
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SNH 157-785

letter, it was suggested that a previously submitted letterhead
memorandum concerning be disseminated to HUD.

has a lengthy criminal -0o most
recent arrest eing in September, 1967. - activities
a rbeina closeJ-v observed by the New laven Office and the

and
-every opportunity will be takenVo discredit this individual.
Such action would only be taken with Bureau approval where
there is no possibility of embarrassment to the Bureau.

As previously reported, many of the so-called black
militant leaders in Connecticut are presently free on bond
on a variety of serio local criminal offenses. One of
these individuals is former spokesman for the
Black Caucus in Hart Conecticut. The Black Caucus has
been virtue non-existant for the past several months;
recently returned to his residence in West Haven,
Connecticut, and is now affiliated with the HPA.

is an outspoken Black Power advocate and
frequent y expounds racial hatred and violence The New
Haven Office intends to closely followacactivities
and will take any and every opportunity to discredit this
individual and neutralize him.

It is believed that when the local courts pursue to
cases pending against the above mentioned Black Nationalist
leaders, the activities of these individuals will be dealt
a severe blow and without their leadership others affiliated
with such organizations as the HPA will be completely
inaffective.

In this connection, several black militants in the
avnarea are the subjects of the casea m

HilBusinessmen s Association - VICTIM, AR - HOBBS A T."
4Tq ese subjects threatened many merchants in the Hill Secti n of

2.



NH 157-785

New Haven. The can was presented before a Federal Grand Jury
in New Haven and there appeared sufficient evidence for
prosecution. This matter has been pending with the Department
for almost one year awaiting a prosecutive opinion.

2. The New Haven Division does not have any specific
counterintelligence operation other than the above in effect
at the present time.

3. None.

4. None.

The New Haven Office is aware of the importance of
an effective counterintelligence program and every effort
will be made to penetrate and disrupt the Black Nationalist
Movement in Connecticut.

3.
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(Your file ) DATE: C, .... I..

O 1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for del n

C airtel
[-e*DATE O report

[...4etter

O letterhead memo

o 90-day progress letter

O submitted

5j-wilfbe submitted

Reporting employee
O 3. 'It valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and

when report will be submitted

(?i$Status of O Appeal
O airtel

O 5. Submit 0 report
0 letter

O Inquiry O1
3 letterhead memo

] 90-day progress letter

Investigation O Prosecution

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note recent and acknowledgment on top serial in
Communication will be submitted by 5/17/b8.

U. b GOVLith.NMLI fPINTING OFFICE 1!5 0 - 781-6512
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
SAC, El Paso

Director, FBI (100-448006)

00UThRINTLLI GECE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIOiLlIT - HATA GROUPS
RACIAL INTALLIGENC;

9/11/68

- 1/~~~~

12-I
~.' ~

Reurlet 8/27/68 captioned "Counterintelligence
program, Internal Security - Disruption of the Her Left."

since relet dealt more with racial matters 'the
caption should refer to the racial Counterintalligence
program.

The Bureau does not feel that the proposed
anonymous letters would be effective. The Bureau
appreciates your suggestion and would be interested in
counterintelligence measures to neutralize former
comedian Dick Greglory.

Cape:

nr'3d

ovel

NOTL:

P1 Paso suggested sending anonymous letters to
Vegro athletes at the University of Texas at l Paso.
These athletes boycotted an athletic meet with Brigham Young
University, perhaps on the instigation of former comedian
and militant black nationalist, Dick Gregory who appeared
at the college. It is not believed that a single anonymous
letter noting that the athletes are no longer privileged students
would have any effect. This matter has beq . rdtnoted with
the Internal Security Section. a ef

EX-100

g -- 17i LFTYPI. UNIT LZ
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Transmit the following in

Via A'IRTEL AIRMAIL

(Type

F BI

Date: 9/6/68

in plaintext or code)

.J
(Priority)

-------------------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, ST. LOUIS (157-5818) P

RE: 0COUNTE1INTELLIGENCE-PROGRAm,.
BLACK NATIONALIST -. HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReSLIt to Bureau, 7/15/68.

(I

The following information is submitted regarding
racial intelligence in this Division:

1) Operations Under Consideration.

In the past 6 weeks 2 Black Militant organizations
.have become organized and active in this area: the Zulu 1200's
and the Black Liberators. Both draw from the ranks of the
youth of the Negro ghettos and, in fact, there are many instances
of dual membership. The Black Liberators sponsored a rally
featuring STOKELY CARMICHAEL, which drew a packed house of
about 800 in Sheldon Memorial on 8/29/68. Two days later the
Zulu's held an African fashion show in thc same hall and barely
managed to sell 100 tickets. Some hard feelings have resulted,
and the SL Division is considering the best way to exploit the
differences and prevent these 2 groups fror: increasing their
re-pective power by any sort of alliance or affiliation.
Specific Bureau authority will be requested when a plan is
formulated,

2) Operations Being Effected.

There are no current operations being effected.

3- Bureau RM O EC- S1 /
I St .Louis NEC-51

M4SEP 5U 1958
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SL 157-5818

3) Tangible Results.

No tangible results in this program have been effected
since the date of referenced letter.

4) Development of Counterintelligence Interest.

In addition to the 2 Black Militant organizations
previously mentioned, this division has 2 other groups of
interest: NOI Mosque #28 and the local chapter of the
Association of Black Collegians (ABC). The latter has been
dormant during the summer but it anticipated that when the - -

colleges resume their fall terms, attempts will be made to
resurrect this group at the two local colleges, Washington
University and St. Louis University.

With the exception of the Black Liberators and A
Zulu 1200's, no degree of cooperation between the various
militant organizations has been noted. It is felt that should
any degree of alliance develop, their respective power to
cause racial disorder would be greatly increased. This
Division will be alert for any plan which would exploit the
differences of these groups. Specific Bureau authority will
be requested when such a plan is finalized.

-2-
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Date: 9/5/68 I

Transmit tolwin _________________n_______________
. (Type in plaintext or code)

Via ARTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

~~---- -----------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, rBI (100-148006)

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERI.NTUELLIGENCZ EPRQCRAM
BLACK, NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLICENCIC

Re San Francisco letter, 5/27/68'.

1. Summary of Black Nationalist Movement
San Francisco Division (as of 8/15/68)

The Black Student Union (BSU) at San Francisco
State Collcge has not been active due to summer vacations.

The Black Panther Party (BPP) has been active 1.
on almost a daily basic due to the Huey Newton trial in
Oakland. These demonstrations and rallies, while noicy, have
been mainly peaceful because the leadership of the BPP is
trying to keep things relatively calm pending the outcome
of the trial.

Oneinstance of poor publicity for the BPP wab

in large measure the result of actions of the San Francisco
Office. This arose when it war; learned that three function-
aric0 of the uPP, GEORGE HASON MURRAY, DAVID HILLIARD, and
LANDON WILLIAMS, went to Mexico en route to Cuba.- Due to
timely intervention by the Mexican authorities, the trio was
detained, searched and dispatched to New-a York, without

going to Cuba. This caused the BPP to allege CIA "kidnap-
pin,-". Investigation disclosed that the tickets for the

trip were i A'e" ' hewrte

Fund".

G)- Bureau (AM) (RM4) e-5 L -2 /I
2- San Franciscoar fl
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is in a San Francisco "Examiner" article. This then
required the BPP to hold another press conference to try
to explain how they had decided to use the Newton rund
money. It is believed that many of the black community
were shocked by the initial disclosure, not only of the
misuse of the funds, but also of the attempted trip to
Cuba.

2. Summary of Counterintelligence Program
(as of 9/15/08)

A, Operation. Under Considecratidn.

It is believed that a natural rivalry exists
between ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and BOBBY SEALE for leadership
of the BPP. CLEAVER is aided and abetted by his dynamic
attractive wife KATHLEEN, who lacks patience in dealing
with the more lethargic elements in the black movement.
The CLEAVERS are people of more education and possess a
degree of "class" when compared to the average BP. It
was ceen in the recent SNCC - BPP split that leadership
problems can cause divisions and this situation is being
closely followed.

B. Operations Being Effected.

None.

C. Tangible Results.

It is bClieved that the PPP suffered some loss
of entecmi a- a rezs.ult of the Cuban problem described above.

Suggestion.

It i. recalled that the Mafia suffered grcdt dana.e
to its reputation as a result of the exposure in "Life"
magazine. It is suggested that consideration be given to
urging a national magazine to assign a team of competen t

1. - -2-.
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w ters to study the true situation in the make-up of the BP4,
ex osing the criminal background of many of the leader on a
national basis. This material is already well known locally,
arid local cxaosurc would not draw any significant attention;
Lut publicity in areas where the BPP is not known might cause
a nation-wide opposition to the party.

ii-. -3-
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Transmit th following in

Via IRTEL

(Type in plainezt or code)

i rit)iw

i I
I

(------------------------------------------------
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

OX: SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

CT: C COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

RE: Omaha airtel to Bureau .5/31/68;

-7

;4A ~~~<''

Thp laaApnu at *ha anon Ua4Ane nrennn ihcea on Aon+444oA

as
OrgnuzuLu aUU UaVuUfl up tw wuWan- group.

It is anticipated that in the near future f and
ight be targets of counter intelligence action as well

As the organizations of which they are leaders. The Black
Panther group in Omaha has vaguely discussed in general terms
creating violence, however, it has taken no positive action
In this regard to date.

This matter will be closely followed by Omaha and
any future suggestio or counter intelligence action against
the Black Panther Par tadf1i3* other Organiza in In .

ill be submitted by separate letJfir
Bureau (RM) UD DREC-rr S

2 - Omaha ,. _.CD 00 LErr p -

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge

m

C
9.

Date: 9/8/68
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Since submission of the last quarterly letter two
Black Nationalist organizations have become active in the
Omaha area, namely the Black Panther Party in Omaha, Nebraska,
and Black Panther Organization, Inc. in Des Moines, Iowa. The
Omaha group consists of approximately 20 - 25 members and to
dateits activity has been limited to twice weekly meetings.
The Des Moines group filed Articles of Incorporation with the
State of Iowa on July 18, 1968, at which time it listed the
identities of twelve directors. To date, this group is not 4
known to have had regular meetings and its major effort to
date has been an attempt to obtain anti-poverty funds for the
purpose of financing an Afro-American Festival in Des Moines.

I
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UNITED STATES GOV. NMENT 0

Memora aum
TO :DIRECTOR, Fi3I (100-448006) DATE: 9/10/

PoF :$AC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1523) (PA)

SUBEC uTETI:T EPRLIOC PF.GRAM,
BLACKIC1ATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

FACIAL 1NTELLTREC....~

Re Jacksonville letter to Zureau dated 6/25/68.

PROGRESS LETTER

1. Operations Under Consideration

There is no counterintelligence action under
consideration at this time by the Jacksonville office.
Agents assigned to this type investigation are alert for
any possible action that might be reconriended in the
future.

2. Operations Ecing Effected

None

3. Tangiblc Pesults

Lone

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interests

o developments of counterintelligence interests
have been developed, to date. It is to be noted that the
colleges at Gainesville and Tallabassee, riorida, are on
vacation and the activities have decreased there. iMost
of the leaders have left Gainesville and one is under
indictment. It is anticipated that activities may increa
with the opening of the Fall term at the colleges.

.REC 4 1. . .... .

'ureau (RM4)
L -Jacksonville
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TO : InaEcToR, FB31 (100-8800u)4ROM(: , SAC, LOS AZG EIES (19-1751)

supp.:COUNTE;RITEI:GEUEP1! OGRAM
BLACK HATTEO FT. - IIAEI COUPS
RACIAL IATELLIGEmOE

Re Los Angeles airtcl nd letter
date Ct8/20/6r., et itl.cd BLACK STUDE)NiJT UII
COLE,*' A'' ]P1,0"'M A T.ES, HilUSU; Ls AIc

.. -- Aatc 8/5/60, ent
IO/oiJi.NI1T, L~OS AH~U] Lr D:IITO;E; a~nd Loc
6/3/68 , entitle ed COU.IYJi1'ESHWLC 0E PRO
HATE GROUPS, RAIJ'AL NTLlGfC.

The black ainaitoraia
the greatest potcnt.1 al dncr for vio*cl

An120c5 are tihe BoI..cP1: 1-cYithcr Party (DPP
Student Union (DSU) ch ptors at Feveral
of highcy rcarning, the Studcnt Hon-viol

Commit c (GHCC), and "U3". Accordhigly
are the focus of the Bl.ack hationalit C
Program at Los Anigelc.

It should be noted that perf:ornn
Countcrintelligencc Program have been a.
of varying len~ths, to the invcty~.tion
of the three major case bejng conducted
during this 90-day reporting period.

Informant covcrac is not be.l.rig
letter, since it is a #aparate program a
without saying that quality inf(ormant co
in any effective countarintelligence prof

' Bureau (111)4'Lo Ago.

1-157(--16185I - 157-2262)
1 - 100-63022)

98 SE 8B
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DATE: 8/3o/68
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)OWllp DLACK AIOALI$

i that prescrit
ce :.-I and about Los
), the various Black
loc.al0.institutions
ont Coordinating

thcse organi zat.i on
ounterintelligence

e. handling the
ignined for periods

Sof at last one
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LA 157-17514 OPERATION UNDER COiHCI3:rDERATIOHr

A. Black Parthcr Party

Under consideration is a review of toll call records
of all long-distance to.lophone calls radve through the use of
the tolophones at the 1331P headquarter and appropriate leaders
in the BPP at Los Angcles.

An interview program similar to that in effect with
regard to the "US" organization is also being considered for
the DPP. A matter of considerable thought is whether or not-
the information obtancd. it worth the ri -involved of agent

perc-onnel due to the e;xtrale militancy of toe contrh of thick
organization,

B. Black StudenL Union

Under consideration is the review of student records
of all officerO of the BSU chapters who advocate violence,.
to deterrminc if they receive any Federal educational grants,
aid, or assistance.

C. Student Hon-violcrit Coordinating Coml-rittee

Under consideration is the interview of all
recently deposed officers of SHCC at Los Angeles.

D. "US"

Under consideration is the reviewing of toll call
records of all long-di.teonce telephone calls m-nade through the
telcohonez at the residence o1,ROilE. MC1 KINLEY EVERE1TT, aka
Ron Karen>a, and those telephones located within "US" head-
quarters.

II. OPERATIONS BEING AFFECTED

A. Black Panther Party

A program in effect has been the advising of the
Tninigration and Uaturalization Gervice of the identity of i
TP leaders whenever impending foreign travel is involved.

*o objective of this program is to deteriMine the circumtcoC,
manner, and route of all foreign travel.

-2-
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LA 1Y7-19J1

Alro*in offct has boon the deerination of the
igin and subseqmucnt tran;acti.ons involving e fch firearma
ind in the poscoccion of any DPP member. The objective I

otL this programs ii to dctcrmine the identity of onch 1P311P
firearm pu.rchazr, the nmarner of purchase, and thc type (3)
and quantity of fircar: !purchar3d.

Efforts have bcon nade to dctcrmaine the place
and manncr of banking in an effort to neutralize the source or
sources of financial supporL.

i~kowise, eMforte are being rmade to dotormine
the identity of the property owner of the headquarters of
the DPP at Los Angole.*:.*

B. 3lock: Stud nt Un on

At present, bccvace o' the acadc:dic solu::aor recess,
there is no countcrintelligence proram in effect concerning
the various BSU chapters.

C. Student Hon-violent CoordinatingComittco

Prccnt.y, Burcau authority ha ,boon granted for
the LoC Angoloc Office to conduct a preliminary survey to
dctre:no the fecibility of a technical surveillance at the
SiCC headquarters at V!06 South Western Avonuc, Lo, Angolez,
California.

An effort is being made to idoiti:y the present
landlord or owmer of the property at 7h0' South Wotern
Avenue, Los Angeles, the present SHCC headquarters.

In effect at this timo is- the Octermi.nation of
the method of acquisition of any firearm fourd in the possession
of a SfCC meber, in an effort to learn whether or not there
izs any systc;matic maanncr of Lfirecars acquisition by SNCC
members.

D. "US"

The interview program of members of "U," and its
leadership clornont ho. boon effective :1n that it has proved -

a'cource of intelliogenc e iln:for;matJi on c omccxni ng the organtz-
.on.. Further and perhaps mozt important, particularly it

t'.he younger members, interviews havc resulted :.n parental
involvement and subsequent knowledge of SUCh.etombership. This
knoviledgre has' proved a barrier in individual ca e to further
participation :Ln any "U"" activities by sonie Negro youths.

-3-



S Alsotinaxr effct ha -boon the revioupof the Fcdcralj
conie tax returnS Of 1RO'!E MC KIL-LEY XV.CttETT, ab-a Ron
renga.

III. TAHN0.I3,DLE, RNUI OTS3

A. Black Panthcr Party

The Counterintelligence Progrlu has bcon 10act
offectivc against the DPP. The BPP is new gin Lo z Angoles
and offecti.ve counterintelligicc measures have not been
fully impleeirinted.

B. Black Student no

The J3U ha. been inactive during the mnthe o2
June, July, and Augut, em:cept for the incident of 7/2/68, at
California Ztate Collcgc at Los Anglc a:: atec out in
refcrcnccd letterhead mclioranduni datcd J/20/8. This is due
to thc fact of the summer reces in the academic community.

C. Stud ent Hon-violcnt Coordinating Com.m1ttce

The Counterintclligence Prora has resulted in
the ncutralization of the growth of nercabort:hip and the relative
financial strength of S1100,

D. "US"

There has been no detectable ch ni in either the
number of iminbers or relative strength of> ̂US" among the
Iegro youth in Los Angles during the 90-day period of June,
July, and August.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUTERITE':LLIGCiE H 12TEREST

The mot cianificant change a nd matter of counter-
intelligce interest at Los Angele concerning black
nationalist activities is the growth of the BPP and the
number of acts of violcce perpetrated by its members
and/or the number of incidents of violence in which BPP
members were involved. This is bc t evidccced in the
shooting on 8/5/68, in vhi ch theo J3PP -ceabor- were hillod

d two Los Angoles Police Department of:f'iccrs were wounded

".. 1 .PL O
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Further irinteret is the continued criminal involve f
nt o1,certain rnembenr of the l

c i videned by the recent arreCsto
, aka, in the atterato me to>ry .

Y a .. u. ay Car!c on 8/19/6U, at Los Angoles.

U j
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UNITED STATES G#RNMENT

Memora ndum
DATE: 9/9/68DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACKBATIONALIST-HA[EGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReNYlet, 6/26/68.

1. Operations Under Copsideration

Since relet various counterintelligence techniques
were considered by the NYO and suggested. Some of these
techniques are as follows:

a. Convey the impression that CARMICHAEL is
a CIA agent.

c. The NYO desired to xerox 5000 copies of a
circular and distribute throughout MY Negro sections of
Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant. It was felt that this
circular might dissuade future Black Panthers and SNCC
membership and cause others interested in the organi-
zation to be disillusioned.

Concerning this suggestion the Bureau recom-
mended it be held in abeyance until the results of the
dispute between SNCC and the Black Panthers are known.

d. The NYO recommended placing c
counterintelligence devices in pX ard -o

BPP leader.

I

2 - . Operations Effected and Tangible Results

In order to increase the friction between SNCC
add the Black Panther Party (BPP), NYO suggested the tic
of pretext telephone calls made to the SNCC office in an

~ ~v dEiL~2 t.Z /
,Bureau (RM)
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NY 100-161140

attempt to convey the impression to SNCC, using a Negro
dialect, that the Panthers were "out to get them". The
thought would be placed with them that the BPP was
especially after the SNCC leaders who caused them
trouble.

s counterintelligence device was effected
and has reported that JAMES FORMAN, SNCC
leaer was recently threatened by BPP members who said
they would "get him".' FORMAN was making himself scarce
with his location known only to his wife and SNCC
officials.

On 9/4/68, a pretext phone call was placed to
the residence of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and in the absence
of CARMICHAEL his mother was told that a friend was
calling who was fearful of the future safety of her son.
It was explained to Mrs. CARMICHAEL the absolute neces-
sity for CARMICHAEL to "hide out" inasmuch as several
BPP members were out to kill him, and it would probably
be done sometime this week. Mrs. CARMICHAEL appeared
shocked upon hearing the news and stated she would tell
STOKELY when he came home.

It is noted STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his wife
left the US for Africa on 9/5/68, aboard PAM flight
which departed JFK airport at 5:00 PM.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

As it now appears that the BPP at this time
has developed into a violence oriented group, every effort
will be made to direct the major counterintelligence thrust
against this organization. The; NYO is presently con-
ducting many interviews with BF members which might pro-
vide fuel for further counterintelligence action.

-2-
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UNtTED STATES 4 RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/6/68

FRo j :ACBIRMINGHAM (100-5492)(P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

- RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

ReBuairtel instructs a progress letter be
submitted by recipient offices using the following
captions:

1. Operations Under Consideration

______o.SMuhammad's Mosque,
Birmin h was removed on *8. His successor is

subsequent to his removal, left
rming amban Georgia. Inftes io

furnished by indicates
deserted his w e and seven c ii ren of whom ut three
are old enough to work. Mosque leadership evidenced
concern for the plight of wife and solicited
help for her.

On 1/18/68, , eldest son of
was arrested on a charge of grand larceny of auto.

He was again arrested 6/10/68, on a charge of bur ary
and grand larceny. He
has been a prisoner in the Jefferson oun y ail since
6/12/68.

No mention of this has been made at Muhammad's
Mosque. has not had any visitors while in jail,
and no one has made any effort to make bond for him.

(2'- Bureau (RM) . .
1 - Birmingham 44
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Since a number of leading members at the mosque
,have arrest records, Birmingham believes thissituation
presents a counterintelligence opportunity with the
objective of discrediting the "brother" concept of the
Muslims and attributing to the mosque leaders an
indifference to the membership motivated by self-
aggrandizement.

2. Operations Being Effected

None

Tangible Results

None

Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

Set out under paragraph 1, above.

I
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UNITED STATES c9 ANMENT

Memorandum
TO IRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/5/68

SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Baltimore letter to Bureau dated 6/15/68.
1. Operations Under Consideration

The Soul School, Baltimore, Maryland, is still
considered by the Baltimore Office as the primary target
for counterintelligence operations in the Baltimore area.
Informant coverage is being developed within the Soul
School and when a suitable opportunity presents itself the
Baltimore Office will submit suggestions for counter-
intelligence activity.

Within recent weeks the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense has been attempting to organize in the Baltimore,
Maryland area temporarily using the Soul School as the
location from which to work. It is anticipated that the
Black Panther Party will also be a prime target for counter-
intelligence operations.

2. Operations Being Effected

No operations are presently being effected by the
Baltimore Office inasmuch as this office is still attempting
to find an appropriate means by such operations can be
effected.

3. Tangible Results lREC-33
There have been no tangible results in connection-.1with this program in the Baltimore Division to date.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

he attempted organization of a new unit of the
lackfa ther Party for Self Defense in the Baltimore area

eau (REGISTERED MAIL) 1
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is the major development of counterintelligence interest
'in connection with Black Nationalist hate groups.

The Target City Project of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) has in the past been the most active Black
Nationalist group in the Baltimore area. Information was
received earlier this year that the Chairman of the local
CORE chapter had requested that this project be phased out.
It nowath tis bein phased out inasmuch
as ,is reported to
ha a rmanent basis.

has advised an genof
oncen more oes not have any -plans to'

conduct demonstrations in the streets. Present plans call
for CORE to work with other civil rights organizations to
alleviate unfavorable conditions in the Negro ghetto and to
improve the standards of Negro education and housing and to
eliminate police brutality.

21
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UNITED STATES GO-NNMIE NTF

Memorafflum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) *DATE: 9/3/68

FROIu C, CLEVELAND (157-1189) (P)

SUBJECT: UNTERINTELLIGENCE.-PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIALINTELLIGENCE

Re Cleveland Letter to Bureau 7/15/68.

1. operations Under Consideration

Contact is being maintained withof
t Pi tures and

It is no e ese men contacted the eve and
I 0 ice on May 21, 1968, and furnished information relative

to the movie "Up Tight", which was filmed in Cleveland, Ohio, -
wherein many of the extras appearing in the film have been
identified as members and sympathizers of Black Nationalist
groups.

The Los Angeles Office by airtel to the Bureau dated July 15,
1968, captioned, "MOTION PICTURE ENTITLED, 'UP TIGHT' (FORMERLY
TITLED 'BETRAYAL'), COMINFIL MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY,- RACIAL
MATTER," made available background data relative to the produc-
tion staff,, a s and others connected with the filming of
the fil ' " T eles Office rece ved infor-
mation from f"Up
Tight" which

"A deal was made by
with who heae rou of Cleveland
Black i an s, or protection. eportedly

,A con ted a substantial sum in the thousands to
. F roup, and charged the sum to the film

location expense."

Cleveland is continuing to explore the possibility of determining
an avenue whereby information of this type could be exposed

Bureau (RM)
- ClevelandqA

EX-101
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to the public. Should such an avenue be discovered, Bure u
permission will be requested in accordance with existing

'instructions.

2. Operation Being Effected

Cleveland continues to follow the practice of
routing informant dissemination memos through the Counter-
intelligence Coordinator to insure that information containing
counterintelligence potential is noted on a timely basis.

Previous possible operations presented to the
Bureau and under consideration include publicizing an
editorial from "The Call and Post," a Cleveland weekly news-
paper circulated in the Negro community,entitled, "STOKELEY,
How Could You?", which was described in referenced letter.
Another operation is some counterintelligence plan which
could be effecktd from the shooting of the movie "Up Tight."

.Tangible Results

Since the submission of referenced letter, Cleveland
has not realized any tangible results from utilization of
counterintelligence methods. It was noted in referenced.
letter that although a counterintelligence move to publicize
in a local Negro newspaper were unsuccessful, the reporter
contacted was impressed with inconsistencies in black militant
programs, and articles written subsequently have reflected a
distinct change in thought toward such groups.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

SinceAie Cleveland racial disturbance of
Jul 23 - which resulted in the incarceration of

&leader of the local Black Nationalist
group known as there have been overtures made by
certain Black Nationalists to assume the leadership role
formerly occupied by

under consideration for development as a /
racial informant, appears to have the potential and following

.to possibly assume a leadership role in the Black Nationalist
f ield.

It was previfetdcoud be used
drive a wedge between -leader of
anotherL Black Nat ona isEgrop known as the

Since the Cleveland racial disturbance in

2-
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July, 1968, it is now felt f can be utilized in a lead r-
ship capacity sh d he at am such a position. In a position
of leadership, could be invaluable in identifying Black
Nationalist members and sympathizers, especially those with
Afro names and enable investigation to be conducted to
determine if these people are in violation of local laws or
ordinances and effectively curtail their activities by
dissemination of this type information to local authorities.

*i~ .j~;s~~*~' ~ ~ ~ *~''~ - _..K ~ *~,* (Q{I
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM SPRINGFIELD(157-802) - P -

DATE: 9/4/68

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGLNC PROGRAM4
BLACK IATIONALIST-flATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Springfield letter to the Bureau dated 6/4/68.

Since the submission of referenced letter,
several individuals have been included in the Springfield
Division Agitator Index. The bulk of this group is front
the Last St. Louis, I inois, area* however

mll.itant publicaoibn, is trom iDanville, 14inois. At the
present time, "The Black Vanguard" is under consideration--
as a counterintelligence target. Likewise, the activities
of the other militants in the Springfield Division are being
closely watched for counterintelligence possibilities.

At the present time no operations have been
effected, but this area continues to be closely followed.

Also in recent weeks the distribution of a new
publication entitled "Ghetto Rebellion to Black Liberation"
by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, Coimunist Party U.S.A. functionary,
has been followed for possible counterintelligence possi-
bilities. At the present time there has been no wide-spread
distribution of this book within the Springfield Division,
but, at such time when the situation merits effective
counterintelligence operations, such will be instituted
and the Bureau appropriately advised.

L .J ('Bureau (100-448006) (RM)
2 - Springfield (157-802)
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UNITED STATES Got',- IMENT

Memoranum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FR AC,SEATTLE (157-721) (P*)

SUsJEC1": COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 8/30/68

-Joe

Bureau/(REG)
2'- Seatt e

'5 SEP 5 1968
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Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 3/4/68-; and Seattle
letter to Bureau, 5/31/68.

The following information is submitted pursuant
to Bureau instructions contained in Bureau airtel to Albany,
3/4/68:

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

As mentioned in referenced Seattle letter,
continuing efforts are being ade t v lop a close
liaison relationship wit a probational
ghetto source,if_ continues active
inte oa et common ' - ---1 res onsible for a

n e event is successful in
developing this group as a vital force to combat black

militants in the Seattle Central Area, it is logical
that this group could be utilized in counterintelligence
programs.

The Seattle Division is currently undertaking a
program of interviews of individual black militants. The
Bureau is being advised in each instance and the interviews
are directed toward developing these individuals as informants
or sources and to develop information concerning their
activities which might be utilized in a future counter-
intelligence programs.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

No formal operations are being effected except for
interviews being conducted of individual black militants.
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III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

I -. None.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

During the past 60 days, information has been
received reflecting that the Seattle Chapter, SNCC, is
no longer in existence and membership and organizational
activities of that group are now under control of the
Black Panther Party, SEfile 157-807.

mentioned in referenced Seattle
letter, has left the Seattle area and is now living in
Denver, Colorado. Denver Division is office of origin in
this matter.

The Black Student Union (BSU), University of
Washington (BUfile 157-8272) has been inactive during the
summer mon ha * * ic ate the return
of the BSU, during
the 1968-1 sc oo year an curren y athat
this group will again become active on the Universit of
Washington campus.
Seattle Division.

The most logical target for counterintelligence
activities appears to be the Black Panther Party of Seattle.
It should be noted that the recognized leaders of this
group are currently free on bond pending various charges in
local court. Seattle is making no effort to designate
individual Black Par.ther leaders as "targets" at this time
pending the outcome of their legal actions in local courts.
After these Black Panther leaders have been handled by the
local courts, Seattle Division will consider individual
Black Panther leaders as "targets" for counterintelligence
activity.

In accordance with Bureau instructions, a 90-day
progress letter will be submitted on December 1, 1968.
Specific subjects for counterintelligence operations will
be submitted by separate letter as opportunities present
themselves over the next few months.

2 IWO
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UNITED STATES GO NMENT 9
Memorandlum

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:9/3/68

RO : C MINNEAPOLIS (157-438)

SUBJECT: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Minneapolis letters to the Director dated 5/28/68.

Minneapolis, during the summer of 1968, has been
without racial violence. There have been isolated instances
of minor arrest problems,'but none that could be designated
as racial in nature. There have been no violent outbreaks
of any type.

The same holds true for the rest of the Minneapolis
Division with the exception of St. Paul when during the nights
of August 30 and 31 a minor arrest led to a milling about by
some Negroes and some fire bombings in a predominantly Negro
area. Informants and sources indicate the fire bombings
were not organized nor planned by any Black Nationalist Hate
Groups. The arrests and minor disturbance that took place
in St. Paul the nights of August 30 and 31 involved Negro
hoodlums and was not an organized racial or civil rights
type disturbance.

In view of the lack of the existence of any active
Black Nationalist Hate Groups in the Minneapolis Division,
there has been little room for development of any counter-
intelligence program as such. There are a handful of black
militants in the Twin Cities area, and we have established
comprehensive informant and source coverage of their activities.

Minneapolis will continue to be alert to the
possibility of counterintelligence techniques in thwarting
the activities of these militants.

. : - 97 SEP 518
-- Bureau

1 - Minneapolis
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UNITED STATES GO .NMENT

Memorandum
To :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

HOUSTON (157-1210)

SUBJECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReHOlet, 6/1/68.

DATE: 9/3/68

NAP ~ipQCt ~* f
,~:.--*-% A

1. Operations Under Consideration

Relet indicated co nterintelligence operation under.
consideration as regards NOI Minister,
Houston. No specific recommend lon ave een made in this
regard as the NOI in Houston is experiencing considerable
difficulties because of faulty records and apparent missing
funds (See item four below).

2. Operations BeingEffected

No specific counterintelligence operation is
currently being effected against Black Nationalist-Hate groups
in Houston other than all efforts are being made to capitalize
on the chaos in the NOI through the close handling of the infor-
mants who continue to spread the seed of distrust among the mem-
bers,

3.Tangible Results

2- Bureau (RM)
ouston
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No tangible results to report regarding specific
Bureau approved counterintelligence measures.

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

The former Secretary of the NOI,
has been declared persona non grata by the NOI and members have
been instructed to have nothing to do with him. This resulted
from a determination that conside e * * -r missing
and unaccounted for, As a result is a
Captain of the MGT and who is has

I
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ome into disfavor with the NOI minister and it is expected
he will be kicked out of the NOI shortly. Furtheghg Ahe

e4 . who also functions as an officer in the NOI has become
target of the minister's disfavor and she could be expected
to lose her position. The disruption in the NOI in Houston
Started with the missing funds which incident Was blamed on

nd has since deve nual squabble
over money. In this regard, has gotten a
new car, color TV and has in cae ens to buy a new
house which is not accepted favorably by many members.

has also instructed all POI members to contribute
one day a pay a week for several months supposedly for the
NOI headquartersln Chicago. The record of payment of dues are.
all fouled up and some members are being accused of not paying
their regular dues when actually they have paid them and
others who have not paid are carried on the books as current.
This situation continues to develop and Houston informants
have been instructed to pursue anything along this line which
will further develop controversy in the NOI. They have been
instructed to be at rly alert for any item which could
be used agains for a specific counterintelligence
action.

0~1~
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UNITED STATES C *RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/31/68

FROM SAC, PORTLAND (157-347)(F)

SUBJECT: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ~ ,,
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE '

Re Portland letter to Bureau, 6/3/68.

There has been no significant changes in the Black
Nationalist Movement in Oregon since re letter.

(1) Operations Under Consideration:

During August, 1968, information was received from
an informant that a_ , black extremist, used
fire bombs to start a ren na commercial building in Portland
and is concerned lest his fingerprints on bottles be identified._-
Subsequently in an unrelated matter, two black extremist
associates of were arrested for assault but were
released for < of a complainant. Portland is planning an
interview of after Bureau th ization, during which
the impressi" be left with that one or both of the
arrested associates informed on arson guilt in exchange
for their release.

Portland believes this operation would cause deep
dissension and sow suspicion among black extremists in Portland.

(2) Operations Being Effected:

Above operation will be effective upon approval of
Bureau for interview of W - now being requested.

Since relet, Bureau has approved a Portland suggestion.
for publicizing a Black Student Union (BSU) conference in
San Francisco, California, April, 1968, which approved racial
violence.

0 102.- Bureau (AM) (11M) 1/
42 - Portland

12 SEP 5 1968
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(3) Tangible Results:

In the above mentioned suggestion concerning the
B-SU, pertinent information has been furnished by the Bureau
to a news media source for a possible article.

Portland, through furnishing information concerning
possible racial violence to the Portland Police Department,
has caused a counterintel trn-- i ' -- je-+2

with the result that the extremists
inve delayed some attempts at fire bombing. These individuals

now believe they are being watched constantly by police and
hence are very cautious in steps toward violence.

(4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest:

None.

-2-
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UNITE]) STATES CU ERNMENT

Memoiundum
T : DIRECTOR, FBI(100-448006) DATE: 8/30/68

: SAC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 3/4/68; Jackson
letteisto Bureau 5/29/68, 8/1/68, and 8/27/68.

QUARTERLY PROGRESS LETTER

There have not been any significant changes in
the overall Black Nationalist Movement in the Jackson
Division as is pertinent to the Counterintelligence Program.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The Jackson Division is evaluating the Black
Nationalist activists in this division to determine if counter-
intelligence operation recently mentioned in Bureau letter
to Albany, 8/5/68, could be feasible and productive in
this division. This operation involves developing source
at local television station who would produce news special
on Black Nationalists showing them in unfavorable light
through interviews and related activity.

At present, Jackson is analyzing Black Nationalist
personalities to determine individuals for possible targeting
in this regard, due to illiteracy, obnoxious appearance and
related points of weakness which could be highlighted and
capitalized on by skillful newsman. *}

EX 110 REC 46.
II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

By letter dated 8/21/68, the Bureau approved
.Jackson Division preparing spurious letter to be sent to

2 - Bureau (RAM)
2 - Jackson
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alle ed tuden N n-Vio e ' ' Cmmittee (SNC

Text , was drecede to*etri
. *-Cenral Committee member and was written to imply

was source or informant of some Miss, law enforce-
ment agency. Steps were taken to give appearance that
tterby error, sent to when meant to be sent to

Objective of letter was to discredit
in SNCC by implying he is an informant.

This above letter was prepared and sent to
on 8/27/68, using necessary precautions to insure letter
could not be traced to Bureau.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

As of date of this letter, no tangible results
yet determined re above letter; matter is being followed
with sources to determine if any results evident and any
positive results obtained will be reported to Bureau.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

The Jackson Division has determined that interviews
of Black Nationalists and Black Nationalist sympathizers
frequently have a beneficial result which could be considered
of counterintelligence interest.

Jackson sources indicate that frequently individuals
in the above categories become upset following FBI inter-
views for various reasons:

1) They did not know FBI had interest in
them or knew of their activities;

2) They are not sure if their associates
will believe that they told the FBI "nothing
about nothing"; .

2
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3) They feel subsequently that they
are under a "spotlight" and constantly
being surveilled, "finked on", and
related self-conscious beliefs;

4) They are interested in knowing if
each of their associates has also been
interviewed, and if not, why they were
singled out;

5) If they are borderline in their Black
Nationalist support, the FBI interview
frequently "startles" them into severing
all Black Nationalist associations.

SIP 3
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Memo
TO

FROM (
SUBJECT:

ES G ANMENT

raidum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/19/68

S C, KANSAS CITY (100-12448) P

'COUNTEPIIJTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
B LACK N 'L ATON UALIST - HATE GROUPS
PfACIAL TITELLIG]ENC

(KC 100-12448)

UNSUBS;
BLACK - HATE TYPE LITERATURE,
OBW;1RPVUD 7/25/68 - KANSA- -

1.CITY, * :IA

(KC 157-NEW)

These matters are dual captioned due to related
content.

COUNTT'RINTi. LLICENCI PROGRAM
mtBLACKN !ATIOIALIST - NATEI CROUPf
RA CI A L 1 ,J I IC EisoC"

Re Bureau airtel 3/4/68, to all offices, and paragraph
4, page 2 of Kansas City letter 3/18/68, to Bureau.

It is recommended as a counterintelligence measure
that Bureau authority/ be granted to two experienced Opecial.
Parents to di " tw, alonc and away from his home
all ffice to solicit (1) his co-mets

ac' Lo til " .rI .7: :/p iteratrc u served momentarily
';/2b/b8, in th,(! oi!c t f the conoiic Opportunity rourndation,
TInc'. (E0U) at N>n!e City, Kansas, and (2) hi,; co-cucration
as a por;ci)le c-ourcc e ,,arding any oteutial for racial violceii
in Kansas; Ct'ity, Kojan .

k'- Bureau (EnIcs. 2 i1)(Pf1) V/I
AZ'- 100-4148006)(2 - 157-NW)

2 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1)(157-111W) // . , ,. I
4 - Kansas City

- 100-121448)(2 -. 1 57-NEW) ' 7 4 )>
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Whether or not is co-operative in such
in e w,-it is the cons, or judgement of

that an adroit interview of A E c*CMM
S and most useful counterinte ' nce purpose by trying

to enlist the co-operation of by possibly "bringing
to linel" or vlowinc down of any cIpient potential of
or associates to gravitate toward or carrv on any type
militant black activity anong the Negro youth of Kansa City,
Kansas. The Bureau, of course, is aware of developments
both nationally and locally in recent months that many Negro
adults and particularly Negro youth have indicated distrust
or disenchantment with "old line" black and white leadership;
this situation has been pointed up by a splintering in "old
line" organizations, even the NAACP, and particularly in the
development of aoparently we]l intended and legitimate Ncgro
youth .roips t: )improve :Jagro conditions in various cnmmunitics.

In any event an interview could
imply a se ._'er of notice upon that any act vities
involving a' raising questions in his community are known

L n tis 3Influence
d example to hundreds of Njegro youths in IIansas City,

Kansas, could be considerable.

It is noted that inquiry and knowledfp able sources
to date do not definitely show that is a
black extremist or nationalist, a puriveyor-or teacher of hate,
that he was responsible for obtaining, duplicating or distributing
the specified hate-type literature, though he is indicated as
a possible suspect, or at least possessing knowledge concerning
the 1i. er tol e. nor has there been any indication whatsoever
that has been involved in a racial disturbance, though
ie hIas coilF.nipatcd in noine peaceful deonstrations during
the rast three years and han undoubtedly felt something of a
leadership complex in the Kansan City, Kanisas M.egro rcowmmunity.

An open inquiry as to the specified black-hate type
literature is considered undesirable at this time, such as
interviews of Negro employee. in the EOF offices, including the
principal EOF secretary on whose desk the hate-type literature
was momentarily observed. Any open inquiry in all probability
woul aIve possibilities than a first interview
of Such an open inquiry would undabtedly

Seco5Me nownto immediately.
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- Moreover, confidential sources, mentioned he eafter,
have implied that a careful, discrete inquiry might pr duce
more effective results b discouraging any further que tionable
activity involving and "The Brothers" restaurant.

Confidential source I has observed that his police
Uayro CommurnLty Relations officers work closely in sponsoring
and supplying jeogro baseball teams th
Kansas Police Comrnunit Lea ue;

and r asso s
e Brothers" restaurant are on these

has ams, the purpose of the police sponsored league
being to improve communication, understanding with Negro
community youths of law and order.

=MEW~, and a member 61 tno exe-cut-ive >oamu
L , .ansas City, on 8/12 6 informed that he is

well acquainted with . potential and actual
influence in the Negro co aricularly among hundreds
of Negro youths, and with i nvolvemaent in a few
peaceful w tended demons ra ions during the past three
years. stated there is no specific indication or
proof o- ry ac. extremist, hate-monger, r or group,
in Kancas City, Kansas, including *, and "The
brother's" restaurant.

UNKHOWH SUBJECTS;
BLACK - HATE TYPE LITERATURE,
OBSERVED 7/25/68 - KANSAS
CITY, KANSAS

_P~nt idn ia srce I

C, a copy of 'the attached
black - hate type literature, which had be'en observed 7/25/68,
in the offices o. the EOr, 1707 North 7th Street, Kansas
City, Kansas. COF is a Kansas corporation, funded by the OO
to carry on the poverty program in Kansas City, Kansas. EOQ
has had several directors, in its few ears of operation,
the present director bein a reputable Negro
civic leader and

3
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Source said the literature came to his attentio
through a Kansas City, Kansas city official who had received
a copy from an official of EOF, as the Mayor of Kansas City,
Kansas is a member of the EOF board. Source has no information
the literature originated in Kansas City, Kansas, and speculated
it may possibly have been duplicated on a copy machine in
Kansas City, Kansas; nor has source any information such
literature was actually distributed in Kansas City, Kansas,
or used in a "hate school or program".

Sour e ed telthat
has knowledge of, or

oss1 y sponsore e up ca rance of the

___ interested and linvo vec I M ' civil
rIght complaiilt rand protests of Kancera City, Kansasogroc,
particularly youths. Source sai has been publicized
at several meetings, along with o er reputable Negro
commu ders. Source has no information or knowledge
tha actually e s or has a propensity for
vio l-ce, ut states has particular i 'ence among
the ctglmtgag out oCcause Of hi-

sponsorship w i a no -TeIrothers"
restaurant, a small operation adjacent to the EOF office
building.

Source said the Kansas City, Kansas mayor, elected
with Negro vo , and EOr and policeof a"

f rli~ir tl-tfor-n-ral activit'
and with I uence

10aapparewuvUlvuw t 11 young Negr a and youths
in a few peaceful demonstration-. fi Lever, there is no
specific evidence to datc that is a "black extremist",
agitator or purveyor of hate wi na propensity for violence.

Source understands that "The Brothers" restaurant
is operated elf-help project in the Negro

- 4I: ~ commu .'. y ~ ~ -. . -'ca
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outh Council, Kansas City, Kansas, was mentioned in local
news items about 6/18/68, according to source, in connection
with the council's sponsorship of a press conference,
cultural activities and a dance at a Catholic church,at the
all Negro Sumner High School Auditorium and at Memorial
Nall in Kansas City, Kansas, to celebrate "Black Cultural
Revolution" week, 6/1 8. Source said the above
named persons, except , were arrested 6/19/68, by
Kansas City, Kansas Po a ceas they peacefully blocked traffic
in a crosswalk on Minnesota Avenue. Sour nderstands the
adult NAACP chapter had Negro
represent those arrested as ite you

* to generally protest conditions in the Negro community.
was reportedly observed, but not a participant in

ho area at the time of arrest..

Sourc said thal on 8/11/68.g
an EOF Board member, were spokesmen

adults who peacefully appeared out-
side the Wyandotte County, Kansas City, Kansas Court House the
night of 8/4/68, from 10:00 p.m. to midnight, raising questions
about the incarceration of a Negro male, age 21; that the
demonstrators h arent1 athered at "The Brothers"
restaurant with and before departing in automobiles
for the Wyandot e county use.

in t1at employment, is.cl KnmT T
to te '. onmunity, particularly ourng Ne-ro adults.
Though appea ' l ' something of a
leadership *mplex, as are
higher administrative officials oEd not be
considered for a high administration - b with EOF according
to source, as EOFE' Boar c00o limitations.
Source, who has known life in the Kansas

iCity, Kansas community sinc elementary school years,

'ry)
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statess neither eaches nor has any known propensi y
Ifor violence, but feels and purports to represent I
,frustrations of Neoyouths, trying to improve their 1
'through self-help and determinism. Source said
reportedly has participated or been an observer in a ew
peaceful public protests.

a few weeks ago,
of "The Brothers" restauran-, a Jacent

Tothe EOF building saNegro youth se project. 'Source
named the same probable associates o f in operation
of this restaurant as Source I. Though operation of the
restaurant is sanctioned by EOF, EOF does not fund or
supervise the restaurant.

"ource said three of a0paren associates
in the restaurant were hired three weeks ago by EOF as
creation supervisors on EOr Smmpv y r-.n* n * ** Tr

qniiYrrA ind-rst.ns q rrsibly a brother-
in-law of___ ___ _who was
publicized severa weeRss ago as claiming to t1ea representative
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
in Kansas City, Kansas.

id operators of "The Brothers" restaurant,
including - have wide aciiuaintanccship and some infLuence
with nrumerou:; s.egro youths ranging in agc from 15 to 24 in
the Kansas City, Kensas community. source speculated that
in a crisis, their influence could eiLher incrLasc or
decrease tensions in the comunity, depeiding on proper
handling of these youths and their potential leaders.

'dith respect to the attached "Black Hate" type
literature obtained from Source I, Source II said possibly

V
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eight to ten copies of this literature were momentarily I
observed isaSta ck by the EOF Director on the desk of

in EOF off ices, about : .

After a cursory glance at the literature, the
EOF Director observed to the secretary that such literature
was not the type that should be in EOF offices. A few minutes
later the Director observed the stack had been removed, but
found a single copy on another desk and sent it by courier
in a sealed envelope without comment to an assistant of the
Mayor, Kansas City, Kansas, the Mayor being a member of
the EOF Board.

Source indicated the EOT Director did not know the h
ori in, or aIny detail of duplication or dis;tribition of the
literature. Source said the Director Iu not believed to have
discussed his observation of the literature with others, and
knows the director will not permit such literature or its
duplication in EOF offices. Source said the director has
speculated, apparently, that the literature could have been
duplicated on one of three * IT m hinesinEOF offices,
ossibly with knowledge of .

Source said no extremist or black hate type literature
or propaganda has been distributed in Karisac City, Kansas, to
source's knowledge, particdarly by or through operators of
"The Brothers" restaurant, or by anyone else, though a few
local protest throw-away sheets have possibly been distributed
by "The Brothers".

Source, who is well acquainted with most personalities
and problems of the Kansas City, Kansas Negro community, and
numerous other knowledgeable racial sources in Kansas City,
Kanes, currently know of no black nationalist or extremist
person or group in Kansao City, Kansas.

Reliable knowledgeable racial sources; in Ki ras
City, Kansas, have previously informed that has
the reputation of being a "liar", and there o
indic tion whatsoever, other than representations attributable
to that a SNCC group exists in Kansas City, Kansas.

___._a prominent white b inessnan
in Kansas. ' Kansas, informed on 8/12/68, that

the LOF offices and the adjacen C:
. He said that about a month ago he

7
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arranged to make available and lease to
(EOF employee, "The Brothers" restauranttacause he is
-interested in assisting young Negro adults to operate the
restaurant as a self-help and self- ination project.
He said though it was understood would pay a rental
of $125.00 per month for use of tO ui ding, no r
been paid to date, and he does not intend to hold
st rto the rental agreement as he desires to 1p

an oes within the community with the restaurant
has no information whatsoever

adverse to associates

Should an interview of in be unsatisfactory,
it is recommended that an inquiry be Amae among a few key
Hegro employees in EOF offices in an attempt to identify
the source, duplication and any possible distribution of the
attached black hate type literature, in either event to be
followed by a letterhead memo, if appropriate.

It is noted that the copy of black hate type
literature enclosed for the Bureau and Los Angeles contains
a reference to "US" (possibly RON KARENGA's group at
Los Angeles).

Both the Bureau and Los Angeles are requested to
immediately advise the Kansas City Office if the enclosed
literature appears identical with or similar to black hate
type material distributed by "US".

8



*. . LACK CULTURAL NATIONALIc,!.

There is no such thing as individualism, we're all Black. .The only

thing that'saved us from being lynched like Emmett'Till or-shot downlike

Medger .Evers.was not our economics or social status, but our abseAcee.

Th4 white boy is engaged in the worship of technology; we mult not

sell our souls for money and machines.

* A Nationalist has a love of the people and values of his nation.

Cultural background transcends education. Having a scope is different

from having a content.

IWe must address ourselves to needs, not desires. When we fill our

concrete need then we will talk about desires.

Membership in the Black community requires more than just physical

presence.

. In terms of histroy, all we need at this point is heroic irmges; the

white boy got enough dates ofr everybody.

.- US is a cultural organization dedicated to the creation, re-reation

.and circulation of Afro-American culture.

Perhaps the teachings of US are harsh !.ut it's better to work with

hard facts than to play with pleasant but Lr-productive drc:".

A value system has three functions: it gives some prcdicL.:bi'ity o"

behavior, it is an ultimate authority and it serves as a r.-ans of security.

If we could get a nigger to see how worth_ se, unimportant, ignorant

and weak he .is by himself, then we will have ma:e a contribution.

4I reject individualism for I am of all DI.-ck men. I am Jo-: the share-

cropper, John the janitor and Mose the miner. When they catch holl, I.

catchhell*

The white man is-a conglomeration of the Black man's contradicticns.

The only real things Negroes produce are problems and babies.

I*, 1.



Nationalism doesn'tyome in a day, it doesn't 17min a war., a.L

month, not even a yea t takes a lifetime.

If by primitive you mean more natural, we need to be more primitive.

The Negro is made and manufactured in American.

Othdr people's approach to the problem is necessary but not s fficient.

Our approach, the cultural approach, is both necessary and sufficif3at.

All Negroes want to be capitalists-and ain't none of them got any

canital.

A Nationalist should be a man who saves his brothers from lca5n-.

boat. But he should also teach them how to save thn^.eolvcs by ei 6A t

swirmmers.

The Negro works on a two-fold economy: he buys wat t- i;arts anc b:

-hat he nceds.

Nationalism demands study. Show me a true !aticn.it anc I'll shc:

you someone who studies.

The fact that we are Black is our ultir !'t rclity. \fe w

7 to ;t
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learned and apply itto concrete nods.

Blacks must develop their own heroic inages. To the white.boy, Garvey

-* 'V. .> 4 2Q XII: ;!~ ;"sIL "-,-* * .* . * -c
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before we were born.

The white boy was teachi- reverco rOr.1 e he La.:ht

ourselves.

Why is it so difficult for Black peopl- t* say I o thi

I got this from Frederick Dou9lass, I got thi.z from Mu' 2 ?

so difficult? We quote Shakespeare, Sartre, C *.us. 1: qcuote

Black people.

We'er not for isolation but interdcpenofnl-but so can't

dependent unless we have something to offer.

The difference between training znd education is that in

can't do anything by yourself; in education you can take that



:ias a failure-to us ne wa- p sc--

h.oy Malcolm X was a ha teacher-to us he was the giest form of Black

Manhood in his generation. *,

We can live with whites interdependently once we have Black Power.

If you know you are Black then your purpose is to build Black.

We s~y Negroes are suffering from "mass insanity." Any man who burns

his hair, bites his lips, or bleaches his skin has got to be insane.

Nationalism is not merely a response to white oppression, but a need

for Black people to come together,

We must free ourselves culturally before we succeed politically.

Socially speaking, we want our effects to be collective or rr clear-

ly communal rather than collective. For, to be co.Mmunalistic.is to shore

willingly, but to be collectivistic is to force to share, w:'-ich 4s a

Furopean concept.

You have to make a distinction between hiStory writers and historians.

History writers write what the power structure icates. Uistori :.ri create

concrete images. Therefore Blacks must b-: thcir ow'n hi':to-rans avnd d.l

their own heroic images and !heroic dccds.

All Nationalists believe in creativity in opposition to Cos'.rvc.i.

And a Nationalist must create for the Nation.

The purpose of a Nationalist should be to build andr rIke the Black

Nation eternal.

- We say Blackness is throe things-color, culture and con-ciousncss.

Money is not the answer to the problem unless we have a Valu'o for

spending it.' There are some Negro millionaire but they ain't b!enefitindg

us. WHY? No values.'

US doctrine is a shield to protect you, a weapon to att-ic: :vith and

a pillow of peace to,rest your head on.

The Soven-fold path of Blackness is to-Think Black, Talk Black, A\ct

'Black,'Crcato Black, Buy Black, Vote Black, and Live Black.



.*., To go back to tradf.Lon is the first step fori-6Pd.

- Nationalism in it.pzimitive stage uproots p*ple without giving the:m

an alternative.' We never take away what we can't replace and improve.

We must institute holidays which speak directly to the needs pf Black

people. .

1!ationalism is a belief that Black people in this country make up a'

cultural nation.

A cultural nation is a people with a common past, a cn.mn procot

and, hopefully, a common future.

Our society may be American, but our values .ust bo ro-rc::-.

Yesterday we thought we were N'cgroes. Today we know e .are Bla:

men but ::-e still have some Negro hang-ups.

We stress culture because it gives identity, pur-por and ThirctLon.

It tells us who we are, what we must do, and how we can dc it.

If we ciAn wear a French beret, a Rusin hat and Italia chrc: and

not feel funny, we should be able to wear n Afro-::eic.:: Dubn.

Man is only man in a philosophy clas; .: a b]olc J.,b. Ir 1.>thew>.

he is African, Asian or South orirtcan. 1!2 ; a C ir.ecv nain cIt !

revolution, or an Afro-Armericnn with soul. lves bY VroA ani butter,

enjoys red beans and rice, or water.-lon ar: ic'-crcam.

No man is any more than the context to -'I-1ci he o-e -c. e:-:itence.

Blacks can't be truly creative until ticy Iave a cult urail cratext

to create out of.

Culture is the basis of all ideas, irmageos and c Tc -vc is

to move culturally, i.e., by a set of value c iven to you hb'yci cUlture.

The seven criteria for culture are:

1. Mythology
2. History,
3. Social Organization
4. Political Organization

45. Economic Organization

%V
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., 6., Creative M1-1q
* 7. Ethos C(.

. Negroes have been copying white culture so 10 and are so mixed-up

from doing so, they think it's theirs.

We don't borrow from Africa. We utilize that which was ours o

start with.

Culture provides the bases for revolution and recovery.

To talk Black is to start talking "we" instead of "me".

REVOLUTION

The revolution being fought now is a revolution to win L.:. h1..ncaof

our people. If we fail to win this we cannot wage the violent one.

Sometimes brothers get so hung up in the r.:th.of roavoutic: that thu'

talk about brining America to her knees and can't ever. ;:p cut cino polic

station.

A revolt is an attempt to overthrow the cy:t;c.w; whilo thz revolution

is the complete overthrow of that system.

A lot of brothers play revolutionary 7 th' r- . a little F , a

little Mao and some Marx. Al:'ough this c t is

not sufficient for we must dc.-2lop a now . roeo.11ce for 7'."

people here in America.

You can't fight a revolution on a local : l I- W.-. to. L o:

through a national struggle.

We must fight for the right of self-determiInation, race pride and t!,

pursuit of Blackness.

The oly thing that will make us invincit" is for us to fic :t-to fi&.

for our freedom and not our personal solver-to f ght to gt .

freedom we lost in 1565.

Negroes who envy leaders who have an education'don't uinderstand re-

volution. Mao had an education; Nkrumah had an education; all people who

have tiaged revolution have had an education. But the thing that keeps



The more you lear themore resentful you a ofthis white man.

Then you see how he's nicking your people, emasculating your men, raping

your women and using his pwoer to keep you down.

The white boy has been waging a race war ever since he has ben hora.

flow that we plan to retaliate he calls us racists.

Blacks live right in the heart of America. That is w.hy wve are bat

able to cripple this man. And once we understand our role we :a't talk

revoultion, we'll make it.

The white boy knows if he moves against us he movc ariairit iizlf,

If he drops an A-bomb it's got to get some of them. If he drcps poisd::

gas the wind might change and it'will go to his neighliho.d.

When the word is given we'll see howa tough you are. I"hen i's ."burn"'

let's see how much you burn. When it's "kill", lt's C_ how ra h you

kill. When it's "blow up", let's see how r'iuch -c! blo; u-. And when it's

"take that white girl's head too", we'll r-.113y -J.)yr tr-h you are.

Whenever blacks revolt, white peoplP- a -a:' iva :t ri ac

the cause.

The sad thing about revolution is th- the trong i .her: v:2.1 to

moved on first. It will be the dead broth- wh' , t:in! up ::) wIc. czi n t 

the revolution.

We are revolutionists. We believe in chin, v. We c'icvo in being

realistic, but as for reality, we have come to ch-ange it.

e cannot have a revolution without direction, nd tat. d::cctio c:::

only come through an ideology developed for cr 'to.:n situation.

To play.revolution is to get put do:n.

We are the last revoluntionarics in Amrica. If we fail to leave a

legacy*of revolution for our children we have failed out-;. mission 1nd should

be dismissed as unimportant.

Revoultion to us is the creation of an alternative.

-RM
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There must be a culC.cal revolution before the C.olent rCvo1ltion.

The cultural revolutiojives identity, purpose )ieci-

We must gear the money going from the church to the suppor cf the

revolution. Revolution cannot succeed without finance.

1o volt is isolated. When Blacks revolt in any c::i oc:-

. it an eXpression of the entire raticn c 7.fro-7..2ica.

7-'- American revolution is acree] to th-o d D3:*. re-:

- '4 o us.

;f ~*-r fight we might be killed. 1ut it i otherr c'o -

' . a slave.

Pack people must understand istory r . .

- an 1- cl:c our own theory or revolutic:.

5: care t:o kinds of violent movc.::-...Z m=0vc

ioence rnd 2-o second is Li-c"'ive vic'r .:.:h . .. .l:

E-: ern::yr if :ou know the canr: goini ' r.*:

o C- C'
We any wit . Tourc tha.t fc:: ' .. .x:. * .. - *-

.'n workers:, r 'hers: t!P re -: on>.y .

:1. I cl.i~r.t hw that :n .1 'I cots

le who c-nvinces othcrto' . : rs to 1: '..*

h.:-'clf is together.

We have to believe :1 .Qut rorrati*: . ,t

is so much w,2 don't undcrrta::1.

Failure is not bad in i' 1 , n y r *-:

African proverb says "to stu 'e is *:a t *- ' to

We, as Black people must a. zsuc- ,, ' * ... - 'I r i '.

must determine our own destiny ar- w-2 \:.l 1ot in ecoig::c . . -:.
We say that practice is btter th-n th(ary, 3r we do rot.:.....*

More ideas. If we could just practice the or. n,; %h .ow . CC:1

answer the nood of our struggle.

ev, .: . , "_,_*;_*___.._
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.Taking general trui( -s is necessary but not sue ,icient. To say the.

white man is the devils not enough. W1hat are going to do about it?

' 'If we can't agree on who we are, then we can't agree on who our

opposition is.

Sometimes a man moves by reason, but most of the times he Po1t by

emotion. That's why we say that the first commitment is an emotic al one.

Under the tactics of non-violence, politics have not bcco.e more

moral. On the contrary, morality has become more politic.-l.

Violence in itself without consideration for time or circurstancs is

as inzidequate as non-viloence.

Non-violence gives the white man a license to dostrcy whrcr-c'.

%.-over he wishes.

As for the pacifist-you can't tell me you love you broth. if you

teach him a philosophy which will ultimately lead to hiz destatiLon.

Black people need a revolutionary school h..Wr :- can be cTcated

rather than trained.

.TheNegro is like the rat on a cylinder. .: r is :uni t h2

ain't going no:.here. He's <;ot to hcep ru:n.ning :ct :. j r r te, tanl

still!

* *It was necessary and revolutionary for th' Muslim to core r2yir.a th

white man is the devil because the Negro thotc;.t he wo "C'd."

The emphasis on white oppression is no lorger suf i cint; e nmust

also begin to praise Black achievement.

We must make warriors out of our poe t s and writcrc. For ir all our

iters would speak as warriors our battle vould be half won. Literatcre

Iditioxis the mind and the battle for LCo.mind is the first br f of the

gle .

must not be so busy showing our superiority as Nationali~sts that

'nce leaves before we do.

rc an advantage in that the white boy doesn't take us serious.



The problem is neithecoes this Negro.

We must tell Blacks they are great and then make them so.

We have come to undermine the myth of white superiority.

Onl thing non-violence proved was how savage whites were.

Rac st minds created racist institutions. Therefore we rust ove

against racism, not institutions. For even if we tear down the instite-

tions, that same mind will build them up again.

The Black pacifist will have to give up his love for -:iil Ophy in

ord3r to satisfy his people's need for security. For p"ra:es ad for.!. :,

quotes, and quips, are poor protection in the strcet, c:- vo

against bombs, bullets and beast-like man.

The white man tricked us into fighting to be give- civil ri;htz *,he-

all along we should have been fighting to exercise hira-n r:riht: F"or he- .

rights cannot be given, they can only be exercisca.

If we can anticipate history, thcn we can r-:* it.

We must not ask anything from the world L'. t-Tc1 so- - hinI Le t.

are not here to be taught by the world, r Li..

- ~~~AA~ C. .- *-t'i -----.--
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Memorandum
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/30/

SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4542) (I}

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Memphis letter to Bureau dated 5/22/68.

90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER

68

2- Bureau (RM) '(-OO,
5 - Me mph is

(1- 100-4542)
(1- 134-447, BLACPRO)
(1- 157-556, Possible Racial Violence) f
(1- 157-999, Black Nationalist Movemght
1- 157-1067, BOP) *w"

kil Buy U.S. Savin&s Bank: Reularly on the Payroll Sa3 FliYan~

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

11AIC,3

.,e ve..4,'d

1. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS UNDER
CONSIDERATION

a) Efforts are continuing by the Memphis
Office to place in contact with black power groups at
Memphis Negro males who have expressed a willingness to
infiltrate the local black power organization at Memphis,
Tennessee, In addition, existing Negro informants who
have previously reported information regarding NOI
activities and other ghetto sources have been contacted
and efforts are being made to have these individuals
infiltrate the local black power organization known
as Black Organizing Project (BOP),

b) Consideration is being given to expanding
the policy of contacting responsible leaders of various
Negro organizations at Memphis and advising them of the
activities and dangerous potential of this Black Organizing
Project at Memphis, Tennessee, As set forth hereinafter
this counterintelligence operation has been highly successful
on the limited scale in which it has been employed at
Memphis, Tennessee, It is hoped that such a program of
contacting responsible Negro leaders in the various
Negro organizations at Memphis will result in the dis-.
continuance of funding by various Negro organizations f
of the Black Organizing Pamject, a black power group
at Memphis, Tennessee*noe
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c) The Memphis Office continues to maintain daily
contact with the Intelligence Unit of the Memphis Polic
Department and is furnishing all information which
might be of value to the Memphis Police Department rega ding
the activities of individual members of the BOP at
Memphis, Tennessee, and the aims and activities of the
BOP as an organization, This close liaison has resulted
in the arrest of over seven members of BOP at Memphis,Tennessee, during the last 90 days. The furnishing
of intelligence information of this nature has resulted
in a closer cooperation between the Memphis Police
Department and the FBI and has enabled the Memphis
Police Department to combat black power extremists in
a more successful way,

d) Based on the success to date as set.forth
hereinafter of the limited divulgence of intelligence
information regarding black militant activity at
Memphis, Tennessee, to a trusted newspaper source of
the Memphis Office, this type of counterintelligence
activity is contemplated being increased, By the use
of this counterintelligence activity of furnishing
to local newspaper sources information regarding
local black power activities, numerous articles
have been written discrediting the HOP at Memphis,Tennessee, In view of the fact that this information
has been furnished to local newspaper sources resulting
in no embarrassment. to the Bureau and no leak as to the
source of this information, the Memphis Office contemplates
increasing the amount and scope of the information
furnished to these newspaper sources,

II CUNTERINTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS BEING
EFFECTED

a) Interview Program

The Memphis Office is continuing the interview
program, making an effort to interview all members of or
sympathizers with any black power organization at Memphis,Tennessee. While to date, no informants have been
developed as a result of this interview program, it is
known that numerous sympathizers of the BOP at Memphis,
Tennessee, have discontinued their association and support
of this organization as a result of this interview program.

-2Pd.
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program of his people" has resulted in curtailing of
income to the BOP and the curtailing of new recruits
into his organization,

b) Planned Failure to Interview Known
Members of Black Power Organizations

Several of the minor members of the BOP who
would logically be interviewed have not been interviewed
and this has resulted in a growing suspicion on the part
of the members of BOP against these individuals who have
not been interviewed. Information has been received
indicating that the 130P membership presently considers
two of their members as possible police or FBI informants,based on the fact that these two individuals have not been
interviewed by the FBI,

c) Furnishing of Information to the
Memphis Police Department

The Memphis Office, as mentioned above, is
continuing to furnish information regarding DOP leaders
and activities at Memphis, Tennessee, to the Intelligence
Unit of the Memphis Police Department. This has resulted
not only in increased control and policing of the black
militants at Memphis, Tennessee, but has improved the
relations between the Memphis Police Department and the
local FBI Office and has resulted in the FBI's receiving
a great deal of information of value developed by the
Memphis Police Department regarding the black nationalist
movement at Memphis, Tennessee,

d) Leaking of Information to Trusted Liaison
Sources and Newspaper Sources

A great deal of information has been furnished
to trusted reporters of the local daily newspapers
regarding the militant aims and purposes of the BOP at
Memphis. This is being expanded due to the success of
this operation.

-3-.
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e) The Memphis Office is making known the
identity of black militants who are enrolled at the .
various universities at Memphis, Tennessee, to trusted
and reliable sources at these various universities,
This has enabled these various universities at Memphis
and Nashville, Tennessee, to better control demonstrations
on these campuses and has resulted in an increase in ,
information to the FBI regarding these individuals enrolled
at these universities.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
OPERATIONS

The interview program is effective based on
information received and has been a disruptive agent in
BUP-activities in the Memphis Division. The deliberate
planned failure to interview certain members of this
militant organization has also proved to be of value
inasmuch as information has been received indicating
that members of the BUP are suspicious of two of their
own people as possibly being FBI informants based on
the fact that they have nut been interviewed by the FBI.

The furnishing of selective information to the
Memphis Police Department has resulted in the arrest of
several BUP members at Memphis, Tennessee. It has also
corroborated information received by the Memphis Police
Department Intelligence Unit through their own informants
and has enabled both the Memphis Police Department and the
Memph isFBI, Office to more effectively control and check
on all sources of information in the racial field.

The most notable success in the counterintelligence
program in the Memphis Division has been as a result of
information furnished to trusted local newspaper sources.
A series of articles has been written concerning the Black
Organizing Project (BOP) at Memphis, Tennessee. Based on
information furnished by the Memphis Office, these
articles have been able to point out the true militancy
of this organization and has proved to be a discrediting
factor of this black power organization.

-4-
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. IV. DEVELOPMENTS OFCDUNTER INTELLIGENCE
INTEREST

There has developed at Memphis, Tennessee,
during the past 90 days a new black militant organization
known as the Black Knigh and investigation of this new
militant organization is being conducted by the Memphis
Office. At the present time, these investigative efforts
have resulted in the development of a highly placed
informant on the Executive Board of this new black
power organization and will ultimately result in the
identity of all members of this organization at Memphis,
Tennessee.

The primary black militant organization at
Memphis remains the Black Organizing Project (BOP) which
is composed of 5 cells, which are known as the Afro-
American Brotherhood (AAB), Black Student Association (33A),
LeMoyne Intercollegiate Chapter of the NAACP, Invaders,
and City Organizers. This group, which has received
Federal funds under the War on Poverty Committee (WOPC),
sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO),
during this past summer at Memphis, Tnnessee, has hopes
of continuing funding either by the Federal Government
and/or by private foundations, The newspaper publicity
afforded this Black Organizing Project (BOP), as a result
of information furnished to the local newspapers by the
FBI, has resulted in several of the black militants at
Memphis, Tennessee, being fired from their positions
with this WOPC, It is hoped that enough information can
be furnished so that newspaper articles may be written
reflecting the militancy of this BOP which will result
in the discontinuance of their funding by the Federal
Government.

The Memphis Office is remaining alert for any
opportunity to disrupt or discredit the black militant
organization known as B3OP at Memphis, Tennessee, and the
Bureau will be kept advised of all developments in this
matter.

'VAf
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UNITED STATES C @RNMENT

Memorandum,
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (105-3138)(P)

COUNTEIIINTELLIGENCE -PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 8/29/68

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 3/4/68 and New Orleans
letter to Bureau 7/15/68.

BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS

The only overall change in the Black Nationalist
Movement in the New Orleans Division since the submission
of referenced New Orleans letter is that the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), has rented office
space at 2203 Dryades, New Orleans. This space is located
on the second floor and consists of two rooms at a cost of
$60 per month. This office is open on a part-time basis
periodically for a few hours every few days. Informants
advised that as yet SNCC has not undertaken to recruit mem-
bers nor to institute a program. Information received indi-
cates that attempts to activate this chapter will possibly
begin following the Third National Conference on Black Power
to be held 8/29/68 - 0/2/68 at Philadelphia.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

New Orleans has had under consideration for possi-
ble submission for hurcau approval suggestions in ways Lo
keep the various Black Nationalist groups and individuals in
New Orleans from joining together in a coalition to form a
united front. No further action has beon taken on those
suggestions inasmuch as information from informants indic-ate

REC- 76 --
- ureau (im)
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that no attempts to form any type of a coalition are being
made by these groups and, in fact, these Black Nationalist
groups appear to becoming more and more separated from -
each other, as each appears to be jealous of the other's
"sphere of influence" in the black community.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

At the present time, this office is in the initial
stages of its interview program of local Black Nationalist
leaders and members.

New Orleans has also instructed its informants'to
be constantly alert for any information indicating that any
Black Nationalists in the New Orleans area are users or in
possession of narcotics or in violation of any other local
laws. This information when it is received is brought immedi-
ately to the attention of the Intelligence Unit of the New
Orleans PD, who in turn furnishes it to the New Orleans PD
Narcotics Dureau or appropriate division in the department.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

It is too early to evaluate the results of our
interview program. As this interview program progresses, any
tangible results will be furnished to the Bureau.

In regard to the other information under iten two
above, an informant of the New Orleans Division in 5/68 pro-
vided information that several members of SNCC from Los Angeles
were in New Orleans to attend the trial of Ii. RAP BROWN and
were in the possession of marijuana. As a result, the Now
Orleans PD arrested these four individuals and charged them
with the.possession of narcotics, among other things. These
individuals were incarcerated in jail in Now Orleans for the
greater part of BROWN's trial, and, therefore, their activ-
ities in New Orleans were neutralized. Although the charges
against these four were subsequently dismissed, those 'indi-
viduals at the time of their release were instructed by local
judge to leave New Orleans immediately, which they did.

2
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In the case of a local New Orleans
Black tionalist, a sour eported in the past that

was a user " ana. As a result, the New
'I-acansD arrested and he is subsequently out'on
bond and his case is ending.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

In regard to mentioned above, local
authorities have been successful in neutralizing this indi- .-
vidual to a great extent. This was accomplished through the
efforts of the Community Relations Division .of the Few Orleans
PD. This division works among the Negroes primarily in the
ghetto areas of New Orleans, ers of this division
hav able to neutralize by insinua ing that

is assisting them, thus, giving a "taint"
o cooperating with the police.
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UNITED STATES GC3.INMENT

Memorandum
TO : RECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

RO , TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

SUBJECT: IUNTERINTELLIGENCE--PROGRAM -
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE .GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReTPlet, 5/31/68.

DATE: 8/30/68

I
A.,
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.1,

1. Operations Under Consideration

By Bureau letter to Tampa, 8/27/68,
was granted to furnish public source data And
concerning extremist black nationalist groups
Junta of'Militant Organization (JOMO) to f

Bureau authority
lead material
including the
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As authorized by Bulet, 5/31/68, the Tampa Division A
directed an anonymous letter to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, Chicago, Ill.,
national leader of the NOI in which an anonymous member accused!
the minister of MM 47, Tampa, of stealing some of the funds
collected in MM 47.

2. Operations Being Effected

A & being maintained with
and public source data and lea*

materiaiseng furnsd to him.

3. Tangible Results

No tangible results of counterintelligence activity .,
have been observed to date. '

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

There have been no developments of counterintelligence
interest within the Tampa Divisiol.
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT -

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448oo6) DATE: 8-30-68

SAC, RICHMOND (105-5096) -P*-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Richmond letter to Bureau, 5-31-68 and Bulet to
Albany, 8-5-68.

Information has recently been developed to the effect
that a group called the Council for Cultural Consciousness
is believed to exist in the "Richmond, Va. area. It appears
that this group is primarilyfa study group which focuses its
attention on the study of black history and culture, and
whose members seek to identify themselves with Africa by
promoting the wearing of African dress and African bush
hair styles.

Richmond is investigating to determine the existance
of this group and, if it does exist, whether this group
is a militant black organization.

Richmond is continuing its efforts to identify
militant black organizations and/or individuals within
its territory and should positive results be achieved,,\
Richmond will propose appropriate counterintelligence .
operations for Bureau'approval.
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To Director, FBI.(100-448006)

Pmom :j/BAC, Buffalo (157-503) (P)

sUBJECT: KOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE-'GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

* Ole,

DATE:

Remylet 7/3/68. -

No counterintelligence programs have been effected in
the Buffalo Division since submission of relet. The racial
situation in this division has been extremely quiet during the
past month, and no effective counterintelligence devices have
presented themselves thus far.,

There is no essential change in the black nationalist
organizations in the Buffalo Division, namely, the Nation of
Islam (NOl) and Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
In connection with the latter organization.
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UNITED STATES VERNMENT

* Memorandum
TO DAE

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)D 8/28/48

Faomf~ PITTSBURGH (100-15780) (P)

SUlBJECT UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/68; and
Pittsburgh letter to Bureau dated 6/24/68. .

There have been no significant changes in the
overall Black Nationalist Movement since submission of
referenced Pittsburgh letter.

1. Operations Under Consideration

It was learned on 8/23/68, that the University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., was financing the attendance
of ten members of the Black Action Society, a campus approved
student organization, to attend the Third National Conference
on Black Power to be held at Philadelphia, Pa., 8/29 - 9/1/68.
This appears to be an excellent counterintelligence target
in view of the fact the University of Pittsburgh is a state
related school using state funds and other caqpus approved
organizations are not known to have received similar financial
assistance. The propriety oftsing state funds for such a
purpose appears questionable. It is realized that a
counterintelligence operation involving this matter will not
be in sufficient time to prevent or affect attendance of
these individuals at the Black Power Conference; however,
it is considered possible for a counterintelligence operation
being effective in preventing use of school funds in the
future.for a similar project.

Head of the United Black
Front in VTtsburgh, Adult Advisor to the Organizers and
an Agitator Indn ck
Nationalist

ano red that an
Wwalist could be a

logical target in a count Igence operation, probably
b use of a "letter to the editor" to a local newspaper.

Bureau (RM)
-Pittsburgh 17 SEP3.1288
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Bureau authority will be requested by
Lparate communications for any counterintelligence effort
in regard to the above matters.

2. Operations Being Effected

Efforts continue to locate public source data
concerning The Organizers to be sent to

United States Steel CorpRutr*, *urgn,
w has been reliably reported to financially aid the
Organizers.

Contact is maintained with the source in
the Mellon Foundation, Pittsburgh, which receives requests
for financial grants from various groups and organizations,
including Black Nationalist Groups. Success involved with
utilizing this source is set forth under Item 3 in this
letter.

A counterintelligence operation aimed at use
of Presbyterian Church funds in irresponsible racial projects
continues and results of this effort are being set forth
under Item 3 in this letter.

3. Tangible Results

In connection with previous Bureau agroval
to conduct a counterintelligence operation, to attempt to
prevent Unity, Inc., from receiving a $150,000 grant from the
Mellon Founktion, a source at the Mellon Foundationvis
utilized. Unity, Ipc., did not receive agrant from the
Mellon Foundation although one of the
founders of Unity, Inc., reanoun action Grant
of $33,000 and it is considered possible that some of this
money was utilized by Unity, Inc. It can be stated with
certainty that Unity, Inc., did not receive a grant from
the Mellon Foundation because of this counterintelligence
operation.

Unity, Inc., is now defunct and has been
replaced by an organization known as Forever Action Together
(FAT). The same individuals are involved with FAT as were
involved with Unity, Inc. To date FAT has; not requested a
grant from the Mellon Foundation, although it is expected -
it will do so. The source at the Mellon Foundation is aware
that FAT is the successor to Unity, Inc., and that the same'
individuals Rre involved.

2
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Prior Bureau authority was granted to
tilize a Racial Liaison Source in a counterintelligence
peration designed to curtail use of Presbyterian Church ..

funk in irresponsible racial projects which are actually
worsening racial conditions and possibly contriuting to
the threat of racial violence. This effort has been
moderately successful in that it is known three individual /
Presbyterian churches have refused to further financially
support Pittsburgh Presbytery until some reason is applied
to the use of church funds in racial matters. While the
number of churches influenced to date is small,.it is

I considered the ultimate effect of this effort 
will be

very-beneficial.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

Agitator Index subject, and a
spoken advocate of militant violence in the past, was

almost sInglehandedly responsible for the removal of a
Planned Parenthood Association (PPA) Office in the Homewood-
Brushton"Section of Pittsburgh, a predominately Negro area.

accused the PPA of black genocidereferred to PPA
efforts as "death in a douche bag" and reportedly threatened
riots and bombings if anyone tried to operate a birth control
project in the area. A group of about seventh Homewood-Brushton
women banded together and publicly oppo2d and his
position on the PPA and stated that d not speak
for the women of the area. Under tHTemale onslaught,

backed down and the PPA returned to Homewood-Brushton.
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UNITED STAI ES G 0'NMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (100-448006-Sub 1t9)

SAC, Denver (157-199) (P*)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

1)

i A

I ~
~ ~' I~ if.'.

DATE: Aug. 30, 1968

Re Denver letter 5/31/68.

1. Operations under consideration

2. Operations being affected

3. Tangible results

4. Developments of counterintelligence

None

None.

None

None .1

2 - Bureau (RM)
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The Denver Office has not yet engaged in any
counterintelligence operations against the Denver group
NOI or against

There has been no change in the overall Black
Nationalist Movement in the Denver Division since submission
of relet.

had planned to travel to Chicago
during the Democratic National Convention but cancelled his
plans at the last minute.
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UNITED STATES,'ERNMENT

Memorandum
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SACRAMENTO (100-894)

COUNTERINTELLIGEN2CE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 8/29/68

Re Sacramento letter to Bureau, 5/31/68.

Information has been received subsequent to referenced
letter that the Black Panther Party has an organization in
Sacramento. Efforts are currently being made to corroborate
this information. This is the only change in the overall
Black Nationalist movement since referenced letter.

1. Operations Under Consideration

To date, Sacramento has been unable to locate a
Negro businessman who might be developed to such an extent
that he would offer a 10% discount to any individual or
group of individuals so as to aid in identifying members of
a certain organization.

2. Operations BeinA Effected

None at the present time.

3. Tangible Results

No operations in effect.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

None.

C- Bureau (RM) PEC-35
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UNITED STATES GO' CLNMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM PHOENIX (105-2544)(P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 8/30/68

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68; and PX letter to
Bureau, 5/31/68.

The Nation of Islam (NOI) Mosque No. 32 continues
to be the only black nationalist organization within the
Phoenix Division. The only change in this organization is
that there has been an increase in the membership as a result
of NOI personnel transferring in from other states.

The Phoenix Division believes the above organi-
zation continues to have a lack of propensity for violence
at this time.

The Phoenix Division (1) has no counterintelli-
gence operation under consideration at this time; (2) no
operations have been effected; (3) consequently, no tangi-
ble results have been obtained and (4) there are no deve-
lopments of counterintelligence interest to report.
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UNITED STATES C ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

ROM : SAC, NEWARK (100-49654) (P*)

DATE: 8/30/68

r1
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Newark letter to the Bureau 5/31/68.

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Newark has no operations under consideration at
this time.

2. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

None.

3. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.

Developments of significance in the Newark Division
since the submission of referenced letter involve attempts
beginning on or about 6/21/68 to organize a BLACK PANTHER
PARTY (BPP) in the Newark, N.J., area. This organization
scheduled its first public rally or meeting on 7/23/68. The
publicized speakers failed to appear at the rally which was
considered to be a failure. The local BPP leader,
is a nonentity as are the other individuals known t* *e
connected with the BPP in the Newark area, As presently
constituted the BPP in the Newark area is not considered of
too much significance, and it should decline rather than grow
unless it obtains some intelligent leadership.

The major recent devQJpment, information being
received 4/24/68, concerneoqtfl Ibrganization of the BLACK
COMMUNITY DEFENSE (BCD). TH BCD is a Black Nationalist group

2'- Bureau (RM)
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NJ 100-49654

formed in East Orange, N.J., purportedly to protect the Negro
community against attack by white militants. In the past this
group has taken firearms training at Lincoln Lake Lodje.
Colchester, Conn. The leader _______BCD is

*f-n*a=, N.J. s employed by the
thte Uni e aone. Approximately 50

* **as arex*nftI to belong to the BCD.

The BCD is being investigated by local and State
law enforcement agencies as well as the FBI, and close liaison
is being maintained with these agencies.

These parallel investigations are aimed at complete
identification of the BCD membership and the increase of
informant coverage without jeopardizing present coverage.
Counterintelligence operations against the BCD therefore are
not being considered at this time.

We will remain alert for counterintelligence
opportunities.
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UNITED STATE' GOVERNMENT

Mlemo *andum
DIRECTOR, FDI (100-1440006) DATE: 8/30/68

C, COLUMIBIA (100-324)

COUrTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK JATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
IACIAL INTELLIGEcEC

Re Columbia letter to Bureau, 5/31/68.

I. GUMMARY OF CHANGES SITICE REERLUICED LETTER

The most significant change in the Flack Vationlist
Movein-ent in south Carolina during June, July and August,
1968, i8 the almost complete lack of activity on the part
of the m-e.mbers of the Black H1ationalist 14ovement. As has
been indicated in the past, the B1ack H11ationalict Movertent
in South Carolina is concerned primarily with students
attending colleges and universities in South Carolina.
Since the closc of schools the first part of June, 3.968,
there has been very little.activity on the part of Black
Militants.

There is one exception to the above statement, a
new group of the Black Awareness Coordinating Committee,
(BACC), has been forced in reenville, S. C. This group
is not connect ' ' ional institution but
was formed by , a former student and member

of BACC at South na State College, Orangeburg, South
Carolina. This group has not engaged in violence at the
jresent time. Columbia has infiltrated this -roup-v with an-
inforir,jant and is keeping current on the-! activities of this
group of PACC.

II. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATIONI

1. The NO in Columbia continues to build its new
liosque, however, it is betN constructed primarily with 1H0I
labor and is moving , 4wly. It appears it will be six
months or more before is completed.

Bureau (RM)
2LColumbia
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Colu;'bia is following this construction very
closely and at an appropriate time will recommend that
city building inspectors be contacted so that they cd
inspect this building to insure -that all codes are bei g
coplice- with. Since the buildinZ is being constructed
primarily with JOI labor it is believed that numerous
violations3 will be found which will b costly and
time consumtir to the 10I.

2. Automobile licene numbers of Black Militants
in South Caroline have been obtained and it has been
found that only two or three individual's actually have
autorrobiles of their own. In view of the lack of activity
during the summer months it is not believed
thit these license numbers should be turned over to the
local law enforcemiert at this tir;;c. This matter is beinr
followe'itd closely aznd at the appropriate time the Bureau
will bc requested to approve the plan for furnishing these
licecIIe number to local law enforcement agencies so that
the drivers can be harassed when they commit traffic
violations.

3. Vtureau t', has beers requested to approve

Information has recently been received by the
Columbia Division that an effort will be inade to form
'31ack Militant Groups - ia-v schools in the Columbia area

th' ' n h Clmiaae

al- the surestiorns wa.l le iade to the ureau ou 2.ze
their services in controlling the activities of the idlitant
leader is _________________

4. It ha- been recently learned that
is heavily in d'ebt to induividuiAJs iin the Columbia area.
She is presently residing in New York City and it has been
reported tiat who may be posinit for pornographic pictures

3u or:'der to obtain funds. Coluimibin and New York are conduct in ;
investigations to locate and determine whether' or not
the above is true. If 1 I... *#A, Bureau authority will he
requested to utilize this information in causing embar 'assrient
to the leaders of the Black nationalist Group.

2
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III. OPERATIONS BEINC EFr',.CTED

- There has been no charge in the status of the
automobile accident in Ohio involving a car rented by

. the details of which are set forth i
referenced letter. The suit is still pending,.

ThV cBlack ilitants in South Carolina have bcen
involved in the use of a fictitious telephone credit card.
The Security Unit of the Southern Sell Telephone and Telcgrapht
Comp,)any sad Agents of the South Car'olina Law Enforcofmenit
Division have investigated this matter and they feel
that they might possibly bring suit against three or four
mebJe)rs of the Black , - ' ovemT t in:e v n

hie result that hat; been accomp~l .. iShIed .(

by the investigations is that there have been no telephone
calls jaE0 by the Black ilitats usin fictitious credit
car'is since .pproxirately Juns, 1968, when their. investi-ation
cear inc
bean

IV. TA;!GIFP. rT:SUGJLTS

Thc re- haIv(.- cebie no tan ible result-; since refecrnec'ed
.,;tter. As is indicated under Firs;t capt'ion of this letter
this is primarily because there has beeii no activity on
the part of the Black W.:tionalicot Hovement in South
Carolina during thei' pa'st three months..

V. DTLOPNfi1TS OF COUf7TiUIN'r1LLI"GENC.; INTErEST

There have hern no cevelopmients since ref eeced
le'tt' r.

OP 'A3

e%4
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Memnorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 8-28-68

Re Miami letter, 5-31-68.

C- jBureau (RM)

.y Buy U.S. Sa

RE( 36

2 AUG 30 1968

6.1.- -

vinigs Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan*

AA ~ ~ 4 - -

TO

FROM :
SUBJECT:

A

.1

)

/
I

/

j

'II

The following is a summary of activities
under this program by the Miami Division since
relet:

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

A. The Miami Office is currently
conducting an interview program of local Nation of
Islam (NOI) officials and members. Based on these
interviews, Miami is considering a program whereby
during some interviews indication will be discreetly
given to the personsinterviewed that other specific
individuals previously interviewed had cooperated
with the FBI.

B. Information has been developed that
the Assistant Captain of Mosque #29 of the NOI
has recently married without obtaining a divorce
from his previous wife. Investigation is being
conducted in an attempt to verify this and if
such is verified, Dureau authority will be requested
to use this information under this program.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

' No current programs are pending within
the Miami Division in this matter.



MM 157-2414

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

The Bureau has been advised by separate
communication of the favorable results received
from the TV program which was produced under
captioned matter. Tapes of this program have been
made available by WCKT-TV, Miami, to local civic
organizations for their use.

The Bureau has also been advised of some of the
statements made by JAMES RUSSELL AGUT, who was interviewed
during this program. AGUT expressed his displeasure
in the program as it was shown on TV.

The August, 1968, edition, Volume 1, #6,
of "The Libertarian Watchdog", an underground hippy-type
newspaper published in Miami, Florida, contained an
article by its editor-publisher, ROBERT E. SCHWARTZ,
who also was interviewed on this TV program. SCHWARTZ
complained he was interviewed in a friendly, relaxed
manner by an employee of the TV channel whereas the
questions were turned around and the interviews edited
to show them in a very unfavorable light. He also
complained that the quotations by Director J. EDGAR
HOOVER at -the end of the program were presented in a
much stronger light than were the interviews. SCHWARTZ
indicated he desired in the tradition of "fair play"
prime TV time so that a program may be presented in
rebuttal to this program.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

None.

MISCELLANEOUS

By authority granted in Bulet 7-9-68,
the Miami Office furnished the "Miami Herald" information
concerning expenditures by SCLC, Miami, on the Poor
Peoples Campaign. The established source to whom this!

2.
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* BLACK STUDENT UNION

A conference was sponsored by the Black Studenti
Union at San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California,
April 11-14, 1968. It was called the Western Regional Alliance,
Black Student Conference and was touted as a method of learning
to build the community constructively and improving conditions.
of living.

In reality, participants discussed revQlution and
sabotage. An illustration of the true nature of the conference
is contained in the publication "Black Fire." Distributed at
the conference, this publication urges guerrilla units be formed
to act against "white racists pigs." The cover of this publi-
cation contains a drawing of a man in African dress carrying
a book called "Black Studies," but'in the other hand he is
carrying an automatic rifle. A copy of the pertinent portions
of this publication is attached.

Many of the students who attended this conference
were able to do so because of funds furnished by their colleges.
They came from numerous colleges on'the West Coast. The collages
wero apparently unaware of the true extremist nature of this
conference.

Enclosures --3

NOTE:
See memo G.C. Moore to Mr. W.C. Sullivan dated 7-17

captioned "Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist - H
Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black Student Union), prepared b
TJD:ted.
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information was furnished said he believed this would
make a good news story; however, he was not sure that
the story would be accepted by his superiors. No
story has been noted in the "Iliami Herald" as yet
based on this information.

Miami SCLL,WE S*SPoIs*ible for organizing a mass
black rally which resulted in a racial disturbance
in Miami on 8/7-8/68. He has developed as a black
nationalist leader and full background information
is being developed on him. He should be considered
under this program in the future.

V
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SC, Kancas City (100-12448) 8/20/68

Director, FBI (100-44800G)

6 COUNTElINTELLIGENlCE .PRfOGRAM
' jLAI NATIONALIST - HlATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

UInSUDS;
BLACK - HATE-TYPE LITERATURE
ODSEIIVED 7/25/GS - KANSAS CITY,
MAMSAS
hil

Rourlo4t 3/19/G3, enclosing literature entitled
"Black Cultural Nationalism."it

The enclosed literature is similar in nature to
literature distributed by US, which is headquartered in
Los Angoles California. A recent Bureau monograph on,
US in available in your office.

NOTE:

Cansas city by reference lottor enclosed a copy
of black hate-typo literature which was observed in the
Office of Economic Opportunity Foundation, Inc., a privat
agency funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity in
Kancas City. 0,S is a black extremist organize ton.

Tolson MAILED 24 17 AUG 28 1968
DeLoach
sop' _AUG2 8 19 6 8
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/27/68

SAC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCEPROGRAM -

BLACK NATIONALISTS a.RTE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

-r4

Re Bureau letter to Jackson dated 8/21/68..

On the morning of 8/27/68, spurious letter described
in Jackson letter to Bureau 8/1/68 was mailed from Canton,
Miss., utilizing commercial stationery; other necessary .
precautions to insure letter cannot be traced to Bureau
were taken.

Index card suggestion mentioned by Bureau in
Bureau letter of 8/21/68, was utlized.

Information copy of this letter forwarded to
Atlanta as office of origin in SNCC.

LEAD:-*

JACKSON DIVISION

AT JACKSON, MISS.

Will advise Bureau of any tangible results received
from letter and be alert for logical follow-up action.-§:

2+Bureau (RM) - ,..(

1-Atlanta (Info) (RM)
2-Jackson a AUG 30 1968

#54SEP5-1988

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan ..~
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UNiTED STATEo )1ERNMENT

Memorandum
To : - DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) ^ 8/23/68-

FROM :, KANSAS CITY (100-12448)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCEE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

90-DAY PROGRESS LETTER, KANSAS CITY DIVISION

Re Bureau letter, 3/4/68, to Albany and various;
offices:

1. Operations under consideration 1

2. Operations being effected None

3. Tangible results None

4. Developments of counterintelligence
interest None

1-Bureau (R14)
. - Kansas City

,* .A
B .n d u o P l s

* 4,. -6 -

s~. ~, - Buy U.S. Savingsr Bonds Regularly on the Payvroll Saings Plan (~~.
A'--" P- -d!~*f% - '~ .A Q .
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UNITED STATES TMENT a
Memorandum

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/26/68

mon :'4V SC, KANSAS CITY (100-12448) fP-

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK.NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

"I RACIALINTELLIGENCE
I' (KC 100-12448)

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
BLACK-HATE TYPE LITERATURE,
OBSERVED 7/25/68 -
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
RM

Re Kansas City letter dated 8/19/68 with above dual
caption.

For the completion of Bureau files in this matter,
there are attached copies of an article dated 8/19/68 from
the Kansas City Times, daily newspaper of Kansas City, Missouri.

Page 6 of referenced Kansas City letter -refers to
NOEL NEWSOM. NEWSOM is identical with the NOEL NEWSOM mentioned
in the attached Kansas City Times article. NEWSOM is identical
with the subject of Kansas City letter dated 8/21/68, captioned
"NOEL DE FOE NEWSOM, RACIAL MATTERS" submitted with closing
letterhead memorandum to the Bureau.

It is noted that GEORGE RICHARDSON III, author of
the attached Kansas City Times article, a white male, age about
25, a Times news reporter in Kansas City, Kansas, has written
several news articles since 1965 involving NEWSOM; since
RICHARDSON has an "ear and voice", both sympathetic to NEWSOM
as a source for RICHARDSON's writings, no contact has been had
or is contemplated withi.RICHARDSON.

- Bureau (Enos. 2')S .
4- 100-448006)
(2 - UNSUBS; Black-Hate Type Literature)

4- Kansas City
(2 - 100-12448) BEC-6Y

i'.,at'ins BondrR.egularl Payoll avins S'EP bVU'.y Paonolthe

I



KC 100-12448

es a ishe con ac:,
and the "news source referred to on page 1 of the above-
mentioned letterhead memorandum, 8/21/68, on NEWSOM, is .
skeptical of NEWSOM as a reliable source for RICHARDSON's
"news stories". However, approves occasional
publication of IW DSON'sWstories, based on NEWSOM as a
source, though realizes and opposes NEWSOM's ex-
ploitation of pu city, through RICHARDSON-, in the Times
(and Star).

RICHARDSON's words, in the attached article, do not
reflect a "black nationalism" in an "extremist", "exclusionistic",
or "violent" sense, but do suggest that thl new approaches,
in Kansas City, Kansas by a few young Negro adults, "on their
own" with limited experience (and maturity), could under
misguided influence take some impetuous or wrong turns (e.g.
the arrests and demonstration, mentioned on page 5 of referenced
Kansas City letter, 8/19/68).

It is noted that Negro Kansas State Senator GEORGE
HALEY, a reputable attorney in Kansas City, Kansas, who is
mentioned on page 5 of referenced Kansas City letter dated
8/19/68 to the Bureau in instant matter, is generally known
in Kansas City, Kansas as the brother of ALEX HALEY, who
actually co-authored the "Autobiography of Malcolm X", whose
picture appears in the attached news item.

2
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)
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;' nare D -reamn

Itneitcate paqe, namne of
newspaper, city and stat..)

4B Kansas City

Kansas Cit*, M'o.

Date: 8/1.9/68
Eds iton. Morning

AutIho:Geo, Richardson
Editr:Richard B. Fowl
Title:

By.Ccurge flichardbon III i'LY thc _fmnailces -. ._____ais
M(A t mr of 'the Sart Stall) thry loukcd tupon fie pirtict-ANEW breed of bus1incss- pnnis in the operation as lire-

ni an is on the Kansas 5pvn~iblc agiaor'."
City area scene. He is Rltt'e, the mioncy came from
new at his trade and afflucat wite liberals in John-

Witbout training. But his venture &yn Couniy-a 5source the broth.
reprcscnits something more than era mmide no effort to hides de-
profits and maigins. It rcpre- Epite their adherence to the
seuts a dreams of power and bldck power and black national.

= O re..ist concepts.
The businessmen: Four young Neithcr philosophy. they ex-
eroes. Tbe venture: The p1pin. is cxcltt.Aioastic.

Brothels International. a ham. "As ue interpret black natijon-
burger, black art, protest-poster aliszm," Johrmoa said, "black
and ccasional clothing shop at people are in love wvith a nation.
170L1lNotti Sc'.cntli sLrect, Kan. ButtVey al:;o find that this na,
gas City,. ams tin is. to a large de.-ree, cor-

i. reamn if Exp~ansion * 2t'pt and tainted '.%ith racism. ii
Altbouj,1 the operation isnt a - ~kJ~rI 1c.4'fi. .'i

,mouth old )ct and is batcly pa)',llcl" }'J.Ufl1-p-r'Cle 1,t V I I:
lug its own way-although the W'%V ant to ellgj2c ouroclvcs ini

opra torsi dont have thre a piogrant to rcdeciii ne c -c
months business experience :tion of this cuti y and to reitir-
among then-they are already :rcet the oticr. rc.,urrcct black
thirJ~in! of c-Ma'nsion: Perhaps - i Wc.! ~ !;zrVcil
20 or 25 operations ranging from ;c! C

crsteico sliops to grocery b-1etjl u tr'-hr
stt sat o% edi n interlockin %sh?rc t hecre can oe d coaliton

stec- ,-Iio"onCd a D~~t bctvecn the two riccs."
fasionby 3 ungcat SoieY '11C brotlbeis contel fjpMat "it's

bi's -said can't make it."t
broltcrs is Use brainchild of 25I11iC, it's 1-1.14-11 to C Ctht~

lrefl Johnson. ci-ordinai or 0 f anvoe can build a bl.c% ullion
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O~ii tniy Vtidaions ncigb.'i. tile 'Iiu i.l:acii

blood action g OURls. fim le~.r'g~iii'
Se'ya Johnson: "I decided that-lt 11 clt t j c-rIe is. p ie

the days of nicaningles-s rhctoi ic c.e'Iinritpy. a Ui: tii.i

abr~mt blac-k pcuplcs problems 'l~ni to theic )( tw'u. VFr'
,w a_.;o% or."' inteli ionl-ti'eln,,fo),iii.'I jolt 1i 5
kWhait, is inearin-Mu to Jobrnson the kitc in tiley pr-efer.-carnt
and bi-, parineis is money. Not iJlc plinee urtil a bk'eI: crtiznu.,

ja-t rmoiwy to line their pockctsf -ity hes soinethiji- to olfer that
3ut imion-y for f in.4ncing tOle bu.; he uim i c onintunity %"ants-i1
.jiss idca of c another brotli. namaiely, econuinic viability.
cr..& And 2o Jewt,1 is black in thcj

Ap peal t0 Mack Market -;abtj.-dance of art Lining the
For bl.4ck po;.%cr economies in wallsz. A kinig.sized pe,,tr of

Its siple-A furm has rcplacced i-Talcronm X !:t ires from the back
mneaningc,itialk for then. Un- nf thec room. R.-o St om-n necrs
dcr th;.t philoaoplty, cacit bus- *fl "111iA pt'.J er o 1r h I' Ii

MMessV'Ill 1ht blacks, it will eon-"(t Jud 1:si u sc i&pr.uj
cetitratc oq first cornering .4s 'lt.re: i'. ;Iricd ite of a 1:11 td''x
much of 1t1 black tradc as po:,- K1,111bllh.,rl -ui,, jn"4 c'.-
ajblc. A!) i'ofits miaterialize, it'y()11rt in Africin

noicv 'uitk' be made availablcr-riwss made by yuwig black
frfinancing stjU o~lir ercn, aret' diapldyCd.

tures. V.,Likelc I ticatn bur-%-b PM:)()It

But notie of Ue bro lics-nci- driiiLsI Itht p.s cori , u aly ocr
ther Jplui :oiil Wniy Dauajz, Necithe crmilei, theILt)aj.61.ts

Newv.-vm zior John Doyle-ha4d and iiaty of the po: !crs a-rc for1
thc e scral thousan'J &ilai szd~c. A -)tivIt, the IWioth'-rs hope,I
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Lion. iv-g alnir bkcks-a prct cqvis-<
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.SAC,jyampa (157-3213) , 8/27/68

FBI (100-448006) .- 1

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(JUNTA OF MILITANT ORGANIZATIONS)

Reurairtel ,A/20/68.

Authority Is granted to furnish public source data
and lead material concerning extremist black nationalist groups,
'nc it 1 t0 r nizatin 0O.to

an esta ise ce o your o Ice. In re
understans that this information is being

nfs fedon a confidential basis and the Bureau cannot be
revealed as the source.

For your informaur au files contain no
information concerning and no derogatory
information concerning . The Bureau appreciates
your interest in the oun en aence Program directed
against black nationalist extremist groups. Keep the Bureau
advised of the results of this counterintelligence action.

TJD: 1km '0
(6 )7

has expressed an interest in exposing
black na * 1fls?exrtremist groups, including JOMO, on a
televise on ' jam to be presented as a community
services. is a friend of the Special Agent in
Charge a *an on ma y occasions has ex ressed his
admiration for the Director,, is a respected
member of-the community'and a ec ureau files reveals

o _ no derogatory information concerning him or his tcleiltion:c f
station. Ta pa recommends he be furnished public source.data
a d assures'this will in no way cause embarrassment to the Bureau*

aonplod-_ - NO E CONTINUED PAGEa 0

1 t1,. RooAE

SEP 5-I AIL ROIJ TELETYPE UNIT E --- ----.- :
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Letter to SAC Tampa
RE: COUNTERIkTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-448006

t CONTINUE:
e organization JOMO is headed by one - who hgs

been arrested for destroying a mural in the ty a 1 at
St. Petersburg Flond most recently arrested for spitting
on a police office has told our Agents that a "b
revolution is immine an l I white people will die.'
called the Director"one of the biggest racists in the iii tates
and claimed FBI is responsible for the death of Senator Robert
Kennedy hassaid he wants to teach Negro children his
philosophy OT in white people. His organization claims it has
a secret Mau Mau (terror) squad. We concur *ith Tampa that
this organization should be publicly exposed. Recently Miami
Division was authorized to assist a television station in exposing
black nationalist extremists and excellent results were obtained.
This operation should also serve to neutralize the activities of
this extremist group.

-2-
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F BI

Date: 8/20/68

Transmit th following in

IRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL

I -

~1

(Priority)

--------------------------------- -- - - ------ - --- -- -- -- - -------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (157-3213)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBulet to all offices, 8/5/68.

, an uNB
e, advisethat as he is con-

stantly on the alert for s£ irrograms to be presented
as a community service at his station, WFLA TV is viewed
by over 500,000 persons in the Tampa, St. Petersburg area. 
He stated that because of the emphasis being placed on
racial matters in the area at this time, he is very much
interested in preparing a special program of any organiza-
tions in the field at this time. He stated that he was
aware of the unta of Militant Organizations (JOMO) and its.
leader of St. Petersburg. He stated that of
late th many programs, particularly of the news
type, where as been seen agitatin racial situations,
particular in St. Petersburg, Fla.
further advised that he wondered if ttere wouic be sone
public source material that the FBI could direct him to
which would assist him in determining whether such a TV

special would be informative and worthwhile for the Tampa -

1St.Petersburg area. EX-2lflfl RFC- .~
It is to be noted that is a friend

of the SAC of the Tampa Office and several Agents of the
Tampa Division. He has expressed on many occasions great

- Bureau (RM)
-Tampa e s

Approved:
4- i t V in Lii','iurg
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TP 157-3213

-: dmiration for the FBI and its Director, Mr. HOOVER, and -
s8a matter of fact, explained on 8/20/68, that when he .
raduated from college, he had considered applying for .
he FBI as a Special Agent, but when he found that it re-
quired a law degree, he went into the entertainment field
instead. le stated, however, he has always been an FBI-
"buff" and interested in the excellent record om iled by
the FBI. It will be noted further that is
a very respected member,.of the communit an as se ved.
actively on manv civia or anizations In the Tampa area..WI

Tampa believes that would be an
excellent source to whom to fu source material for
an expose type TV special on JOMO. It would appear that
within a reasonable time such a program encompassing inter-
views together with news clippings that are available to
NBC news already, would certainly serve the Counterintelli-
gence Program. It may further be noted that h aders of
JOMO in St. Petersburg, particularly have
been eager to have the news media cov eir activities.
It is also believed that . having an inflated ego,
will eagerly consent to i " iews and because of his
emotional state, it may well be anticipated that he will
make wild remarks and present JOMO in a most unfavorable
light in the Negro and communities, It may well be
anticipated that since followers are mostly teenagers
and have been prone to wL remarks themselves, that
they will likewise present themselves most unfavorable
light. It will be noted further that
stated that in dealing with the FBI he L m 1I M divulge
any relationship that he has with the FBI or the fact that
they cooperated in any presentation that he might make. He
stated that he could not bring himself to do anything to any
organization such as the FBI which he has admired for so
many years.

erefore feels that furnishing source mater
to for a special TV program will in no way
cau e e r ssment to the Bureau and therefore recommends

hat it authorize the Tampa Office to approach
with specific information which he might

u ize on any program he may prepare. If the Bureau approves

1
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TP1 157-3213

his-suggestion, Tampa assures the Bureau that it will not

urnish any information to which could be
raced to the FBI or which compromise any live info nts

being operated by the Tampa Division.

Ij~

-3-
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UNITED STATES G .4MENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/23/68

FROM : (ITTSBURGH (100-15780)

SUBJECT: J ERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

R CIAL INTELLIGENCE
(The Organizers)

ReBulet to Pittsburgh, 6/11/68.

Relet suggested an anonymous letter enclosing .
Ip ublicOraieso

o e lck naionaIst

ex remist nature of the Organizers.

No pertinent public source type data concerning
the Organizers has been located to date and, in fact,
there has been practLcally no public source material /
of any type concerning the Organizers, This office -
will remain alert to this matter and will make an
effort to develop appropriate public source data.

Pursuant to instructions in relet, the
Bureau will be furnished a copy of any anonymous letter
sent.

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh

4 SP 31

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
S.4e-S.1*0
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UNITED STAT* GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
0

Director, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/20/(8

SAC, Detroit (100-34655)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(LA COSA NOSTRA)

Re Bureau letter to Detroit, dated 6/28/68.

on 8/20/68t a communication on commercially purchased
Ssnvelssent to--

n e stationery ore te-mpression o a
.cIn ia ink with the words typewritten "watch out".

All precautions have been taken to preclude the;
Bureau as being identified as the source of the letter and the
Bureau will be apprised of any tangible results derived from
this tactic.

Additionally, Detroit will remain alert for possible
follow-up techniques and promptly submit any results or
recommendations to the Bureau.

No additbnal action will be taken in this regard
out prior Bureau authority.

/ .- V()0
Bureau (RM)
Detroit

q.f9 iRtG 31A

ST-101
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Dearigggigli

i I * w that there are a lot o
rumors about stealing money from the
City Vide Citizens Actxon Conmittee.

1 I have talked t 'other members of the City Wide
Citizens Action Commi t they know as little about the
$85,000 that got from you as I do. That money
was meant forfZ e peopl e in Detioit but we have nothing
to show for it. Now all t ad rs a one and we are not
even having meetings. Now has moved and is
living in a big luxary apar menon e east side and a friend
of mine says he is living whith a white woman.

I worked hard in the City Wide Citizens Action
Committee but all we ave is *rocery store that is not even
making any money and.&&." never explained where all
th'e money went.

I wish you would investigate this and I think the
blacks in the City Wide Citizens Action Committee and Detroit
would like to know what happemo or self determination
some ofrthemleadersatoo like andin
squandered money traveling aOdn Wand stayigg IM5 . 5s
but didn't do anything. r

I don't think I'm wrong about because
so many people say the same thing but if amiapoligize.

How can we ever get any where if our money is spent
like this?

I

K . 9A1 I

I I .

* *?

-. .. S.

I

xO.



SAC, WFO (157-1292)

Director, FBI (100-448006)

8/14/68

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
.BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK UNITED FRONT)

ReWFOainrtel-andLHM captioned "Black United
Front, Racial atter," dated-8/10/68.

Referenced LIHM noted on page two that an
individual spoke against the Black United'Front (BUF)
proposal for community control of the police department.
This individual said that the small attendance at the
BUF meeting involved was proof that people were against
BUF proposals. The individual condemned violence and asked
why Stokoly Carmichael did not leave Washington, D.C.

WFO should recontact
and conduct other necessary inv= ga oneto a-ermino
the identity of the individual who opposed Carmichael
at the BUF meeting. If WFO is able to identify this
person, check indices, appropriate informants and do
credit and arrest checks. Advise the Bureau of the
results of this investigation so that consideration might
be given to utilizing this individual under the Counter-
intelligence Program.

co

Co

R, AUG 20 1968
rron
:i-Loach

?Ahr
fi shoj,
Caspr
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UNITED STATE ^ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

To pDIRECTORl, FBI (100-448006)

FROM

SAC, ATLANTA (100-7182)

SUBJECT:
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (JAMES FORMAN)

0
DATE:8/19/6

./l 

/ 
I

ReBulet dated 8/9/68.

who was the source of an
article en iele*, * - 1i Tide of Black Resistance," by
JAMES FORMAN, advised that the pamphlet containing this article
had been received by the SNCC Office in Atlanta from the Office
of SNCC located in New York. The source advised that apparently
this article was furnished to all officesof SNCC for distribution
to individuals interested in reading it as the pamphlet has
received such dissemination in the Atlanta area.

In view of the observations by the informant and
the fact that this pamphlet has been in circulation for at least
a six week period, it is believed that it can be considered
public source data and suitable for any use to which it may
be put.

-2--- BureauRM)- 
-2 -Atlanta

S51

.I1

A' - .- .- -- .-. ..- -
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To Mr- -L4L.C. Sullivan A.I. August 1, 1968

FROM .C. Moore

he".

.SuilcsI COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM I

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 00
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE , .

This is to advise all counterintelligence offices
of cxcellcnt technique used by the Miami Division in exposing
black nationalist and New Left groups.

BACKGROUND:

The Miami Division was authorized to.furnish -

public source data about black nationalist extremist
groups and New Left groups to a cooperative news source
at a local television station. As a result the station
presented a thirty-minute documentary exposing black
nationalist extremist and Now Left groups which was well
received. The expose ended with quotations from the
Director, with excellent results. The Special Agents
who handlcdthis matter have been commended by the Director.

SUGGESTION: RC., -;.

This televisi~b show was so well received and
had such an impact that each countrintelligencc office
should be alerted to the potential of this technique
for exposing extremists. Attached letter to Albany and
other counterintelligence offices contains a review of
this program for the information of each office. This
should stimulate thinking in this area so that the field
will. consider this method of disrupting extremist groups.

ACTION:

That attached letter to all counterintelligence
offices reviewing this exposure technique be sent.

Enclosure
0 44906.

40O44jj006K .

xIlop,

6: . .

47,~i'~
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UNITrED STATES ERNMENT

Memo dum
TO :, DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM SACs PHILADELPHIA (157-2371)

SUBJECT: -COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

DATE: 8/13/68

ReBulet 7/1/68.

Philadelphia is of the opinion that in this matter
STOKELY CARMICHAEL is not a commanding figure in the Phila-
delphia area. There is no indication that. CARMICHAEL is
considered as strongly in Philadelphia as for instance WFO.
His name is mentioned frequently but it is felt he holds
no power in Philadelphia.

In view of this, it is felt counter intelligence
against CARMICHAEL would not be worthwhile in the Philadelphia
area. It is felt better results can be obtained through
counter intelligence aimed at local individuals. This
information will be furnished in a separate letter.

U

-Iureau .(100-448006)
1-FO (157-1292)
1-Philadelphia (157-2371)

-{ -- -

J I..

6 AU'G 15 1968g
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at, Bong Kong (105-4424)

ector, FBI (196-4qP&&4&)

August 229

G0C. Moore
Vflal I, AL

1-

fTERINTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS 1 -
TONALITIES INTELLIGENCE)

I

I Attached Is a copy of a draft of a letter which
it is anticipated will tacitly lead the selected four
pro Chicom recipients in the United States to infer they
are being invited by the Communist Party of China to attend.
a political meeting in China. The letter is worded so the
recipient will recognize it as a Chicom invitation phrased
in a thinly veiled manner to conceal its political natur .

This letter should be retyped using a typewriter
typical of those used in the Hong Kong business community
on commercially purchased stationery. The basic content
of the letter should not be altered, although the text
may be changed only to include colloqiutalisms typical of
the Chinese.

Individual copies of the letters should be posted
so they will contain a Kowloon postmark. The return address
on the envelope should read "CTS, 27 Nathan Road, Kowloon,
Bong Kong.*

With each letter a currency certificate in the
lowest denominator used in Hong Kong should be enclosed.
One third of the certificate should be torn off before
being enclosed. The four letters should be directed to
the following:

1. .

1948

A

-

]Ld

Enclosure - -

100-448006' cintolproblack fNalists)
1ow 100-349078

1 - 100-442484 SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
1 I- 100.47617
11. 100-446080'77 1 eign Liaison (route through for review CjO>.

(12) : U 21s

54 SEP3- 1s
- - - ~--..-.,. 1



Letter Legat, fong Kong
RE:soCOUNERINTELLIGENCE AD )SPECIAL OPERATIONS
1 5174254

3.

4. 8. Carmichal 10Sth Avenu, Room 803,
MoW York, New Yqrk, 10011, USA.

Two %erox copies should be mas of the original
letter to be mailed to Carmtchael. Te Xerom copies should
clearly indicate the creas necessarily made to Insert the

lter In the envelope. Forward these copiee to the bureas.

The letters should be signed A ink In the
handwritten name of LI Chiamang.

Because of the tim limitations incorporated la
thie alleged invitation, the four letters should be promptly
prepared and posted.

NOTE:

|lta iare leaders of
militant pro-Chicom orgninra w hour investigations
hive indicated are relatively isolated within the domestic
and foreign pro-Chicom movement. Carmichael, militant black
nationalist allegedly visited China in the recent past and is
considered to be sympathetic to the Chicotm. China Travel
Service offices have been used by Chicom= for intelligence
purpDoses, but Kowloon office has not been identified
specifically as involved in such use and no Bureau operations
involve Kowloon office. This technique may result in the
pro-Chicome traveling abroad at considerable expense and
causing embarrassment for Chicoas. Also, if the fictitious
invitation is tamp~ed'y an associate or a foe of the
pro-Chicoas it could cause disruption and embarrassment.
A dresses used are public addresses of organizations of the
recipients. Follow-up technique is being considered in
Carmichael instance and this would involve leaking a cop

a of Carmichael's invitation to the Soviets in anticipation
the Soviets would brand him as a Government informant. This
technique can be accomplished without expenses or
embarrassment to the Dureau.

1q
I

or

I v24.
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f 7'

Hong Kong
(date)

Dear Mr. :_ _

You should appear at Travel Service Office,*27 Nathan Road,
Kovuloon, Hong Kong, on a day of the woek, before 20th September,
1968. Presentation of enclosed currency certificate will
serve as credential for travel extension to mainland.

Mainland travel expense will be borne by your hosts but it
will be required your organisation arrange for transport to
Hong Kong for which you will be reimbursed.

Visit will be for 34 days and include National Day and
organised conferences of national and world representatives
for purpose of coordination of wiorld-'vide struggle and to
launch sustained march to greater victories.

Your visit should only I noted to trusted compatriots of
you-. organisation and thic announccint should be destroyed.
No Eubstitution or addition for this invitation is permitted.

The standard must be raised over-higher,

Fraternally,

LI Chia-ming (signed)
Coordinator



( A C)Z8/15/68

TO : DIRECTOR, FI (157-8415)

PROM I SAC, CHICAGO (157-2393)

SUBJECT: BLACK NATI0DALIST MOVEMENT

Re Bureau airtol dated 7/22/68, above captica,
roouesting Chicago and *3pringrtold to subalt reocsemmend nations
ofia count co naturo regarding the reported

NN
ereas. s onusllnois.

ese two individuals are presently incarcerated in
Chicago charged respectively with murder and UUW.

ICon&Uwth
ti ms i otr reflects that

S, ere no counsel of record forg
this od in Chicago airtel

dated 7/1.5/68 self described as
aho assoiate alsorepresented
She had advised an SA of this office that

1i fcroproont ! i a-dividul*I bu an 6/21/68,

4-kBi.onu (#'I) 0
({jL-048006)(CCUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAH-BLAC: NATIOiNALIST

HATE GROP, RACIAL INTELLIGEICE)
PSpring~field (Rii)(Info)

.3-Chicaigo
(1-157-2e09)(coT4uTrn INTELLIGIoCE PaCcumlAI-BAC- I2ATI(nIALIST

HATE GOIQUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE)
(1-1S7-290XsuccTINo oF CO PD cnICnsO,5th AED 14onGAeN

37RETS, ORfICAGO, ILL., 6

7014.SEq28

7OSEP3 1968: j'~~ h..-. ~
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00 157.2393

had. oonrirmed this In a telephone conversations with a

h~d An&&Coturt #th

tLenever the murder cagspae against hix#
however, on the ocoasion of that appoaranoe, was not
represented bw -ln17 ow.
continued to tne
to Mve 3o at rney re cord# per_

appeared in local.
"10na *or nwd a3 represented on that occasion by

His case vae also continued to lo

to_____ advised thaja t 
with inthis mattomQ085~atndo
not ri~ep ent either 0 si bon
retained to defend tSWaMo A 0cP a te ing
so retained.

Consequently, In view of the above a Chicago
is holding in abeyance the submission of a eounter
intelligence recomnendation an requested in re'air'tel
but uil folow the court appearances of Ill as
noted to ance In identity of counsel In *I In
the event doa appeoo at that tie,, Chicago will
suliiUt a aoun, intelligence reomendat I=r or observa-
tion as requested*

U
I.

.2..

* I.

s.:. -~ ~ .~
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COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
LACKK COALITION)

Reurlet 8-14-68.

Philadelphia Is authorized to foster the rumor
that leaders of the Black Coalition have "sold out to.
whites" and are using money which should go to Negro poor
people for their personal benefit. This should be done
discreetly through routine contacts in racial matters.
Insure this is handled in such a way that the existence of
an organized counterintelligence operation is not revealed.

Philadelphia is also authorized to furnish
information regarding "kickbacks" for ma l;a services

Durcnen hythn ackcoaition 't
.101, 10arteare

propocted and tha does not reveal the
source of his informa on when he a erts donors to the
Black Coalition to the misuse of their money.

The Bureau appreciates your counterintelligence
suggestions to neutralize the leaders of this group.

K-

br

I

-

/

NOTE:

The Black Coalition is a group of black nationalists
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which hasbeen given one
million dollars raised through local businesses, ostensibly to
set up new businesses in ghetto areas. However, sources have
advised that leaders of this group appear to be using the

DI-1.o0ch I
_MAILED. 3.
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-fAUG261968 NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO
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Letter to SAC, Philadelphia
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, (BLACK COALITION)
100-448006

NOECONTINUED:
money for personal matters, including new car and

Leaders of the Black Coalition
who is on the Agitator Ia

black nationalist extremist; and a
member of the black nationalist ext em , pro-Chinese
Communist Revolutionary Action Movement.

Sources advised many Negroes in the ghetto area
have become disillusioned with these leaders, feeling they.
have "sold out for white money." Furthering this rumor is
anlexcellent way to neutralize the influence of black
nationalist extremists;and since both
have new cars and new clothes, as an informant noted, the
rumor may have some basis in fact. Alerting sources of
funds for the Black Coalition to the misuse of their money
through ouis an x o decrease
contributions to this group. is a reliable
and established source who has eon success ully utilized
in other confidential counterintelligence operations. He
has always completely protected the Bureau's interests.

-2-
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UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

enoM 1u 9' ACs PHILADELPHIA (157-2371)
(157-2678)

SUBJE T: OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

0

DATE: 8/14/68,

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK COALITION) -

7,
Black Coalition is a group formed by Black

Nationalists in the Philadelphia area who have been given
$1,000,000.00 which was raised through business enterprises.,
and banks. The purpose of the money and the organization -
is to help ghetto areas and to make available money through
loans to individuals in ghetto areas who would have difficulty
obtaining a loan from a bank. The main purpose is to help set
up new businesses in ghetto areas and have these businesses
run by individuals from ghettos.

who is on the agitator index is
theleader of Blac oalition. Two otherlaA.E rn'e

'and
gag msn a L.7 I myIaI ym1111adelphia Office. - 55555555

is a RAM member in Philadelphia.

jaP : . no that many Neroes in
etto *eme isiluioned with

because they feel they have so
e e money." Informant pointed out that and
both have new cars and appear throughout ecity of
elphia in expensive clothes.

'ureau(100-448006)( kEC 44
2-Philadelphia

1.-1 197-2171
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PH 157-2371
PH 157-2678

It is felt this office has an excellent opportunity
for counterintelligence against both leaders of Black Coalition.

Philadelphia,AijJtLhauthorization-of the Bureau,
plans to circulate the story concerning leaders of Black
Coalition having been bought by "whitey." Further, it is
felt that methods used should be obtained in order that
businessmen and bankerstwho had put up this money could
be made aware of what is being stolen by officials of Black
Coalition. It is felt one method in which this could be
handled that would not involve the Bureau in any manner
wh atsoy rwn)I(_hPir)Qng b%.1mrnto

deflinitely not pinpoint the informant
w would then e t contact sources mace .i apple'
that'have information abcut money beinC
stol en iron i ceto.'s. Also where it is possible to
document this information, Internal Revenue Service would
be advised in order that Internal Revenue may investigate
income of leaders of Black Coalition.

-2-
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',SAC, Albany 8/5/6

1
Director, FBI (100-448006) 1

COUNTEREINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -RKATE GROUPS .
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

The Bureau wants to bring a highly successful
counterintelligence operation to the attention of all
counterintelligence offices, so that all offices will
be aware of the type of results that can be obtained
in this program.

The Miami Division developed a source at a
local television station and the source produced a
nowslspecial on black nationalists and on the-New Left.
Miami requested Bureau authority to furnish the source.
background data of a public source nature when'the
source indicated an interest in producing a show
exposing these groups. .

2 - Atlanta 2 - Minneapolis
2 - Baltimore 2 - Mobile :
2 - Birmingham 2 - Newark
2 - Boston
-2 -Buffalo

2 2 - Charlotte
f, 2 - Chicago

2 - Cincinnati
2 - Columbia
2 - Cleveland
2 - Denver
2 - Detroit
2- Houston
2- Indianapolis.
2 -Jackson
2 - Jacksonville
2 - Kansas City
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Letter to SAC, Albany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-448006

Siow 4v~&o7/7/1,J
The Bureau authorized the son a data

na confidential basis and thee.A
reat 'deal of research was done am it

resulted in an excellent program. The show, which ended
with quotes from the Director on the nature of the New
Left, was so well received that the television station
received requests for a film of the show by local civic
groups.

As you are aware publicity about New Left
and black nationalist groups, especially television
coverage, sometimes enhances the stature of these groups.
At the same time, Miami has demonstrated that a carefully
planned television show can be extremely effective in
showing these extremists for what they are. Local New
Left and black nationalist leaders were interviewed on
the show and seemed to have been chosen for either their
inability to articulate or their simpering and stupid
appearance.

Miami furnished a film of thisshow for Bureau
review and it was apparent that the television source
used the very best judgment in editing comments by
these extremists. lie brought out that they were in
favor of violent revolution without their explaining
why. But he also brought out that they, personally,
would be afraid to lead a violent revolution, making
them appear to be cowards. The interview of black
nationalist leaders on the show had the leaders seated,
ill at ease, in hard chairs. Full-length camera shots
showed each movement as they squirmed about in their
chairs, resembling rats trapped under scientific
observation.

Each counterintelligence office should be
alert to exploit this technique both for black nationalists
and New Left types. Miami learned from sources that those
who appeared on the show realized that it presented them
in a most unfavorable light. One even complained to the
television station about it. This counterintelligence
operation will be of great value in the South Florida area

* -2-



Retyped pag4,Af letter to SAC, Albany 4
dated 8/5/68 .E: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PR7,11AM

.Letter to SAC, Albany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-448006 .

and the Bureau hopes these results can be duplicated in
other offices. Success in this case resulted from hard.
work and acumen on the part of the Agents who handled
the matter. Especially important was the choice of
individuals interviewed as they did not have the ability
to stand up to a professional newsman. The fine job of
interviewing and editing done by the news people involved
was also most important.

Each office should be alert to.the possibility
of using this technique. No counterintelligence action
should be taken without Bureau authority.' For your
information operations of this type must be handled
through reliable, established sources and must be set
up so that the FBI is not revealed as the source.

NOTE:

r

See memorandum G.C. Moore to Mr. W.C. Sullivan,
as above, dated 8/1/68, prepared by

4r .. ;
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TO

SUB

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/13/68

SAC, NEW YORK (ioo-161140) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL - INTELLIGENCE

4/17/68. ReBulet, 7/10/68; NY letters, 6/26/68, and

&
A -
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OPTIONAL FQRM NO. 10
I V I08 EDITeap(

. UNITED STATES Go .NMENT

Memorandum

The NYO desires to immediately place into
effect counterintelligence deviceyjo described

-eau inlregardeto
lie will be pre textFT-URMP qIFlt17 ng

ana told that various individuals in Harlem feel that
he has been too disruptive and revolutionary and is
causing repercussi ns b e ower s r 'a He will
also be told that
has been paid a sum o money o ave . e
The pretext will be conducted usinialect
and by the use of ghetto language. is still
awaiting court action and it is fe t that now i ..
time to place this pretext into effect against
and indirectly against

In regard to th Panther organization in
NY it is noted that who is also known as

is repo e y the head man in the NY area,
n order to exploit the break between SNCC and the Black

Panther and in order to put fear in the mind of Panther
leader the NYO desires to immediately place
into effect the following counterintelligence device.

will be telephonically contacted by pre-
-a .wh c time he will be told that this individual
ad ended a secret meeting of SNCC at which time

SNCC leader, let it be known that
will have to be P iminated. He will be told,

ni a logro dialect, thAt' feels that is becom-
ing too powerful a figure so he will have to be "rubbed
out". He will be cautioned to "keep looking over his

'2 Bureau (RM) REC /
1- New York

.. AUG 141 LbC.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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NY 100-16114o

shoulder" for sooner or later he will be care of.
SIt is hoped that by use of such a pretex might
become disenchanted about future leadersh p n the Panther
organization and "the word " might also get around to
some of his friends causing them also to be disillusioned.

Bureau approval is requested to place above two
techniques into operation.

-2-
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UNITED STATES GcRNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW YORK (1oo-161140) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCEV

DATE: 8/12/68

I

Re Detroit letter, 8/7/68. I-

The 1968 Cross Telephone Directory which was
printed June 20, 1968, contains the listing, Inter-Religious
Foundation for Community Organization, Inc., 211 E. 43rd
Street, New York, NY (telephone 986-5727).

prtets determined b means of a telephone
pretext byjmww. h
# ye mentioned organization that the

is the Director of the organization. e reported y
iginally from New Jersey but has been working for the past

10 years in a neighborhood house in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The purpose of the organization is to help support
local community groups.obtain self-determination and for the
development of community awareness. The Inter-Religious
Foundation for Community Organizations, Inc. receives its
funds from various religious agencies and other individuals
who are interested in the work of the group.

PretextUused-graduate student from Columbia
University.-

REC 5
Ale

Bureau (RM)
2? Detroit (100-34655) (RM)

- New York (#43) /
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DE 100-34655

LEAD:
New York is to attempt to identify and determine

the address of the Inter-Religious Foundation for
Community Organization, Inc., (IFCO) of New York, New York.

2
- 2 -
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F8I

Date: 8/7/68

Transmit th following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ATRTR-. _

(Priority)

TO: Director, XBI (100-448006) *

FROM: SAC, Detroit (100-34655) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(ALBERT B. CLEAGE, JR.)

Re Detroit letter to Bureau, dated 6/14/68 and
New York airtel to Bureau, dated 6/24/68.

The "Michigan Chronicle", a Detroit, Michigan,
weekly newspaper, issue dated 12/30/67 contained an article
entitled, "No Real Split in Black Community". This article
noted that at a press conference on 12/27/67, Reverend
ALBERT BUFORD CLEAGE, JR., announced that the City-Wide
Citizens Action Committee (CCAC) received a $85,000 grant
from Reverend LUCIUS WALKER of the Inter-Religious
Foundation for Community Organization, Inc. (IFCO),of New Yor ,N.Y
Reverend WALKER said the CCAC exemplified the kind of
organization IFCO is committed to promoting and supporting.
He said it helped the black community to black power.

According to the "Chronicle" the IFCO began to
organize two:years ago but only in the past four months
have they been operating financially. Although the CCAC
grant was the largest to date, others have been given in
other cities.

For the information of New York, the CCAC is a _

local militant Negro organization under the direction of
Reverend ALBERT B. CLEAGE, Jr., a black power advocate.

n3 Bureau (RM)_/( ii :. . g
7 - New York (100-161140)(RM) e AUG 9 1968

2 tetroit .

(7)

Approved: Sent M A.

61AUG SI 61868al Agent in Charge



SAC, Atlanta (100-7182) August 9, 1968

Director, FBI (100-448006)

, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATEGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -

(JAMES FORMAN)

Reference is made to Atlanta letterhead memorandum
captioned "National Black Anti-War Anti-Draft Union, Racial
Matters," dated July 23, 1968, which contains an article
entitled "1967 - High Tide of Black Resistance," by

( James Forman.

The Bureauis considering the possibility of using
this article in a counterintelligence operation. Please
advise whether this article has received sufficient
circulation for a long enough period of time so as to
consider it public source data.

NOTE:

The above article by Forman is sufficiently
violent and revolutionary to be of counterintelligence
value if circulation of same would not compromise the
source.I MAILED 6

AUG9 - 1968 REC- 76 , .
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UNITED STATES GOV""NMENT 7

Memoranaum.
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:8/7/68

( JFROMI SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) (P)

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE~
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet, 7/30/68, which concerned a growing rift
between the Black Panther Party (BPP) and the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee\(SNCC). It was desired
to formulate plans to increase the\'friction.

San Francisco has no SNCC organization, so the
only group available on which to cause the friction would
be the BPP.

In view of the action of the national SNCC Leader-
ship, as reported by the New York source last week, in
expelling STOKELY CARMICHAEL and ordering JAMES FOREMAN and
H. RAP BROWN to resign from the BPP, it would appear that
the rupture had already taken place. The causes for this
are unknown to this office, and therefore, the most appro-
priate means to further this break are likewise unknown.
For instance, it is not known if the above developments
are public knowledge and available to the press.

As a suggestion it would seem appropriate to
give this information to a syndicated writer such as
CARL ROWAN, who might use this material as a responsible
Negro, to expose the frailties of the extremists.

In a similar vein STOKELY CARMICHAEL was supposed
to come address a BP on July 28, 1968 in Oakland. He
never appeared and stated it was because he was not
paid the necessary funds to induce him to do so. It is
suggested that an in interviews with BPP subjects and through
informants it be "planted" that STOKELY will only aid the BPP
for the sake of money.

I o a REC-75 23
Bureau
New York (100-161140)( - San Francisco "

(4) AUG96 Cal
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UNITED STATES G0 'NMENT

.Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:

FRO SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

s U B COUNTERINTELLIGENCE -PROGRAM-
BQLACNATIO1ALIST-. HATE GROUPS
RAC IAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Reurlet, 7/30/68. .

Recent information obtained indicates that the
break between SNCC and the Black Panthers appears severe
and perhaps final.

There is no working alliance between these two
groups in NYC, and information has been received that
there has also been a complete disassociation of these two
groups rtionally as well.

JAMES FORMAN and RAP BROWN, who were honorary
members of the Black Panther Party (BPP) have reportedly
resigned their BPP membership because they find it difficult
to go along with BPP violent schemes.

On 7/25/68 and 8/7/68, the" NYO submitted a suggestion,
for counterintelligence action against SNCC and BPP, This
suggestion is presently under consideration by the Bureau. (.

In order to increase the friction between SNCC and
BPP the NYO proposes to make several pretext telephone calls
to the office of SNCC and attempt to convey the impression
to them, using a Negro dialect and ghetto language, the fact
that the Black Panthers are "out to get them". The thought
will be placed with them that the BPP is- especially after
the SNCC leaders who have caused them trouble. The person
making the call will be identified as JESSE 8X, a Black
Muslim who heard the information at a secret meeting of Black
Panthers.

Accordingly, Bureau approval is requested to plate
,abovetwo suggestions into operation.

Bureau (RM)
- New York (043)' A's' AUG 9 1968
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UNITED STATES GC RNMENT

Memorandum
St.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 8/r/68

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATEGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -

ReNYlet 7/25/68, which requested Bureau authority
to xerox 5,000 copies of circular.

It is noted that JAMES FORMAN, leader of SNCC,
has recently been committed to the psychiatric ward of a
NYC hospital. Therefore, no interview will be conducted
with FORMAN by Agents of the NYO.

In accordance with the-above, it is now requested
that the counterintelligence device described in relet be
immediately placed in effect. Bureau approval is hereby
requested.

.ew

Bureau (RM)
NewYork (#43)

Buy U.S. Savinp Bonds Re ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan.
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UNITED STATES GcO NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

DATE: August 1, 1968

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-ATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Enclosed for the Bureau are two Xerox copies
of Omaha airtel to Director, 5/31/68.

2-- Bureau
2 - Omaha

(Enc. 2)

(4)
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Al tEL

TO: DIIIICT 1 , FBI (100-44800G)

Fito"T: SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P')

RtE: COUNTINTEJLIGETIC H PIOGRA'1
13LAC IC 1UATI O'NALI ST-HTATE GRlOUPS
RAC IAL I NTELLI GENJCE

1e0IDUairtcl to Albany 3/4/08 and Omiaha nirtol 4/3/GO.

As pointed out in retorcnccd Omnhn airtel, there is
no orpnnized Hlnck Nationalist Alovcment in the Omaha Division,
and this situation has not changed to date.

There continue to be no organi.-.tirn. or individuals
in this division currently considcr,-d of :'tontj1in danger as to
be considered for countcrin.. nig-.- In

In the evcnt or- j tiomr; or i;-.1 - ..-unr considered
appropriate targctrn of 'Lv~i. gninre idcnri.Aied as being
n'-tive in the Oznain Division, appropriate ru,;gestions will be
submitted to the Bureau.

3,~- Bureau
i )- omni ha

CLOSU ' E116
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SAj, Jackso 6 00-.980)

Diletg,1'3I (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

I~J ~-.Reurlet 8-1-68.

Jackson is authorized esurious
letter described in relet to Use
commercially purchased statioan ther
necessary precautions to insure this letter cannot be
traced to the Bureau, Advise the Bureau of any tangible
results and be alert for logical follow-up action.

To give more credence to this technique, a 3x5
index card might be clipped to te-*nonvm oas* con-

il-I V'~h *~j
~ I, ~

weSaine WadWreW ppars on the envelope sent Harris.
Ti riht-hand side of-the index card might sal*inal

The envelope wou1a tienT also
Contain tis notation on the same right-hand side.

Thus, the impression would be given that this
inex card was inadvertently clipped to the letter being
seit and a stenographer copied the address off the card
o1to an envelope. The letter and ex card were both
.4led, then, inadvertently to This might make

4. "misdirected letter" more be levable.
8 Jackson should advise the Bureau whether the
index card suggestion was used. The Bureau very much
4kj.reciates the thought and effort put forth by Jackson
in this counterintelligence recommendation.

1 -Atlanta

1 - Cincinnati

shop
a.per ?

onrad ---

fil(

Itoiler
-te. Moo .

f ICf-M TELETYPE UNIT
i g.S

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO j
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tter to SAC, Jackson
: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

1O-448006
NCTE:

memer l-Ae-MllaalCentral
The

letter thanks r rma on regard ng. C and
for photographs o s me b he letter is phrased to
give the impression that is an informant of a
1aw *n ement agency, e eer is then misdirected
t* in the above manner,

was recently interviewed, and while
denying affltion with SNCC, inquired as to where
interview received informal on that he was
with SNCC. admitted knowing and noted
he does no e im.

The letter proposed by Jackson protects our
sources and is well designed to compromise
an important member of SNCC. Since this i , * - -
an anonymous letter technique that cannot embarrass the
Bureau, we concur with Jackson's recommendation that
it be sent.

U

-2-
.4 .2
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'UNITED STATET V \ERNMENT

Memo ra ndum
.. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

: SAC,JACKSON (100-980) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS -~ HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -~ -.

DATE: 8/1/68

( .1-

ReBulet to Jackson, 5/29/68; Cincinnati let to
Bureau, 6/17/68; Atlanta let to Bureau, 6/19/68.

In view of comments in references, the Jackson
Division has reconsidered "anonymous misdirected letter
plan" re three Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) individuals from Miss. Based on this reconsideration,.
and the present status of certain SNCC activists in Miss.,
the following background information and counterintelligence
proposal is being forwarded for Bureau approval:

I

who is a former SNCC worker and who is presently
six to seven months pregnant and unmarried.

Bureau (AM-REGISTERED) REC. 47
1 - Atlanta (Info) (AM-REGISTERED)
1 - Cincinnati (Info) (AM-REGISTERED) . .
4 - kson (2-100-980) (1-100-445)

(100-1056)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

I*
OrI

I.

I. BACKGROUND

A. NZNE r 10I

mambraCentral Commitee
member and th -- he made an
unauthorized trip to Cuba in January, 1968, with other SNCC
members, allegedly to attend cultural conference there.

left Miss. in March, 1968, and remained
away from 'is. until 7/2/68; he maintains his ermanent
residence in

- ~ '~ . .
-a ~ ~~***~ -a- ~ a-.. a

-.~. - A i. ~# ~ F~ A'~a. ~ ~"~' .S.J

I

I

I



JN-100-980

upon his recent return to Miss., advised
sources he ha spent the majority of the past four months
in the Atlanta, Ga., vicinity.

Bureau Agents contacted away
from each other during the past two months. Each was
antagonistic and completely uncooperative.towards any inter-
view.

One f Jackson, Miss., during national
SNCC staff meetin at Atlanta, Ga., 6/11/68, was appointed

f SNCC with an office at Jackson, -
ss. He was also allegedly appointed alternate delegate to

the National Central Committee of SNCC.

former Freedom Rider
(1961) an* ormer : ) was
interviewed 7/24/68. He denied any present association with
SNCC as a member or officer.

It is possible tha may have reactivated him-
self with SNCC in order to improve is own well-being
financially, as he recently opened a hippie-type Negro bar
in an area of Jackscn frequented by Negro militants and
civil rights activists.

states he knows 40 = but does not
ci e with or personallyen'o the company o

disenchantment with may be due to
vxng a white girl friend.)

II. ACTIVITIES OF BLACK NATIONALISTS LEADERS
TO BE UTILIZED IN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTION

.2for SNCC has takennume

.2



JN 100-980 *1-
of Negroes and civil rights leaders in the South. He has
been in Atlanta, Ga., frequently over the past four months
and probably was at the national SNCC staff meeting held
6/11/68, or in contact with persons who were there. It
is noted that allegedly was appointed Miss.

atthe above-mentioned staff meeting.

during interview by Bureau
Agents reffiry, appeared surprised that the Bureau was
inquiring as to his being the new SNCC leader in Miss.; he
was interested in knowing sources of information in this
regard and denied a SNCC association at present; he admits
knowing but states he does not enjoy his
company.

III. RECOMMENDATION

A. It is recommended that the following letter
be handwritten:

Appreciated your timely info regarding new
SNCC staff appointed in June--Your candid photo-
graphs of persons I was interested in earned me
some unexpected praise from the people who want to
know.

Hope my gift ($) will assist you and
with her "new arrival", due soon.

Keep in touch using the same system.

Charlie S."

3

.--. I-. * -, -' -
* .. 4 -,~.... -

J*-. ________________________________________



100-980 1
This letter will be mailed from Canton, Miss.,

which is in Madison County, 22 miles north of Jackson, and
the same county in which Tougaloo, Miss., is located.

B. The above P~ge na

Information in the above letter will not compromise
any Jackson sources.

IV. OBJECTIVE

*Will be obvious to that the e letter was
erroneously sent to him instead of to He will
hopefully be led to believe is an informant of some
law enforcement a ency in the tate of Miss., and will
discredit in this regardhalso possiblyhighlighting

es ngwi.th a W/F, who is pregnant and unmarried.

V. FOLLOW-UP

Depending on any tangible results obtained from
forwarding the above letter, Jackson Division could later send

er to a national SNCC leader a ly from-, relating information tha is an informant for
some law enforcement agency.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Bureau approve the above
measure to be instituted by the Jackson Division at the earliest
possible date.

(Copies of this letter are being forwarded to Atlanta
as 00 in SNCC and to Cincinnati for information due to the
reconsideration by the Jackson Division of prior proposal t at
so involved the Cincinnati Division.)

4
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UNITED STATES GO~CMENT

Memo.andum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7/31/68

FROM CHICAGO (157-2209)(P) . .

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Reference is made to Springfield airtel 7/5/68, and
Bureau letter dated 7/17/68.

No specific detailed information is available to Chicago,
from informants and sources, regarding specific areas of
distribution in down-state Illinois of the book "Ghetto Rebellion
to Black Liberation", authored by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT.

Available information regarding the Illinois
distribution of this book has bee set forth in Chicago report
dated 7/19/68, of , entitled Communist Party,
USA, Illinois DistJT ,4 T.&TJrvision, IS - C.

For Springfield's information the material set forth
therein reflected that as of 5/28/68, the goal of the Illinois CP -

was to sell 1,000 copies of this book. As of 5/31 68 the
Illinois CP leadership was planning to send member,
Illinois CP State Board, on a tour of Souther inois to promote
the sale of this book. It is not known if actually made
this town, and if not, where he went downs a e.

At this time further promotional schemes for the west
and south sides of Chicago were under consideration, with readers
of/and subscribers to "The Worker" to receive announcements,
through the mail, regarding LIGHTFOOT's book.

As of this time, Chicago has no further specific
information regarding this matter.

i2 - Bureau (RM) /1oce "
1 - Springfield (RM) s1a
1 - Ciago

REC 22 .
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PAC, San Diego (100-14192)

j EX-103 -7 y
Director, FBI (100-448006)

REC.-126o
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(COMMITTEE FOR SENSE NOT SHOTS)

8-9-08

I

MAILED
___ AUCd

Mo.hr
*JI1)Iop COMM-.FBI

:",llhn_____

1tit

bavel

iGoimeu MAIL ROOM LILETYPE UNIT E

4 AU 21968

*',

- ~ ~. ***~* .* - *. A".. *Y ~'*-. ~ --* **D~*'E*~~ ~*~* -. *',. -

Rourlet 7-31-68.

Srn Diego should submit sample of the type of
letter proposed for the Bureau's information. As noted
in your letter, specific Dreau authority should be
requested for each letter sent and no counterintelligence
action can be taken without Bureau authority.

The Bureau appreciates this suggestion. San Diego
should consider cheaper reproduction methods than printing
those letters so as to imply a citizens group is behind
this effort.

NOTE:

San Diego has submitted an overall suggestion for
mailing an appeal by the "Committee for Sense not Shots" to
counter propaganda distributed by black nationalist groups.
This suggestion may be of counterintelligence value, there-
fore, we are requesting a sample of the pamphlet San Diego
has in mind before the office submits specific recommendations.

<4
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UNITED STATES C'' NMENT

Memoran dum
Diac tor, . ;I (100-.lN006) DATE: 7/31/66

-'.C, -San bo o(100-11!.102) (P)

li. C:: T7 : .'1.-*% * - :I*: : I

u.rct-u rnt.---ority i oreque stoJd. to ititu. theo follow .nr
counterincLi*:cnce rCon.co.I'c i~n San DJio[:o:

trT2i,: to c nvince ter:1at Y. trey o !ot *:o .. n ; U.th )
tVeirc thir:., ic1r ill be in Thc ::rc c.t:;or1y with h.

" I book"c.'-..o3 ri.. be Unornre1 out or s:vnd i.n core other .

7- oldor to coueritc- ,ua e no t eatl LJ :..1 C: , . *1111

t.UI t ne:-c "C,:::- to" .^or 'c o o o '- .
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Lnd i on c t .ci r--. no t tr7c blc to te:c reont:. i 3rl c.d tt. tio .r:

1VP
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be r t to int c'. ft:,o rai.dblo e ny b r:eraquct ed

tn 5rinr.lottoo fd. n oiv1opos .for *.1. Of 0.-- th o

AIn,'rrc 3l ! cuch. crc" Jo teUJ 0a-7 tT - f-or tien cno t 1 nrtc -r
isni*;0 .=le tert yur not*br .T n.kn o tl*ruho..

:-roun in o cno.

2 - 0orcu (1I.
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UNITED STATES G .NMENT

Memorandum
I (100-448006)

JAC, CHARLOTTE (157-C-109)

DATE: 7/31/68

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-IrATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau, 7/9/68, captioned
"COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE", Charlotte file 100-10382.

In view of fact this matter pertains to racial
intelligence concerning Black Nationalist-Hate Groups,
Charlotte has changed its file number to the above (157-610P)
and future correspondence to the Bureau will be submitted
under this file number.

~I. T

REC 46

.14 AUG 16
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UNITED STATE.A ERNMENT

Memorandum
To ,4 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-7182)(p*)

SUBJECT: COU3NTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DAE: 7/29/68

(2
V

ReBuairtel 3/4/68 and ATairtel 4/30/68.-

As the Bureau is aware the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee held its annual staff and Central Committee meeting in
Atlanta in June, 1968. STOKELY CARMICHAEL and H. RAP BROWN were
specifically invited to attend these sessions.*However, CARMICHAEL
did not attend. Whether this was by design or choice is an academic
question as sources within the organization report that although
there is an anti-Carmichael current flowing through SNCC, there
definitely are two factions within the organization, one a pro-
Carmichael and the other pro-H. Rep Brown.

Sincethe staff meetings, it has become increasingly evident
that CARMICHAEL is being gradually eased out of SNCC and reportedly
is assuming a more important role in organizing the Black United
Front in the Washin ton, D. C. area. CARIiICHAEL's lack of interest
in SNCC was made apparent on Sunday, July 28, 1968 while he was in
Atlenta en route to WashinGton, D. C. from Mobile, Alabama. Although
he had several hours at his disposal between planes, sources report
that he made no effort to contact SNCC personnel. It is believed
that any type of counterintelligence activity planned regarding
CARMICHAEL should be held in abeyance until such time his exact
status, objectives and plans become known.

H. RAP BROWN has had little if any influence on the operation
of SNCC recently. His presence in Atlanta has been extremely
limited and his exact status with the organization is somewhat hazy.
To further complicate utilizing BROWN as a counterintelligence
target is his involvement in Fed 9rp1 Courts, the outcome of which
is unknown.. . 4 EC- 47 '

Since the staff meetings in Atla , there hos been almost
a complete change of personnel in the Atlanta Office of SITOC, those
presently active being new comers and investigations instituted to
develop background on them. Such old timers as

- Bureau (.RM)
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ArEs # NMENT

oranaum
FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7/29/68

'BURGH (100-15780) (P) '

PELLIGENCE PROGRAM-
ONALIST - RATE GROUPS

ReBulet to Pittsburgh dated 6/28/68.

edin her

On 7/9/68, this suggto
who indicated she was aware of interest in
curtailing church funds and should have prev ously thought
of contacting him. She indicated at that time that she would
get in touch with

On advised she had been in
contact with beeto furnish him
with informat on a ou tha did not previously
have. She said tha was con nuing his efforts to
curtail the use.of c urch funds for various questionable
civil rights causes.

dvised she intended to follow this
matter with and would advise of any results achieved.

The Bureau will--be kept advised.

- Bureau
-_Pittsburgh

Z JUL 30 1968
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Mr. Deloach.-
.---.-- - --- 4' , r. Mohr.--

A W Mr. Diphop --- VIA TELEEMT.TPE . -w 1
I Mr. Callahan

4 1 Yr Mr. Conrad
%oMr. Felt....

Mr. Gale-..

ENCIPHERED -
, Mr.,Slia

Mr. Tavl-

B Y Tele. Rom-
FB I NEW Y RK. Miss Unames.

Miss Gandy-

7-30 P URGENT 7-23-68 WPK .

TO ECTOR 100-448006 AND 170-3218 (CODE)
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION ji4>

FROM NEW YORK 100-161140 3P

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE

GROUPS RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

' RE NEW YORK LETTER JULY TWENTY SECOND, CAPTIONED

AS ABOVE; AND NEW YORK TELETYPE JULY TWELFTH, NINETEEN

SIXTY EIGHT ENTITLED SNCC RACIAL MATTERS.

THAT TRIP OF
0 *IMTO PARTICIPATE IN ANTI- AR

CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR JULY TWENTY NINTH, NINETEEN SIXTY
REC 1./

EIGHT. SOURCE ADVISED W ILL DEPART NYC JULY TWENTY

NINTH ACCOMPANIED BY , A SNCC AFFILIATE AND

CLOSE ASSOCIATE 0 ' JUL 31 1968

ACCORDING TO SOURCE WAS ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED"--

TO APPEAR BEFORE JAPANESE WAR GROUPS WITH

END PAGE ONE

§3gAU G2 I9 -.
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PAGE TWO

HOWEVER, WAS UNABLE TO MAKE
THE TRIP AND 'AS SUBSTITUTD AS

TRAVELLING COMPANION. REPORTEDLY WILL REMAIN

IN JAPAN APPROXIMATELY SEVEN TO TEN DAYS. WHILE IN

JAPAN HE WILL MAKE SPEECHES CRITICAL OF UNITED STATES

INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM. REPORTEDLY HE WILL ALSO ATTEND

MEETING SPONSORED BY JAPANESE ANTI-WAR GROUP AT OKINAWA.

SOURCE STATED THAT WAS RECENTLY CONTACTED BY

DAVE DELLINGERip PEACE LEADER, AND WAS INFORMED BY DELLINGER
THAT EFFORTS CURRENTLY BEING UNDERTAKEN TO SECURE THE

RELEASE OF NEGRO SERVICEMEN CURRENTLY IN CATIVITY IN

NORTH VIETNAM. DELLINGER INQUIRED OF IF HE

WOULD BE WILLING TO TRAVEL TO HAN O.-AFTER HIS JAPANESE

APPEARANCE TO ACCOMPANY THE RETURN OF AMERICAN NEGRO GIS

TO THE US, IF EFFORTS TO SECURE THEIR RELEASE ARE SUCCESS-

FUL BY DELLINGER. SOURCE STATED V INDICATED AGREE-

MENT TO DELLINGER'S PROPOSAL.
IN THE EVENT THE NYO RECEIVES ITINERARY

WHILE IN JAPAN IT WILL BE SENT TO THE BUREAU.

END PAGE TWQ
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PAGE THREE

IT IS REQUESTED THAT THE BUREAU GIVE CONSIDERATION

TO AFFORD FOREIGN PRESS COVERAGE TO ALL OF

ACTIVITIES WHILE ABROAD.

IF PUBLICITY IS GIVEN IN USA PRESS TO SPEECHES OF

HIS IMAGE WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED WITHIN SNCC

AND THE NATIONAL RADICAL MOVEMENT.

END

WA...HWL

FBI WASH DC

'E ll -,
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RJTE IN ENVEL# 4 3
7/30/08

AiJtel -

TO:

FROM:

SACs New York (100-161140)
San Francisco (1L7-GO1)

Director, FBI (100-448006)
4."

0 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

--IACIALINTELLIGENCE -

(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Budod 8/9/68.

Recent communications from New York have noted
a growing gulf between the Black Panther Party (BPP) and
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
New York and San Francisco should immediately analyze this
situation from a counterintelligence viewpoint. Counter-
intelligence suggestions for increasing friction between these
two black nationalist extremist groups should be formulated
and submitted to the Bureau by August 9, 1968.

This situation is an excellent opportunity to
create lasting and wide-spread dissension and friction among
lack nationalist extremists. Any ana all suggestions tor

cO apitalizing on the divagreoment between these two groups
M(0 hould be submitted for consideration. No counterintelligence 1
aC ction should be taken without Bureau approval.

C)

_._2 6 JUL-30 1968

NOTE:

______ tak We are following this matter closely in order to
______ take full advantage of an excellent opportunity to disrupt

the black nationalist extremistraovement.

nrad

'osen _____

advanTELTaE pIT
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SAC. New York

7 I

I

K

irector, FBI (170-3218)

ReNYtel 7/23/68 captioned "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist * Hate Groups Racial Intellt-
gence."

The suggestion set forth in ratel has been
carefully considered by the Bureau; however, it is not
believed that we should, through sources, attempt to
affo press coverage to the activities of

ile he is abroad. It would appearthat
activities will come to the attention of

Japanese news media through his involvement with the
Japanese antiwar group. It may also be that sources
-ofLat, Tokyo, may furnish information regarding
1ilsctn's activities.

Appropriate recommendations, if warranted, .

should be submitted upon receipt of information
re~gardinl1son.'s trip abroad.

100-448006 (Counterintelligence Program - Black Nationalist)

(7) NOT RECORDIPr-t
145 JuL 29qrP:

OUPLICATE YELLOW
1 61

.1
(1)

7/26/68

I
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UNITED STATES GO RNMENT )

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4428006) DATE: 7/23/68 .

mo ? . 0 O(157-1292) (P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
fi BLACK-NATIONALIST-.HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bulet dated 3/4/68 and WFOlet dated 4/4/68.

In accordance with instructions set forth in re Bulet,
the following data is submitted:

PERTINENT CHANGES SINCE DATE OF RE WFOLET:

The Washingtc.n, D.C. (WDC) office of SNCC has moved
from 1234 U Street, N. W., to 2208 14th Street, N.W., and has a
small staff. STOKELY CARMICHAEL affill d with the overall
operation of SNCC, WDC, but retains..the title
of Director. CARMICHAEL marred MIRIAM BA, an entertainer
on 6/29/68, in WDC. They currently reside at 5015 16th St.,
N.W., WDC.

The Headquarters of the New School for Afro-American
Thought has been moved from 2208 14th Street, WDC, to 2115
14th St. N.W.

has been replaced b

longas Captain of Muhammed's Mosque Number Four (MMi#,4),
WDC. He dropped out of school i

the 8th grade and is employed by Safeway Grocery Stores as atn
selector in a produce warehouse. He has been affiliated with
MM#4 since approximately September, 1957.

The Blackman's Volunteer Army of Liberation (BVAL)
is now located at** -- N W WDC accord ng
to

Bureau L(-1 s

2 -WFO
(1 - 100-43503) (CARMICHAEL)

% 
/I



WFC 157-1291 4
I. Operations Under Consideration:

WFO recently submitted a proposal to the Burea
regarding a "word of mouth" counterintelligence measure mong
selected sources to be directed against STOKELY CARMIC .L in
an attempt to create the impression within the ghetto community
-that he is in fact a paid agent of the Government.

In addition, it could be inferred that Government agents
are maintaining close tabs on CARMICHAEL's whereabouts at all
times in order to afford him protection, not just -in WDC, but
throughout the U.S.

The above is believed to be one of nerhans a few
counterintelligence measures that could be effective against
CARMICIAEL. Any allegation of immorality or illegal activity
would only enhance his reputation within the ghetto.

CARMICHAEL has not gone through with the purchase of
the $70,000 house, but it should not be overlooked that he is-
already living in a house valued near $50,000, which a source
has reported is to be completely refurnished and has already
been carpeted throughout. WFO will recommend dissemination to I
appropriate news media in this respect in the near future. 1

WFO will continue to remain alert to situations wherein
a counterintelligence measure would be timely against the various
hate groups and individuals involved therewith.

It should be borne in mind; however, that any counter-
intelligence measure against any of these groups or individuals
requires a different approach than the usual counterintelligence
program. As pointed out above, regarding CARMICHAEL, any
immoral or illegal act improves their image within the ghetto
community.

In addition, the very nature of some of the individuals
which comprise these groups lends to a certain disunity in
itself as illustrated within Resurrection City. Perhaps more
thought should be given to breeding discontent within the-various
groups, which if successful, would render a leader "groupess."

2

- -\ - - v:, - *: ~ d . ~-~~-; - '-A' - ~ . R501-T
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WFO 157-1292

II. Operations Being Effected:

As pointed out above, WFO has submitted a proposal
to the Bureau regarding CARMICHAEL and will implement same upon
authorization by the Bureau.

III. Tangible Results:

WFO was in the process of submitting a recommendation
regarding the purchase of a $70,000 house by CARMICHAEL, proposing
release of this information t6 appropriate news media for
publication upon consuAation of the purchase, when news articles
regarding this purchase appeared. As the Bureau is aware,
CARMICHAEL and MIRIAM MAKEBA thereafter cancelled the contract
to buy this property, claiming inability to obtain suitable
financing. As the Bureau pointed out, it has had an effect
on his reputation among some black militants.

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest:

It is noted that WFO has continuously considered what
would be effective counterintelligence measures against various
hate groups and certain individuals such as CARMICHAEL.. The
April, 1968, riots in WDC and the presence of the "Poor Peoples
Campaign" has certainly influenced the course of action by some
of these groups and has in fact been responsible for the creation
of others. The "Black United Front" (BUF), which CARMICHAEL
formed, has been more noticeably active as of late and recently,
for example, took a definite stand on the shooting of two white
policemen by a Negro robbery suspect and his accomplice in the
shooting, stating black men have a right to defend themselves
against the "honky" policemen

The news media has been dominated by the above since the
assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., and perhaps calls
for a different approach to an effective counteringelligence pro-
gram than prior to the riots. It is further felt that a more
effective use of news.media could be made in the future I# that
an article may receive more attention Than during the past few
months.

WFO will remain alert to situations which can be
capitilized on under the counterintelligence program and will a
advise Bureau under individual case captions along with
appropriate recommendations.
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. . UNITED STATES G RNMENT

* Memorandum
To Mr,-W. C. Sulliva

FROM : . C.Moore

SUBJ ECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

. RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK STUDENT UNION)

4f

DATE July 39, 1968

dIA ~'
, ~. 'J/

I :

Enclosure

100-448006 ,

(9)

1 - Mr. CjD. DeLoach
1 - Mr. T.E. Bishop
1 - Mr. W.C. Sullivan
1- r.

19

98 AUG TB is8

.4/ N,

CONTINUEPZD - OVER

A. *

G o*n

Cool~n

s.

ie oo
Si lnT9 v.1
tjote

w
7/is;]

This is to recommend item about the Black Student
Union (BSU), an extremist black nationalist group, be
furnished a cooperative news source on a confidential basis"
by the Crime Records Division.

BACKGROUND:

A conference of BSU groups was held April 11-14,
1968, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California.
The conference was touted as a means of learning techniques
to build the community constructively, but in reality discussed
revolution and sabotage on the part of black nationalist

extremistst.

Our informants At the conference gained the
impression that most of the students present received money
to attend the conference from the colleges they attend.
Students at the conference came from colleges all over the
West Coast.

SUGGESTION:

Since the colleges who apparently financed this
conference are probably not aware of the extremist nature of
the conference, itis suggested we afford this matter publicity



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivpn
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-448006

through a cooperative news media source. Attached is an
item about the conference along with a copy of part of a
publication distributed at the conference.which shows the
revolutionary and extremist nature of the discussions. The
it p ects our sources.

ACTION:

That attached item about the BSU be furnished
a cooperative news media source on a confidential basis
by Crime Records.
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EDITORIAL W.

BSU Publication
-S.F. STATE APRIL, 1968

Vol. 1 No. II

Non-violence, as a method to obtain black freedom, is dead, dead, dead!
rMartin Luther King, a brother, and the last fainting cry of the non-violence
method, is also dead, "i&.ently killed by white racism not a "mad individual".
Although he believed 1,i a dead method, the brother died just as lcolm X and
young Bobby Hutton, 17 y'iar old Mlack Panther; for freedom for black people. This ;I-
should signal sleeping black people that there is no middle ground. When two
extremes are dealt with the same way then the difference between the two is in-
significant.

The survival of the black community is rightously at steak and we as black
students must function on that level. - while there is still tin. The traditional .
college degrees, bachallor, masters and Phd, are no longer primary, only the
revolutionary degrees ranging from dealing with the minds of black children to
developing affective gurilleria units to neutralize Police tanks and stomer guns.
Dig it. What good did money, fine homes, cars, executive job position, debutant

* balls, fraternities and sororities do for Jews in Nazi Germany? And they were
hard to recognize.

If we as black students understand that our"physical" survival is at steak
then we must move very quickly to do several things. Colleges and universities
can no longer function as factories to produce "house Niggers". Therefore we
must develop universities of."Timbuctus", wherever there are black students. And
this can be done in the best way by the development of Black curriculum such as
S.F. States "Black Studies Program". Black History, economics, humanities,

psychology, sociology, english, and leanguges." The end thing would be the know-
ledged gained from black curriculum,students should funnel that information to
serve the needs of the comunity in which they are foremost responsible to.

Another thing is students should participate in creating acts to change the
superman image of the white man in order to give our people rore courage and
direction that the white man can be beat. For example: Our people are bombarted
through massive propaganda through communications of mass media, T.V. magazines,
newspapers, that the man always wins, from Mission Impossible to Tarzan on T.V.
to newspapers and magazines that print that the viet cong alwAys -ipses.

At one time Black students feared intellectual debates-with-so-called-cuper - --

beavy fte Phd's until Malcolm X demonstrated that it could -be done successively
and consistently with simple logic and mother wit. And the consequences of this are
that there are young Malcolm X's (in the sense of intellectual bravery) throughout
the naLion, todzy. And now this same act must be duplicated throughout the nation
through effective guerrilla units on the white recists piec ro that. unL people can
see thct it c.:; t. eanc vbotely, thoromghly, :1d o'.Itly.

BLACK PEOPLE WILL SURVIV.3,

Ben Stewart

AM



A EIM LEVEL Ill THE EVOLUTIONARY STP.UGGLE

On April 5, 1968 the death of Dr. Martin Luther King left most-6f the Black
student's in a state of utter shock. Within a matter of hours Black communities .
across the country reacted in a manner that seemed Biniliar to tne expressions
of past surnmers. By the next day it was quite clear that the "Movement" had -

moved tp a new level.
Thj white power steuture'his defined for Black people a political spec um-.

of intellectual "bullshit", that ranges from violence to non-violence. With he
death of Dr. King, it now scoms obvious that the people are 'jolted' into question-
ing the validity of the concept of non-violence. Many Black people are now left .
somewhore in the middle and cauCht in the claws of mass media, having taken the
concept of survival to mean violence as expressed or as insinuated by the mass
media.

The question of non-violence as a political philosophy has been paralled to
the phrase "turn the other cheek." One of its historicel references has been
Chandi's non-violent philosophy, as two methods to rid India of the British. But
what seems to have been forgotten is that one, the English c .onists were in-the
minority, and two, Ghandi's strategy was one planned step toward the independence
of his people. The economic factor, that of cheap labor, played a great part in
the British willingness to leave and release the people of India. England saw
it as a vise political move in order to retain trade with India, the result being
Neo-colonialisn.

The morbl aspect of non-violence and its historic references have been used .
by the mass media to direct the beliefs and hopes of oppressed people in this age
of expectation. Western morality has always expressed itself in a "double stand-
ard", in 3 miarner whereby people are told to be murderers in Vietn .m and pacifists
at home. Chairm-an H. Rap Brown has called us "cliumps" because we have continually
believed this type of rhetoric. Prime Minister Stokely C. Carmichatl continually
warns us of the growing war of color. And still many of us are concerned about
philosophizin., the concept of non-violence.

Black people must begin to define what is non-violence and whazt is survival.
A racist comr:..antator stated that "Black people are involved in a petty revolution
of looting ar.d burning." What he filed to realize is thr.t black people have
reacted mostly to situations that have indirectly affected their lives, and that
growing consciousness will soon prepare the people to act rather then to react.

e too mut understand this.
Now that we are about to'embark on a new level of consciousnars, it is L.-

portant that we no longer speak about the abstract succaso of nnn-violence, but
begin to recognize the importance of race survival. It is important that we be-
gin not only to speak of wayz of survival, but also that we begin to prepare our
people for a long and bitter struggle against a racist system that has been de-
signed to perpetuate both A physical and psychological genocide against our peo-
ple. . i

Black stud-nts must begin to understand the importance of research, for it
is of prime importance in the revolutionary strugg9 of our people. The Research
Department of the B8U of San 7rancisco Stato hopes that this conference will pro-
due some diofclion Iawarbness and contiffitfbovoptil.responsi-bi li-ty in- help--
ing to work with the Black people through this n3w level of the struggle.

The pecrie will defrn +hi-e r- ity of the new

?he rev) l0Vto.y cp:d.

We will conqucr wihtcut a doubt

Resecroh Department
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Memora dum
TO : {ECTOR I (100-448006)

ROM :S SA CHICAGO (157-2209)

SUBJECT: ER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RAC IAL4NTELL IG C

9
DATE: 7/25/68

Ci

Chicago h
Income Ta
was noted

ReBulet 7/3/68.

Per instructions in relet and in Bulet 5/15/68
as closely review 65 1966, and 1967 Federal
x Returns for The following
I:

3) . JUL 29 1968

S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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CG 157-2209

a review of this office's file on
and on the above returns, it appears

-s su re*tTis *sbased-
on e act . 11 -i- Idi1

The indices of the Chica o Office contain
identifiablee ravnesf

It appears, therefore, t s no chance to
utilize this method to discredi or the NOT at
this time. Chicago continues to e a er for information
that may be utilized in the disruption field. In
accordance with Bureau instructions no dissemination
of the above will be made outside the Bureau.

-2-
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arefully
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TED STATES $-INMENT
memorandum

DIRECTOR, FDFI DAiE 7/24/0J

SAC, MIAMI

COUINfTER'IINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM Ad

DLACK IATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
Duf ile: 100-443006OO
Miami File: 157-2414 (P)

COUNTElINTLLLIGENCE PROGhAlI1
INTl'EuNAL SECURITY
DISILUPIOI7 OF NEW LE}WT1
Dufile: 100-440
Niami lile: 105-159JO (P)

Re Miami airtel, 7/9/63,

Enclosed for the Dureau, under separate cover,
a blaci: and white copy of the television program produced
W'.'CXT-TV, 11iami, as ricntioned in referenccd airtel.

____ ;or
o -'er ue.thc bureau Mlight desire

The Bureau wiill be advised by separate co.awuuxicationt
some reactions to this program.
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PAC, New York (100-161140) 8-7-68

EX-103
Director, FBI (100-448006) --. V1 -

REC 2&
COUNTERA INTFJLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

Reurlet 7-25-68.

The Bureau appreciates your counterintelligence
suggestion concerning the distribution of circulars -
indicating the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and the Black Pantheis organization are actually
front groups established by police agencies.

As New York is aware, there is a dispute between
these two groups in New York at present. If this counter-
intelligence operation was effected, there would be a
possibility of uniting the two groups against a "common
enemy," the intelligence agency that distributed this
document.

Thus, New York should hold this suggestion in
abeyance until the results of the dispute between SNCC and
the Black Panthers are known.

MAILED 23

AUG7- 1968
COMM-FBI

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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UNITED STATES G#RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, BI (100-448006) DATE: 7/25/68

SAC, NEW YORK (oo-161140) (p)

SU JE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

The following counterintelligence measure is
being submitted for the Bureau's consideration:

The NYO desires to xerox 5,000 of the attached
circular which will then be distributed throughout the
New York Negro sections of Harlem and Bedford Stuyvesant.
In the interest of further security it is suggested that
the copies be xeroxed at the Bureau.

The copies will be distributed by
to various "on the spot" local Negro oys ages 10

Through 13), who in turn will be instructed to hand them
out on "busy street corners", in the area of Negro youth
clubs, neighborhood playgrounds and at main intersections
in the Negro areas. Of course, these unknown Negro boys
will have to be paid for their efforts. Perhaps $2.00 to
$3.00 to each boy will do the trick.

It is felt that in order to do the job satisfactorily
it would be necessary to saturate the area with circulars.
The figure of 5,000 is consideredto be the bare minimum.

It is also felt that by the expenditure of this
relatively small amount of money to reproduce and distribute
the circular we might be able to dissuade future Black Panther
and SNCC membershipaid cause others interested in the organizations
to be disillusioned.

- Bureau (Ine.
- New York (#43)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
____- W I - P
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NY 100-161140

Appropriate security measures will be enforced
to prevent this activity being traced to the Bureau.

This suggestion is being submitted to the Bureau
at this time for the Bureau's approval. It is noted that
at the present time the NYO has requested permission of the
Bureau to interview JAMES FORMAN. This counterintelligence
proposal will only be placed into effect in the event FORMAN
is uncooperative.
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UNITED STATES (I NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE. 7/25/68

FJ L,:ACBOSTON (157-531)

S BJECT COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HAT(GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

l r Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 3/4/68; and Boston
letter to Director, 5/3/68.

I. mom has been assigned to coordinate,this
progr .LL *oston Office.

II. The following Black Nationalist groups are active in the
Boston Division:

A. Nation of Islam

a. Mubammad's Mosque of Islam, #11, Dorchester,
Mass., has an estimated membership of 200 and holds meetings
three times a week.

b. Muhammad's Mosque of Islam (MMI) #13, Springfield,
Mass., has an estimatednembership of 35, and meetings are held
twice a week.

c. MMI, Providence, R.I., has an estimated membership
of 20, and meetings are usually held twice a week.

d. M14I of Worcester, Massachusetts, has an estimated
membership cf 15 and usually holds meetings twice a week.

B. New England Grass Roots Organization (NEGRO),
Roxbury, Massachusetts.

This is considered to be a paper organization with
approximately a half-dozen members. It controls the Youth
Alliance Inc. and Freedom Security Patrol, who have an estimated
combined membership of approximately 40.

REC4 (1
- bureau (RM

IA~ j15-

-~7 AW32 --1~38~3
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BS 157-531

C. United Front, Roxbury, Massachusetts, which is an
umbrella type organization made up of representatives of other
fegro gropps; it has no formal membership.

D. The Boston Chapter of the Student Non Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) located in Roxbury, Massachusetts,
has an estimated membership of twelve.

The Nation of Islam (NOI) in the past has had a
propensity for violence in the Boston area only between its
leadership and individual members or former members. There
have been no instances of clashes with police or the white
community. NOI members are taught to abide by the law and
are subject to suspension from the NOI or other punishment
for violation of the law.

NEGRO, which is made up of the Freedcm
Patrol and the Youth Alliance, is operated by
and is considered to have the greatest propensiTy for violence o
any of the groups mentioned. In the Freedom Secuity -Patrol,
it has an organized group of teenage Negroes who patrol the
ghetto area, supposedly to assist the Boston Police. However,
Boston police believe them to work in opposition, to a large
extent, and to be responsible for some of the disorder which
occurs from time to time.

The United Front has never been well organized, and
only a few Negro groups send representatives to United Front
meetings, which are held infrequently. The United Front has
come into control of funds reportedly amounting to $150,000,
which was donated by the white huisnes community of the Boston
area. These funds may make the United Front more attractive
and influential than it has b in th past. The two
leaders of the Unite of' the Congress of
Racial Equality, and SNCC, are considered
militant Negroes. The mied Front, however, is regarded as having
little propensity for violence, especially since it is a paper
organization with no known membership.

The Boston Chapter of SNCC has never appeared to
luence in the Boston area. Its leader is

who is an extremely militant Black Nationalist.
ecause o 1. s lack of influence and paucity of membership,

SNCC is not believed to have much propensity for violence.

2



BS 157-531

The Agitator Index, subjects who are considered to be
militant Black Nationalists, are:

A.
who is a close associate of STOKELY CAREMICHAEL, and

whio travels with CARMICHAEL from time to time.

., is considered to be a ml. i an Negro
civil ri s advoca e and is currently in disfavor with the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) because of
his mishandling of SCLC funds.

C. 
-TGand a member o e Boston Chapter of , is a graduate of

Harvard University and has attempted suicide on two occasions.

D. a militant Negro, has an extensive
criminal record and is employed in a leadership capacity in one
of the city of Boston's local social services organizations.

III. NEGRO, together with its counterparts the Youth Alliance
and the Freedom Security Patrol, appear to be thenost likely
targets for counterintelligence action. These organizations
are headquartered in the same building in the Roxbury section
of Boston where the Youth Alliance has a license to operate a
radio transmitter on the Citizens Broadcast Band. This trans-
mitter is actually located on the premi es
an der the direction of

The radio network isted by the Freedom
iits several cars which roam the Greater Boston

area using mobile transmitters. In June, 1968, a reliable
source reported observing about twenty cartons of dynamite caps
in a station wagon belonging to NEGRO.

Suggestions for counterintelligence action against
these groups will be submitted by separate letter.
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01 87-235A

on the right track In developing Interview-type material
for inclusion In this program .

I All material utilized in this program was reviewed

by the above Agents to assure that the Bureaus interests were
fully protected at all times and that nothing was used which
could in any way be identified with the Bureau or cause any
embarrassment whatsoever.

This program received considerable advance publicity
in the Miami area and was shown as a thirty-minute documentary
type program by Channel 7 during prime television time, 6:30 PM
*on Sunday, July 7, 1968. The audience rating for this period
is estimated to be near two hundred thousand persons.

The program reflected a great amount of effort and
expense on the part of Channel 7 on preparing same and did an
outstanding job in exposing the activities of both the "Now
left" and the "Black Nationalists" in the Miami Division. The
program brought out very vividly, through interview-type
dialogue, the dangers groups of this nature project in our
society and very clearly pointed out their connections with
communistic, leftist groups and the militancy of the Black
Nationalist organizations.

The editorial part of the program quoted Mr. HOOVER
in connection with current remarks he had made relative to the
'New left" and it should be noted that through interviews
conducted by Channel 7, the remarks previously made by Mr.
HOOVER vere certainly substantiated by "New Left" and
'Black Nationalist" members interviewed on this program.

CET-TV has indicated that the response to this
program has been very gratifying and that in all probability
they will go to the expense of reproducing this film in
black and white so that it can be made available to civic
organizations who have displayed an interest in obtaining such
a film for replaying locally.

Through our contacts with Channel 7, it is contem-
plated that a copy of this film, if reproduced in black and
white, will be obtained at no charge and forwarded to the
Bureau for intelligence and training purposes.

.-......
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The excellent results obtained in this counter-
intelligence undertaking undoubtedly can be att
the ex ent background material developed b
and 4 and the overall supervision ofL.
In h contacts with Channel 7.

Many favorable comments have been received by
Channel 7 regarding this program and it is very likely
that it will be reshown in the Miami area.

The results obtained in such counterintelligence
undertakings are far reaching and undoubtedly will go a long
way in curtailing the activities of such groups in South
Florida. Additionally, this program very vividly displayed
the activities of such groups on college campuses located in
Florida, which information was not heretofore generally
realized by the public.

This counterintelligence undertaking, as conceived
and carried out by the Miami Division, is considered to be
most cutstanding and again demonstrates the excellent results
that can be obtained through a properly conceived and executed
counterintelligence undertaking. The decisive results obtained
and the manner in which these Agents met their responsibilities
in this highly sensitive area are most noteworthy and certainly
merit recognition.

Accordingly, it is recommended that individual

The above Agents are all within the Bureau's
desired weight standards._

16. . .
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SAC, Now York (100-161140)

(rDirector, 7FBI (100-448006)
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COt I~fRINULLIGENC2 ~PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIS T - UA.TE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
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matter, but feels tbis. informant should be evaluated for a
longer period of time before involving him~ in counter-
intelligence operations.

NOTE:

This high-level informant is still in a
probationary status.
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UNITED STATES GOL .AMENT
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7?2/68

V SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

The following counterintelligence measure
concerning SNCC and the Black Panthers is being submitted.
to the Bureau.

-U

I.

- \qj-Bureau RM)
(2 - 170-3218)

1 - New York 170-650)
1 - New York(#3) 4 DiLL ~4j iJ~A;
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the handling of this informant, there are obviously a wealth
of benefits to be derived in a counterintelligence move.
In the future the direction being afforded this informant
will be closely coordinated with the counterintelligence
program against SNCC and the Black Panthers.
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Director, FBI DAiE: 7/23/68

SAC, Miami

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS a
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BU 100-448006
MM 157-214 (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF NEW LEFT
BU 100-449698
MM 105-15956 (P)

Re Miami airtel to the Bureau dated 7/9/68.

Referenced communication concerned counter-
intelligence activity in cooperation with Channel 7, WCKT-TV
(NBC), Miami, Florida, producers of the documentary "The
New Left." / : -

Among the individuals who were interviewed on
this program were JAMES RUSSELL\AGUT, Acting President,
Florida Atlantic University Chapter qf the Southern Student
Organizing Committee; MICHAEL FANWICIMISELMAN, Staff
Member and Florida Traveler for the Southern Student
Organizing Committee; and ROBERT\SCHWARTZ, editor of the
"Libertarian Watchdog," an underground-type newspaper.

The 7/9/68 issue of "The Atlantic Sun," a student
publication at Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton,
Florida, contained an article captioned "FAU 'NEW LEFT'
ACTIVISTS FAVOR REVOLUTION--VIOLENT OR PEACEFUL." This
article concerned the program "The New Left" and contained
AGUT's opinion concerning it. (See attached news article)

/ - .~'( ~j' ~NEC 45,.9 I
Bureau (Encl1)(RM)

5 -Miami
(1 - 100'-15409)(Meiselman) aJLr!4ih
(1 - 100-15564) (Agut) jj.A-

- 100-15529)(Schwartz) -,- . 4,
J_'
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(Mount ClIpping In Space Below)

FAU'New Lefte-Activists. Faor
Revolution--Violent Or Peaceful

Jim Agut, SUN columnist and
President of the FAU chapter
of Southern Student Organizing
Committee (SSOC), stated last
Sunday night that he "most def-
initely" would like to see a rev-
olution In this country, peaceful
or violent,

Being Interviewed by Miami
newscaster Wayne Fariss on a
half hour documentary alred
Sunday on Channel 7, Agut in-
dicated that he thought the "best
organized society would be soc-
ialist based, although Idon'tpre-
clude private enterprise in it."

Agut, 20, a history and econ-
omics major in his senior year,
was one of a group of four mem-
bers of the "New Left" intro-
duced by Fariss as "dedicated
revolutionaries." A second
member of the group was ex-
SUN Editor Romeo Rivard who
was a student at FAU until the
end of the Spring quarter.

Also mentioned duringthepro-
gram was another ex-FAU stu-
dent, Charles Wright, who later
helped organize the Florida Black
Front. Wright once served as
Attorney General in Student Body
President Ken Jenne's cabinet.
He' now a Vista volunteer.

R ard took a somewhat less
mill ant stand than did Agut. "I
hav a't been planning too much
for -a revolution, but I would
like to see one," Rivard, Editor

and Publisher of the Florida
Free Press stated. "I person-
ally am too scared to go out and
start shooting though," he con-
tinued.

Rivard and Agut are both cur-
rently awaiting trial in Palm
Beach County on obscenity
charges in connection with their
work on the Florida Free Press.
Agut no longer contributes to the
newspaper however.

Asked what type of revolution
he would advocate, Rivard men-
tioned one of the "Peaceful"
variety. "That'd be groovy,
great." he said.

Agut, interviewed at the home
of a friend Sunday night following
the taped telecast, indicated that
his future includes plans for a
trip to Canada, Asked if he would
renounce his U.S. citizenship, he
reported that "would take any
citizenship necessary" to avoid
the draft. Would he feel guilty?
"Certainly not."

The bespectacled student de-
nied that he had any ties with
Communism. "For one thing,
Marxists have faith in the in-
evitability of revolution, I do
not -- I feel that revolutions
are acts created by men, not
things that just happen," he not-
ed.

His wife brought up the sub-
ject of her bp;. Agut's
brother - in - law, a West Point
graduate who Is serving in Viet

I;

' ~.:

(Indicate pagqe, name of

newspaper, city and state.)

The ATIANTIC SUN

loca Raton, Florida

B.ng followed

Dat:7/9/6 8
Edition:

Author:
Editor;

Title:

[I D2
NEW LEFT
105 - 15956]

Character:

Classi fication,?

Submitting Oiicefialli

C] cienq investigated
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UNITED STATES GOVA.NMENT

Memorandum
tv DIRECTOR, FBI (10O-48006) DATE: 7/23/68

OJ SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

.. 00OUNTERINTELLIGENC GRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE.

ReNYlet 7/9/68 and Springfield let 7/19.

On 7/22/68, it was determined by' means of a
pretext phone call to International Publishers that-
BAKER and TAYLOR distributes both the hard cover
edition and the paperback edition. To date, they
have not ordered any paperbacks but they can do so
whenever they desire. BAKER and TAYLOR handles
distribution in downstate Illinois area. (Pretext-
NY dress manufacturer calling for book sho owner
inCar dale, Illinois handled by

t 7JUL 24 19681

Bureau (RM)
2- Springfield (157-802) (RM)
. -I hY'. Eu A I-A
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UNITED STAT OVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FnOM1bSAC, CINCINNATI (100-16921) (P*)

SUBJECT:--,COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
'1-BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE.GROUPS-

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

- I

1. Jackson Di

ReBuairtel, 3/4/68.

1. Under considerationb. Bureau is pro osa
vision regarding

2. This operation has not yet been effected.

3. No tangible results.

4. None.

There have been no changes in the overall
Black Nationalist movement in this division.

2-Bureau (RM)
2-Cincinnati

(1-100-16921)
(1-157-1772)

1.yjiA

2EC-35
17JUL 23 1968

5.
I.', ,*
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UNITED STATES GO 1"MENT

Memorandum
rO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7/19/68

FROM : (J ,rSAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-802) P.

SUBJECT: CCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

Re Springfield airtel to Bureau, dated 7/5/68
and New York letter dated 7/9/68.

, confidentially
ae oo hetto Rebellion to Black Liberation"
by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT ha be distributedfbyERis firm. He
stattrdNiEt1KiEicompany has received a total of 15 copies
of the book since 6/29/68 and 5 have since been sold. The
book which Baker and Taylor is distributing is the hard-back
edition selling for $5.95 (retail).

further said that he will continue .to
furnish information to the Springfield Division concerning
future distribution of the book.

P In iew of the fact that source information
concerning this book as set out in referenced Springfield
airtel dealt with the paper-back edition and since the paper-
back editions due to its lower price,would probably be more
widely distributed, the New York Office is requested to
recontact international publishers for any possible informa-
tion concerning distribution of paper-back editions in
downstate Illinois.

4C Breau (100-448006) (RM)
2 - New York (100-.161140)(RM)
2 - 8 ringfield (157-802)

0 -.-

15 JUL 22 1968 0
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT __

IFMemorandumIr

To Mr. W.C. Sullivan DATE: July 15, 1968
Tavel

Trottes ..
Tel.. Room

FROM G.C. Moore "*A/
Gandy

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

This is to advise of highly successful results of a
counterintelligence operation designed to expose black nationalist
extremist groups and New Left groups.

BACKGROUND:

The Miami Division requested authority to furnish .
public source data concerning black nationalist extremist groups
and New Left groups to a cooperative news media source at
WCKT-TV, Miami, Florida. Since this source and his television
station have been cooperative and reliable in the past, we
authorized this operation.

RESULTS: /

WCKT-TV presented a 30-minute documentary exposing
black nationalist extremist and New Left groups on Sunday
evening, July 7, 1968, at 6:30 p.m. The audience for this
prime time television show is estimated at 200,000 persons,
plus the program received considerable advance publicity and
was recommended as one of the "week's best" by a local
newspaper.

The program was so excellent and so well received that
a number of civic organizations have requested a copy of the
film. This expose ended with quotations from the Director,
with excellent results. This should be a definite deterrent to
the operations of black nationalist extremist groups and New Left
groups in Florida, according to the Miami Division.

ACTION: -- )

For information. J
54 JU22196

- AE
JLGO-44800

107i*~l

1 - Mr. C.D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W.C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. T.E. Bishop
1 - Mr. Q.C. Moore

Rj ULl aS4%9 .A. Wells

01 \
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.mt(Type in plaintext or code)

II R TEL 
(Priority)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTEL IGENCFRYOGRAMi -

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

CO0NTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM f
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF NEW LEFT

Re Miami airtel 5/22/68, and Bureau letter 5/31/68.

Channel 7, WCKT-TV, (NBC), Miami presented a 30
minute expose type documentary as mentioned in referenced
Miami airtel on prime time at 6:30 PM, Sunday 7/7/68. The
audience rating for this period is estimated at near 200,000
persons.

This program received considerable advance publicity 'j
through "spot" announcements during the preceding week. It
was also recommended in the Sunday, 7/7/68, "Miami Herald's"
TV preview as one of the "week's best bets" in a survey of
national and local programs for the coming week. This was
one of only eight programs so recommended and the only locally
produced program' Yist-ed
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MM 157-2414

This program was produced in such a way as to
avoid propagandizing the organizations and individuals
mentioned during the program.

The program did an excellent job in exposing these
individuals as being dangerous to our society and bringing
out the nature of their militancy for expOsure to the general
public. Likewise the program exposed the fact that they were
extremely active on college campuses in Florida which most
of the citizenry fails to recognize or be aware of. The
remarks made by a number of the members of the New Left
and Black Nationalists certainly substantiated remarks
recently made by the Director relative to their aims and
purposes.

The first half of the program was devoted mainly
to the New Left particularly SSOC as it exists in Florida
and mainly in the South Florida area. The second half
dealt mainly with Black Nationalist particularly the Florida
black front as it exists and operates in Florida. The
program concluded with quotes from Director J. EDGAR HOOVER
concerning the New Left.

WCKT-TV indicates that the response.has been
such that in all probability they will go to the extent of
reproducing this film in black and white so that it can be
made available to a number of civic organizations who have
requested use of the film for showing locally. The Miami
Division contemplates securing a copy of this film which wil
be forwarded to the Bureau within the near future, since the
contents of the film would undoubtedly be of interest.

The Miami Division feels that excellent results
have been obtained in this highly significant counter-
intelligence undertaking and should be a definite deterrent
to the operations of these organizations not only in
South Florida but in other areas in North Florida where their
operations were specifically pointed-oat in the course of
this film.

Enclosed for the Bureau and Jacksonville is. one
copy each of the manuscripts for this program.
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AC, Miami (157-2414)
EX-10. REC-39
irector, FBI (100-448006)-Q)()

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(POOR PEOPLE'S CAMPAIGN)

July *, 1 68

/,9--

Reurairtel 6/26/68.

Miami is authorized to furnish data concerning
on . . *h- l exVP - * 'a&s Campaign. L -

Insure your source under-
3 son*rnished on a confidential

basis and the Bureau must not be revealed as the source.

The Bureau appreciates your interest in exposing
this flagrant extravagance. Advise the Bureau of results.
For your informat I nn reau files contain no data
identifiable with

"with whom Miami had ha an exce en re ationship.
as eon furnished formation on a confidential basis in

te past and he has respected t'e"Tureou as the source of the
information furnished. Miami feels'tlis counterintelligence
action, which will expose the manner in which the PPC-wasted
money, can be handled with no possibility of embarrassment o
the Bureau. /, 7 ,

j c&~9
AII ie Ro 4om~ ~ m i TELETYPE UNIT (2

9

co,
(DI

o I
LL,

-o 0

in#

Ii Isshop

allcan

TJD:sfw/mrmyYJuPL
(6)

NOTE: The Poor People's Campaign (PPC) in Miami chartered
a bus for $1400 with a capacity of 38 passengers. Only 14 or
15 people used the bus to travel to Washington. Bus company
officials recommended these people travel on a regularly
scheduled bus since they could not fill a charteredius, which
would have saved them over $700. Also, $3000 was raised for
the campaign in Miami but apparently not used. Since this
information has been openly discussed at local meetings of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and would not
jeopardize our sources, Miami recommends, and we concur, that
this data be furnished an established news media source.
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Transmit the oilowing In

Via AIRTEL

F BI

Date: 6/26/68

(Type sn plaintext or code) 1 *

J I

(Priority)

----------------- ------------------------ L-----

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

(-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

(
5:

peop e rema inein nasingion or went on tew York City

on vacation after participating in the program and only
nine returned to Miami from Washington on the bus,
arriving Miami 6/24/68.

This chartered bus was an obvious waste of
money. Had these people traveled to Washington via
regularly scheduled bus service, round trip fare for
nine persons would have been $50.85 each and one-way fare
for six persons would have been $33.35 each for a total
cost of $675.75. These people, therefore, wasted over
, C. c vnREC-39 , ,'A Bureau (RM) Q Er

(1 - 100-438794)(SCLC)
2 - Miami (157-2414)

.(157-489)(SCLC)
271968/

4

01)

I

Approved:
.1Special Agent in Charge

Sent ,M

wl.A7

;o pt.. '- '; * %, . -%., , --
U

Per

- 0 i - F=qmpdp=- %- i -jt9

Miami's SCLC Chapter raised approximately $3,000
to send local participants to the Poor Peoples Campaign
in Washington, D. C. They decided to charter a bus for
their trip to Washington, and when it appeared they would
not have sufficient people to fill a chartered bus,
Greyhound officials recommended they travel on regularly
scheduled bus. These people, however, insisted on
chartering a bus with a capacity for 38 persons at a
cost of almost $1400 f6r the round trip.

A total of 14 or 15 people traveled to Washington-
in this bus departing Miami 5/15/68. Some of these

l" ifc-i~r^ i Wmn h2 +%?n& ~oer~t
I



4.MM157-2414

$800 by travel on chartered bus. If these participants
had flown regularly scheduled Eastern Air Lines flights
to Washington, their total cost would have been only
$1244.25.

It is noted that the money raised in Miami was
raised specifically in the name of the Poor Peoples Campaign.
and it appears there must be considerable money not used
or needed for this program.

Miami's SCLC Chapter already has a poor reputa-
tion in connection with handling funds, particularly in
view of the fact the former President of Miami SCLC's
Chapter is currently underindictment for Grand Larceny in
connection with EOPI funds handled through SCLC. This
fact, together with the money wasted on the Poov Peoples
Campaign, presents an excellent opportunity for action
under captioned program.

Most of this information has been discussed '

openly at SCLC meetings. 3 u rit is re uest
urni information

a ons ipWand information has been furnished
him confidentially n he past without his revealing the
Bureau as a source of this information.

If Bure thority is granted to furnish this
information he will be impressed with the
necessity o no revealing the Bureau's identity as
a source of this information. Miami Office feels this
action will in no way result in embarrassment to the Bureau.

-2-
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UNITED STATES*VERNMENT

Memorandum
T :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:

RoM : SAC, NEW ORLEANS (105-3138) (P)

SiBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 3/4/68, and
New Orleans letter to Bureau, 3/28/68.

NEW BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS

7/15/68

9,'-

There has been no overall change in the
Black Nationalist Movement in the New Orleans
Division since submission of referenced New Orleans
letter. This movement continues to be fairly limited
at this time; however, since the submission of
referenced letter, activity primarily in May, 1968,
picked up for a two-week period. This was duting
the time that H. RAP BROWN was on trial in New
Orleans,and during this period SNCC leaders and
members from Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Houston were
in New-Orleans. These individuals attended this
trial and met with local Black Nationalist individuals.
In addition, some of these individuals spoke at Dillard
University, a predominately Negro university, as well
as at public gatherings. Information has been received
that STANLEY WISE, Executive Secretary of SNCC, has
indicated he wanted to start a SNCC chapter in New
Orleans and that he intended to return to New Orleans
to do so. WISE, as yet, has not returned but has sent
the money to pay rent on a local office space.

2- Bureau (RM)
2.- New Orleans

REC- 76/A'
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Since referenced letter, information has
been developed on two additional local Black Nationalist
organizations which have recently been formed.

The first one i nit d Liberation Front
(ULF) which is headed by who has previously

entified in reference New Orleans letter.
is being recommended for inclusion on.the Agitator

nex of the New Orleans Office. The ULF at the present
time has an estimated 20 to 35 members, and its purpose
is an attempt to unify various Black Militant factions --

into one group in order to present a united front. .

The second organization *
Youth for Progress (BYP) headed byy
This group consists of an estimated 30 persons and is located
in the St. Bernard Housing Project, a Negro housing area
located in New Orleans.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

It has become apparent from information
developed in our investigation of Black Nationalist
groups and individuals that each group and its leaders
are jealous of one another in their own particular areas
in the movement. These leaders are very conscious of
their "own little empires" and see in the other groups a
threat to their own. As a result, New Orleans has under
consideration for probably future submission for Bureau
approval plans to keep these various groups in a state
of distrust of one another so that it will not be
possible for them to consolidate in a united front.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

In our highly successful counterintelligence
operations against the Klan in Louisiana we found that
one of the best disruptive tactics is the interview
program. As a result, New Orleans has submitted the
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names of approximately thirteen individuals who are
considered Black Nationalist leaders for Bureau
approval for interview. Upon receipt of Bureau
approval, these interviews will be carefully conducted
and, during each interview, we will attempt through
innuendo and other means to implant in their mines
distrust among these individuals against other individuals
in the movement.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

We were unsuccessful in this endeavor,
and became extremely militant in h talk)'before
local groups and would attem his audience
to conduct acts of violence, was also engaged in
attempting to extort money for merchan s in a Negro
ghetto section of New Orleans. Wel see that, if
remained in New Orleans, he represented "real trouble
and. an a sl . A amadI 4* dmisa12 t notify the

W-1., a stated they BeFlieved it would
*e wise to *isre*1 *such a manner that he would
leave town they indicated they planned to spread the
rumor that was some kind of an informant.

Subsequently, contacted the New Orleans
Office and claimed his 1 e was in danger, as someone
had spread the word that he was a nformant and, as a
result, he ba o leave tn -W wsavsed
immediate

ji ~and, subsequently, paceoard -T efr
New Yor =ty.

This sudden disappearance of has caused
a great deal of consternation among Bl Nationalists
and Leftist ces in New Orleans, as all they know is
that was walking the streets of New Orleans
on one ay an disappeared the next.

3 .
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IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

For the information of the Bureauqj k

b 8 Buy U.S. Sav,*ng Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

has their own active counterintelligence program against
Black Nationalist groups in New Orleans, which appears
to be having some success. As an example, the Intelligence
Unit bad prepared and distributed leaflets in Negro
areas over the banner of a local Black Nationalist
group. These leaflets accused another organization of
not being sincere in the movement and, as a result, has
caused friction between these two groups.

4*
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UNITED STATE, f -ERNMENT

Mernora ium
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7/1/68

FRO? 4 SAC, MOBILE (157-2578)(P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Mobile letter to Bureau, 3/27/68. )

1. Operations Under Consideration

Since submission a referenced letter, a
new organization has de loped at Montgomery,
Alabama, which could bel primary target of
counterintelligence action. The Young Mens
Progressive Committee (9he organization is in
the process of changing ,ts name to Youth
Progressive Committee),ians started at Montgomery,
with about 15 members at the present time and is
reliably reported as an affiliate of SNCC. It
is opening a bookstore as a memorial to Dr.
MARTIN LUTHER KING \and is setting up a bar, both
of which are reportedly means to raise money for
SNCC. It is contemplated that action against
this group can be taken through local police
authorities and state'liquor authorities concerning
the operation of the bar and concerning reported
information that some members of this group carry
firearms.

2. Operations Being Effected

None *
REC 74-

3. Tangible Results REC;12 JUL 5 1968

- None

-4. Developments Of Counterintelligence Interest

None
2' - Bureau (RM)(AM)
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